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The overarching purpose of this research was to determine characteristics of
raw materials which impacted the consumption and design process of crafters. The
characteristics were related to the three levels of design as described by Donald
Norman and the concept of linking value in consumer tribes. The specific focus of
this research was a comparison of the levels of design of artisan brand yarn and
national brand yarn consumed and utilized by crafters. The comparison occurred at
each of the three stages of the craft design process: the initial planning stage of the
project, the design process stage, and the result stage.
Quantitative data were collected to test four hypotheses and qualitative data
were gathered to investigate five research questions relating to the purpose statement.
Six hundred and fifty-seven individuals participated in an online, self-administered
survey. Participants were recruited using the online social media platform,
www.facebook.com and also through a snowball sampling technique.
Hypotheses were tested using Pearson’s Correlation test, frequencies, and
MANOVA. Factor analysis was also used to determine the appropriateness of the

three levels of design. Qualitative data from the surveys were analyzed using the
constant comparison method. The data were organized into emergent themes which
were used to explore the research questions and provide more explanation for the
hypotheses. Two design process models were proposed as part of this research effort.
The three levels of design as described by Norman (2004) were not
appropriate for describing what characteristics of raw materials were important to the
consumption and design process of crafters. Individuals purchasing artisan brand
yarn placed more emphasis on characteristics such as: the visible texture and feel of
the yarn. These craft consumers were also more interested in buying yarn which
supported an important business and which came from animals which were ethically
raised.
The resulting craft design process models were also a major outcome. The
description of these models was the first attempt to detail the steps taken by crafters
when producing projects. This research was also the first attempt to integrate
consumption of materials into a design process model. Future research should
endeavor to utilize these models to describe the behavior of different types of crafters.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Products made by hand are particularly valued in postmodern society as they are
seen to be unique and in opposition to the mass-produced, homogenized offerings of
many companies (Campbell, 2005). Crafts have been described as being important
because they are, “handmade, a vehicle for self-expression, unique amidst a proliferation
of mass-produced products in the marketplace” (Paige, 1999, p. 76). Perhaps, because of
the cultural support for handmade items, crafting made a major resurgence since the new
millennium (Campbell, 2005; Parkins, 2004). A 2011 survey by the Craft and Hobby
Association estimated the worth of the craft and hobby industry in the United States at
$29 billion dollars (Jakob, 2013). The Craft Yarn Council of America estimated that
there were 38 million knitters and crocheters in the United States in 2011 (Craft Yarn
Council, 2012). These crafts were so popular that enthusiasts often spoke of being
“addicted” to their needlework (Gabbert, 2000; Turney, 2009). The drive to prolong and
enhance their participation in needlework led to an explosion in the availability of yarn,
books, and online resources.
As both the number of individuals involved in crafting and the industry selling
supplies have grown, research on crafting has also increased. The research tends to be
descriptive in nature, and the focus is largely on the outcomes of the crafting process.
While the motives for entering into making crafts were highlighted (Hunt, 2005; Johnson
&Wilson, 2005; Stannard, 2011), other elements and outcomes of crafting have not been
explored. For instance, the actual craft design process received very little attention from
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researchers (Hegland & Hemmis, 1994) that prompted one researcher to call for an
investigation into the design process of crafters (Stannard, 2011).
The craft design process is heavily influenced by raw materials that “can act as a
source of inspiration and motivate the making” (Kouhia, 2012, p. 31). Theoretical
examinations of crafting highlighted the importance of materials within the designs of
professional crafters (Risatti, 2007). Gabbert (2000) suggested that the colors and hand
of materials could act as inspiration for non-professional crafters. Despite these claims, a
lack of understanding existed on how the materials were utilized in the design process of
non-professional crafters and whether meanings of raw materials were changed through
their transformation into a final craft item.
Clearly, some relationship exists between raw materials and the craft design
process that hinted at the importance of obtaining the “right” materials to create projects
for crafters. Craft consumption theorist Campbell (2005) claimed that:
One of the intriguing features of modern consumer society is the way in
which machines have become re-appropriated by the craft tradition,
aiding, and abetting craft consumers rather than robbing them of their
traditional autonomy (p. 28).
Thus, crafting is a type of “production but also a form of consumption, which generates a
demand for mass-produced materials” (Shinn & Ha, 2011, p. 105).

Crafters in this

regard have dual roles as consumers of raw materials and then producers of final craft
projects (Turney, 2004). Therefore in order to create craft projects, crafters consume
materials which were often mass-produced (Leslie, 2002). Crafters utilize these massproduced “raw materials” and transform them into a final product which is described as a
more authentic and “humanized” form of production (Campbell, 2005).
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Logically the increased participation in crafting and subsequent demand for raw
materials allows businesses and individuals numerous opportunities to supply materials to
crafters (Jakob, 2013; Leslie, 2002; Parkins, 2004). The demand for raw materials to
make craft items is also quite noticeable on websites like www.etsy.com, a marketplace
for handmade goods and supplies for making crafts. An extensive review of Etsy by
Jakob (2013) uncovered that individuals selling craft supplies made more sales than those
selling finished craft items, further indicating a strong demand for raw materials to be
used in crafting.
Crafters purchase raw materials and encourage new business to sell supplies.
Interestingly as sellers of craft supplies begin to offer new types of materials, crafters
have new opportunities to expand their creations, therefore, “the relationship between
producer and consumer should not be thought of as binary but, rather, as part of a
network that influences discourses and practices of a hobby” (Yarwood & Shaw, 2010, p.
432). Despite this vital network of consumption, which has a great effect on the
possibilities and final projects produced by crafters, academic research has barely begun
to consider the relationship between crafting and consumer behavior (Leslie, 2002;
Medley-Rath, 2010; Yarwood & Shaw, 2010). Inquiries into the motives crafters have
for purchasing supplies tends to be included as a brief afterthought of larger research
projects, such as exploring stash building behavior (Downs, 2006; Leslie, 2002; MedleyRath, 2010; Stalp, 2006).
Since crafters and suppliers of materials are part of a network of consumption
which affects the types of craft items produced, a need exists to better understand the
motivations for consumption of raw materials among crafters. Additionally, as new types
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of raw material offerings can affect the types of crafts produced there is also a need to
understand how materials affect the finished craft projects. The network of connections
between materials suppliers and crafters is complex and has significant impact on the
design process and types of craft items produced. Therefore, my goal was to describe the
design process of crafters and explore how raw materials were transformed by this
process. As researchers begin to peel back the layers of this relationship there are many
opportunities to better understand crafters as producers, their consumption patterns, and
their culture.
Purpose of the Study
The overarching purpose of this research was to determine characteristics of raw
materials which impact the consumption and design process of crafters. The
characteristics are related to the three levels of design 1 as described by Norman (2004)
and the concept of linking value in consumer tribes. The specific focus of the project was
a comparison of the levels of design of artisan brand yarn and national brand yarn
consumed and utilized by crafters. The comparison of the levels occurred at each of the
three stages of the craft design process: the initial planning stage of the project, the
process stage, and the result stage.
Objectives
To investigate the purpose the following objectives were developed.

1

Norman (2004) terms these three distinctive aspects of a product as “design elements” however, the
term design elements is typically used in design fields to refer to parts of the design such as, line, rhythm,
color, and pattern. For the purposes of this research, the three design elements described by Norman
(2004) will be termed “levels of design.”
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1. Determine levels of design influence on the purchase of either artisan brand
yarn or national brand yarn by crafters.
2. Determine if the type of yarn utilized affects the importance of levels of
design at the process stage.
3. Investigate how resulting craft projects, depending on the type of yarn
utilized, relate to levels of design.
4. Determine the importance of linking value depending on yarn type at each
stage of the craft design process.
Hypotheses
H1.

There is a difference between the levels of design that prompt crafters to purchase
artisan brand yarn or national brand yarn.
H1a.

Crafters who purchase artisan brand yarns assign less visceral levels of
design to their yarn than crafters who purchase national brand yarns.

H1b.

Crafters who purchase artisan brand yarns assign less behavioral levels of
design to their yarn than crafters who purchase national brand yarns.

H1c.

Crafters who purchase artisan brand yarns assign more reflective levels of
design to their yarn than crafters who purchase national brand yarns.

H2.

There is no difference in levels of design for artisan brand yarns or national brand
yarn projects in the process stage of crafting.
H2a.

In the process stage, there will be no difference in visceral levels of design
for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand
yarn.
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H2b.

In the process stage, there will be no difference in behavioral levels of
design for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use
national brand yarn.

H2c.

In the process stage, there will be no difference in reflective levels of
design for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use
national brand yarn.

H3.

Finished craft projects will not have different levels of design depending on
whether artisan brand yarn or national brand yarn was used.
H3a.

In the result stage, there will be no difference in visceral levels of design
for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand
yarn.

H3b.

In the result stage, there will be no difference in behavioral levels of
design for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use
national brand yarn.

H3c.

In the result stage, there will be no difference in reflective levels of design
for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand
yarn.

H4.

Crafters will identify as either process or product crafters.
Research Questions
Additional research questions were developed to help investigate the purpose

statement.
R1.

What factors were important to the planning stage of the craft design process and
how do these relate to the three levels of design?
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R2.

What factors were important to the process stage of the craft design process and
how do these relate to the three levels of design?

R3.

What factors were important to the result stage of the craft design process and
how do these relate to the three levels of design?

R4.

What were the meanings of crafting held by the respondents?

R5.

How did the meanings of raw materials and finished craft products relate to the
concept of linking value in consumer tribes?
Assumptions and Limitations
Several key assumptions of this research project must be stated. First, it was

assumed that crafters in this study had a choice to purchase the yarn that most appealed to
them. It was also assumed that crafters had access to both national brand and artisan
brand yarns. Finally, it was assumed that crafters who chose to use yarn they received as
a gift chose to use the yarn because it appealed to them based on the levels of design.
Each of the research methods also has specific assumptions. In particular the
methods of statistical analysis have assumptions which must be met to make the test
results valid. These assumptions based on the research methods will be discussed in
depth in Chapter Three.
Definition of Terms
It was imperative to define key terms for this research project. The following
definitions were important to understand for this research.
Artisan brand yarns are yarns produced in small batches by small companies or single
individuals. These yarns may feature: handspun fibers, hand dyeing, and they
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may also be farmstead yarns (sold by the farmer who has raised the fiber
animals).
Behavioral level of design is the level of design that has “to do with the pleasure and
effectiveness of use” (Norman, 2004, p. 5).
Consumer tribe “is defined as a network of heterogeneous persons--in terms of age, sex,
income, etc.-- who are interlinked by a shared passion or emotion” which lead to
consumption practices (Cova & Cova, 2001, p. 69).
Consumption is “a type of social action in which people make use of consumption
activities in a variety of ways” (Holt, 1995, p. 1). This can include using craft
materials to make projects (Campbell, 2005, p. 27).
Crafting can be defined as “a skilled manipulation of physical materials into new forms”
(Rosner & Ryokai, 2009, p. 195).
The crafter, “is someone who chooses the design for the product, selects the materials
needed and generally personally makes…the object in question,” (Campbell,
2005, p. 27). Numerous activities can fall under the umbrella of crafting,
however, for the purposes of this research the term “craft” will be operationalized
to include the following types of activities: knitting, crocheting, and weaving.
Crochet “consists of a continuous series of loops of yarn made by a single hooked
needle” (Tortora & Merkel, 2005, p. 153).
Levels of design are aspects of a product that relate to different levels of the brain. These
include: visceral levels of design which are highly aesthetic; behavioral levels of
design which relate to function and usability; and reflective levels of design which
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encompass intangible aspects of design such as emotional response (Norman,
2004, p. 38).
Local yarn stores (LYSs) small, locally owned retail establishments that sell yarn and
fiber products for handcrafters.
Fiber is “the fundamental component that is used in the assembly of textile yarns and
fabrics” (Tortora & Merkel, 2005, p. 214).
Hand-dyed yarn is “a yarn onto which dye has been manually applied” (Parkes, 2007, p.
57).
Handspun yarn is yarn “spun by hand, using a spindle or spinning wheel” (Ross, 1988,
p. 97).
Knitting is “a process by which a single yarn is looped through itself utilizing two
needles to make a chain of stitches that intermeshes horizontally referred to as
courses and vertically called wales” (Donofrio-Ferrezza & Hefferen, 2008, p.
295).
Linking value “refers to the product’s, or service’s, contribution to establishing and/or
reinforcing bonds between individuals” within a tribe (Cova & Cova, 2001, p.
70).
National brand yarns are yarns produced in large production runs by large, national
companies. These yarns tend to employ more mechanization in their production
and are very standardized.
Product crafters are those who enjoy the final product more than the act of crafting.
Process crafters are those who enjoy the act of crafting more than the final product.
Purchase behavior the act of buying products for future use.
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Reflective level of design is the level of design in which the user (or designer) can
“consider the rationalization and intellectualization of a product” (Norman, 2004,
p. 5).
Roving is a “long even strand of carded or combed fibres which have been drawn out,
then slightly twisted” for the purposes of handspinning (Ross, 1988, p. 148).
Small scale farms, for the purposes of this inquiry, will be thought of as those that gross
under $250,000 per year in income (Oregon State University Extension, 2013).
Visceral level of design are aspects of a design that “concerns itself with appearances”
(Norman, 2004, p.5).
Weaving is “the method or process of interlacing two or more sets of yarns or similar
materials so that they cross each other at (usually) right angles to produce woven
fabric” (Tortora & Merkel, 2005, p. 625).
Yarn is “a continuous strand of textile fibers that may be composed of endless filaments
or shorter fibers twisted or otherwise held together” (Tortora & Merkel, 2005, p.
641).
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Crafting has been under a resurgence in popularity since the new millennium
(e.g., Parkins, 2004; Pentney, 2008; Winge & Stalp, 2013). The body of research on
crafting has also steadily grown since the reemergence of handcrafting as a popular
leisure activity. Researchers focused on outcomes of the crafting process and
motivations for participating in the leisure activity. However, few examinations of craft
design process and the consumption of raw materials for making craft projects by
researchers existed.
Therefore, the overarching purpose of this research was to determine
characteristics of raw materials which impact the consumption and design process of
crafters. The characteristics are related to the three levels of design as described by
Norman (2004) and the concept of linking value in consumer tribes. The specific focus
of the project was a comparison of the levels of design of artisan brand yarn and national
brand yarn consumed and utilized by crafters. The comparison of the levels occurred at
each of the three stages of the craft design process: the initial planning stage of the
project, the process stage, and the result stage.
A number of topics pertinent to the discussion of crafting, consumption, and
design process will be examined. The first section will explore the crafting in
postmodern society and includes a brief discussion of design processes in relation to
crafting. Leisure consumption, experiential consumption, and craft consumption will
next be considered. Then the production of fiber goods will be discussed along with the
major varieties of available fibers. Two types of yarns, artisan brand and national brand,
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yarns will be described and yarn retailers will also be highlighted. Artisan brand yarn will
then be discussed in retaliation to Slow Fashion and locally grown agricultural goods.
Finally, the theoretical framework will be explored highlighting Norman’s (2004) levels
of design and the concept of linking value within consumer tribes.
Craft
In postmodern society there in a crisis of identity in which individuals must
determine who they were and where they fit in (Parkins, 2004). One way for individuals
to deal with this crisis was to turn to leisure activities, such as crafting, to form their selfconcept and social identity (Ari & Pedlar, 2003; Minahan & Wolfram Cox, 2010).
Crafting was described as a means of self-expression or of creating an identity for
participants, for example, “I am a quilter,” (Johnson & Wilson, 2005; Parkins, 2004).
The role of being a needle worker was found to be very salient to the identity of crafters
(Leslie, 2002).
Gauntlett (2011) claimed interest in making things was growing because
contemporary culture was moving to a “making and doing” culture (p. 3). He saw this
shift as an essential method for creating happiness. Crafting or making things “gives us a
sense of wonder, agency, and possibilities in the world” (Gauntlett, 2011, p. 2) and was
an avenue to connect in three ways: (a) materials were connected in the process of
making, (b) there was typically some social connecting involved either during or after the
process of making, (c) and the process of sharing items with the larger community via the
internet allowed participants to connect with the larger social environment (Gauntlett,
2011).
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Crafting was linked to a number of other important psychological outcomes (see
table 2.1) such as: well-being and successful aging (Blood, 2008; Reynolds,1997;
Reynolds, 2009; Schofield-Tomschin & Littrell, 2001), self-expression (Gabbert, 2000;
Johnson & Hawley, 2004; Kokko & Dillon, 2011; Shinn & Ha, 2011; Turney, 2004;
Turney, 2009), creativity (Blood, 2006; Gabbert, 2000; Johnson & Hawley, 2004; Rosner
& Ryokai, 2009), shared community (Downs, 2006; Johnson & Hawley, 2004; Prigoda &
McKenzie, 2007; Orton-Johnson, 2012; Schofield-Tomschin & Littrell, 2001),
generativity (Prigoda & McKenzie, 2007; Schofield-Tomschin & Littrell, 2001), creation
of identity/ affirmation of self (Johnson & Hawley, 2004; Schofield-Tomschin &Littrell,
2001; Stalp 2006; Stalp 2007), feeling of agency (Coulter, Feldman, & Howie, 2004;
Myzelev, 2009; Pentney, 2008; Springgay 2010), political activeness (Bratich & Brush,
2011; Minahan & Wolfram Cox, 2007; Pace, 2007; Pentney, 2008; Springgay, 2010;
Winge & Stalp, 2013), celebration of femininity (Groeneveld, 2010; Minahan & Wolfram
Cox, 2007; Myzelev, 2009; Pentney, 2008; Springgay, 2010), supporting heritage
(Abrams, 2006; Kokko & Dillon, 2011, Strawn & Littrell, 2007), relaxation (Grace,
Gandolfo, & Candy, 2009; Medley-Rath, 2010; Myzelev, 2009; Parkins, 2004; Reynolds,
1997; Reynolds, 2009; Stannard, 2011), and fostering an active digital culture (Goodman
& Rosner, 2011; Johnson &Hawley, 2004; Orton-Johnson, 2012).
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Table 2.1: Summary of Research Related to Psychological Outcomes of Crafting
Research Topic
Well-being/
Successful aging
Self-expression
Creativity

Authors
Blood, 2008; Reynolds,1997; Reynolds, 2009; SchofieldTomschin & Littrell, 2001
Gabbert, 2000; Johnson & Hawley, 2004; Kokko & Dillon, 2011;
Shinn & Ha, 2011; Turney, 2004; Turney, 2009
Blood, 2006; Gabbert, 2000; Johnson & Hawley, 2004; Rosner &
Ryokai, 2009
Downs, 2006; Johnson & Hawley, 2004; Prigoda & McKenzie,
2007; Orton-Johnson, 2012; Schofield-Tomschin & Littrell, 2001
Prigoda & McKenzie, 2007; Schofield-Tomschin & Littrell, 2001
Johnson & Hawley, 2004; Schofield-Tomschin &Littrell, 2001;
Stalp 2006; Stalp 2007

Shared
Community
Generativity
Creation of
identity/
affirmation of self
Feeling of agency Coulter, Feldman, & Howie, 2004; Myzelev, 2009; Pentney, 2008;
Springgay 2010
Political
Bratich & Brush, 2011; Minahan & Wolfram Cox, 2007; Pace,
activeness
2007; Pentney, 2008; Springgay, 2010; Winge & Stalp, 2013
Celebration of
Groeneveld, 2010; Minahan & Wolfram Cox, 2007; Myzelev,
femininity
2009; Pentney, 2008; Springgay, 2010
Supporting
Abrams, 2006; Kokko & Dillon, 2011, Strawn & Littrell, 2007
heritage
Relaxation
Grace, Gandolfo, & Candy, 2009; Medley-Rath, 2010; Myzelev,
2009; Parkins, 2004; Reynolds, 1997; Reynolds, 2009; Stannard,
2011
Fostering an
Goodman & Rosner, 2011; Johnson &Hawley, 2004; Ortonactive digital
Johnson, 2012
culture

The meanings of craft was explored by researchers as well. An extensive study
on craft by Kouhia (2012) was conducted using in-depth interviews to develop a model of
eight interrelated meanings of craft. Her categories of meaning “capture both the
meanings of self-reflective making and the meanings gained through the use of craft
products (Kouhia, 2012, p. 30). Functional meanings related to usability, utility,
suitability, and sustainability. Material meanings related to personal expression and
value demonstrated through skilled manipulation of raw goods. Aesthetic meanings were
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tied to expressiveness and suggest technical skill and ability of crafters. Expressive
meanings allowed crafters to showcase their identities and engage in the creative aspects
of crafting. Experiential meanings reflected personal histories, social relationships, and
cultural traditions. Multi-sensory meanings which included “the visual, verbal and
auditory responses to making…the embodied skills of making things” (Kouhia, 2012, p.
34). Collaborative meanings related to cultural values and the social practices around
crafting. Narrative meanings wove together the crafter’s personal history and personal
identity in both the final objects and process of making.
By engaging in the design process, crafters were creating meaning. When the
goods purchased to create handcrafts were fashioned into the finished craft projects they
were taking on another layer of meaning through the design process. Through the control
exerted by the crafter, the craft object became even more closely tied with the self of the
individual. Consequently, as the crafter finished a handmade item they invested part of
their extended self into that item (Belk, 1988; Belk, 2007; Medley-Rath, 2010). The
crafter took on the dual role of consumer as producer as they (a) purchased raw materials
to create future crafts, (b) incorporated these raw materials into their extended self, (c)
exerted control over the raw materials to create handmade objects, (d) and invested the
final object with some of their extended self (Belk, 1988; Belk, 2007).
Crafts objects were imbued with meaning and may have had a significant
meaning when given as gifts to friends and family members (Johnson & Wilson, 2005;
Stannard, 2011). Participants in Stannard’s (2011) inquiry into the motivations of
knitters articulated that it was very important that recipients of handmade gifts were
properly appreciative. Appreciated or not, handmade gifts were an emotional bridge
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between the crafter and recipient as giving these types of items represented giving a piece
of the maker’s extended self to the recipient (Belk, 1988; Medley-Rath, 2010).
Craft Design Process
Clearly raw materials took on new meanings as they were fashioned into final
craft products through the design process. However, the actual design process of crafters
had only been specifically described for one individual as part of a case study (Hegland
& Hemmis, 1994). This exploration of one knitter’s process was helpful to understand
some of the complexities within the craft design process but was not sufficient for
describing overarching themes within the design process of crafters. It was suggested
that more examinations into the craft design process were needed (Stannard, 2011).
As a specific craft design process had yet to be described it was helpful to explore
other design process models. Researchers in the field of clothing and textiles discussed
numerous design process models which may have been helpful in understanding the
design process of crafters (Bye, 2010; Carroll & Gross, 2010; LaBat & Sokolowski,
1999; Lamb & Kallal, 1992; Watkins, 1988). Stages or steps visited by a designer when
going through the process of making a new design were illustrated in these models.
Three prominent apparel design process models (LaBat & Sokolowski, 1999; Lamb &
Kallal, 1992; Watkins, 1988) were investigated.
One of the earliest apparel design process models was developed by Watkins
(1988) who described a seven step design process based on the work of Koberg and
Bagnall (1974) in their book the Universal Traveler. The seven steps were: accept the
problem, analyze all angles of the problem, define the problem, ideate as many solutions
as possible to the problem, select the best solution, implement or prototype the solution,
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and evaluate the outcome. The key point made by this author was that a designer must
make sure to define the actual problem as opposed to presenting a solution without fully
understanding what problem needs to be solved. When designers focus on the problem it
was possible to find more innovative and appropriate solutions.
The next major process model was pioneered by Lamb and Kallal (1992); their
design process model included six stages: problem identification, preliminary ideas,
design refinement, prototype development, evaluation, and implementation. These were
quite similar to the seven stages described by Watkins (1988), however, the stage of
accepting the problem was omitted. In addition, this process model included a major
component that considered specific consumer needs. These needs were broken up into
three major categories: functional needs-such as fit, mobility, and comfort; expressive
needs-such as showing status and building self-esteem; and aesthetic needs-such as
design principles and art elements. The inclusion of the three categories (functional,
expressive, and aesthetic) allowed the designer to have greater consideration of the
apparel consumer when entering into the design process.
LaBat and Sokolowski (1999) took a synthesis approach to design process
models. The researchers evaluated design process models from apparel design, industrial
design, and other related design fields. They then took the major stages within each
process model and looked for similarities across disciplines. Finally, the authors
collapsed the stages into an overarching, three stage design process model. The first
stage was: problem definition and research that included: defining the problem, research,
and finding a working problem definition. The second stage was creative exploration
which encompassed: preliminary ideas, design refinement, prototype development, and
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evaluation of prototype. The third stage was implementation which included: production
refinement and improvement of products.
Another design process which would be most helpful to consider when thinking
about craft, was described by Bye (2010) in her discussion of creative scholarship in the
field of clothing and textiles. As discussed in the previous section, multiple approaches
to the design process were utilized by clothing and textiles scholars which were boiled
down into three major categories: problem-based design research, research through
practice, and creative practice. Creative practice described a three stage process which
most closely resembled the craft design process. The first stage involved an inspiration,
context, or idea (Bye, 2010, p. 214). In the craft world inspiration for a project often
came from finding the perfect pattern or an interesting new material (Gabbert, 2000;
Stannard, 2011). The next stage was called “design process,” and it occurred when a
practitioner actually worked with the materials to create a product. Finally, by following
through the design process stage a final artifact was created (Bye, 2010, p. 214). While
the word “artifact” may not be the most appropriate for the items produced by crafters,
there was typically a resulting product from crafting.
Thus, crafters engaged in three basic design process stages, a planning stage, a
process stage, and a results stage. Within the planning stage the crafter was able to
purchase and draw inspiration for their project from the raw materials. The subsequent
stages involved the crafter manipulating these raw materials into a new form. The result
stage of the craft design process would involve some sort of evaluation of the resulting
product by the crafter and potentially by others (e.g., by gift recipients).
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Process and Product Crafters
Researchers suggested that certain stages of the design process were preferred by
crafters. For instance, the majority of the quilters observed and interviewed by Stalp
(2006) were primarily interested in the process of quilting as opposed to the resulting
product. Gauntlett (2011) concurred with this assertion that process was primary in terms
of importance for crafters. Medley-Rath (20100 agreed that among scrapbookers process
was significantly more important to crafters than the finished books, which may have
been only rarely examined. Finally, Schofield-Tomschin and Littrell (2001) indicated
that, “Process had the greatest number of informant references, suggesting that the
process of crafting served as a significant force in craft production” (p. 46). These
researchers, however, did find some of their participants were primarily interested in the
final craft product as opposed to the process (Schofield-Tomschin & Littrell, 2001).
Stannard (2011) discovered a nearly even spilt in her sample of fifteen knitters in
which half identified themselves as primarily interested in the final product and the other
half were interested in the actual process of knitting. Another inquiry into the creative
process of one knitter discovered that extended participation in crafting allowed the
individual to move from emphasizing the final product to finding more joy from the
process (Hegland & Hemmis, 1994). Interestingly, this switch from product to process
emphasis in the study participant coincided with greater importance being placed on the
yarns utilized in the process (Hegland & Hemmis, 1994).
Leisure and Consumption
As stated in the previous section, there has been a decline in the amount of time
for leisure activities in postmodern society. This section of the literature review will
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explore the importance of consumption in relation to leisure activities. Experiential
leisure and consumption will be detailed and the relationship between crafting as a leisure
activity and the importance of consumption within that will also be considered. In this
research it is important to distinguish between “consumption” and “purchase behavior.”
Purchase behavior is the actual act of buying materials for crafting while consumption
encompasses the act of using materials (Holt, 1995).
Fragmented identity in postmodern society led many individuals to utilize “the
system of consumption in order to forge an identity” (Cova, 1997, p. 305). It was
documented that consumers frequently used possessions to help express their identity and
define their self-concept (Belk, 1988; Mittal, 2006). Consumption of some brands helped
to establish a very robust identity, for instance owners of Harley Davidson ® motorcycles
were often thought to have specific identity traits such as independence, American pride,
and rebel spirit (Schouten, Martin & McAlexander, 2007; Schouten & McAlexander,
1995).
The amount of time allocated to leisure activities had also declined in postmodern
society (Arai & Pedlar, 2003; Keinan & Kivetz, 2010). Keinan and Kivetz (2010)
investigated why consumers were interested in visiting only new places and engaging in
vacation experiences which were not particularly fun. They discovered that for
contemporary consumers “the need for productivity is so powerful that it not only drives
consumers to allocate more time to work and production but also affects the kind of
activities consumers pursue during the small amount of time they allocate to leisure” (p.
936). This desire to maximize productivity in leisure time led to the preference for
activities in which consumers could multi-task. Crafters often remarked that the ability to
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work on craft projects while engaging in other forms of leisure such as visiting with
friends or watching television was a very appealing aspect of the activity (Stannard,
2011).
Some researchers stated that contemporary workers were able to see less physical
proof of their efforts while in the office that led them to be almost detached from their
work and identify less with their working identity (Celsi, Rose, & Leigh, 1993). Instead
of building an identity from work, participation in leisure was how many individuals
gained or modified their sense of self (Celsi et al., 1993). Therefore, leisure consumption
was extremely important to some consumers as “leisure activities encompass symbolic
aspects of consumption behavior” (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982, p. 134). Leisure
consumption was also important to consumers because they choose to engage in an
activity in which they had a high level of interest, and thus, there was a high level of
involvement in what they were consuming to engage in the activity (Holbrook &
Hirschman, 1982).
Experiential Consumption
Leisure events could have also had significant experiential consumption activities
involved, for instance Belk and Costa’s (1998) study of the modern community of
mountain men involved numerous important purchases in order to participate in events.
Consumers had to obtain the necessary clothing and gear in order to be part of the
activity, and “authentic” gear such as buffalo skin robe were especially valued in the
group. The more authentic materials were often quite cost prohibitive, and participants in
the study described future consumption goals to obtain better materials for participation
in the leisure activity.
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Crafters may also have had future goals of consumption with regards to the
materials they might purchase. As crafters gained more skill in their chosen leisure
activity they often choose to purchase more exclusive materials (Stannard, 2011).
Minahan and Wolfram Cox (2007) discussed that taking part in crafting groups meeting
outside the home could have also required consumption of drinks if taking place at a café
or bar.
One of the seminal works on experiential leisure consumption was written by Holt
(1995) in which he explored how a baseball game was actually consumed. This article
detailed different motivations for consumption. The author developed four ways
consumers consume: consuming as experience, consuming as integration, consuming as
classification, and consuming as play. Consuming as integration included a consideration
of how consumers personalize a leisure experience. Personalization referred to “actions
in which consumers symbolically and physically tailor mass-produced consumption
objects in order to acquire and manipulate their meaning-carrying properties” (p. 8). It
was this consideration of personalization of consumer goods that related best to crafting
and utilizing yarn to create finished projects. As the crafter exerted control over the raw
materials they were adding new layers of meaning to the consumer good which can
change the original meaning of the good (Belk, 1988). Crafting and Consumption
Partaking in leisure activities can have involved consuming materials and crafting
is no different. Yarwood and Shaw (2010) found in an investigation of model train
builders that crafters occasionally used their consumption of craft related commercial
products to establish a specific identity (for instance, using only one type of model train
can lead to a title like “diesel man”) within the craft community. Similarly, it was
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possible for consumer goods to contribute to group identity, Yarwood and Shaw (2010)
stated that, “far from eroding individuality, mass-producers of crafts materials can
actually contribute to a shared identity” (p. 427). These researchers investigated the craft
community of model train builders. Train builders were also reliant upon consumer
goods in order to create their final models. They had different levels of involvement with
consumer products as some chose to make more of their models from scratch than others.
Interestingly, the researchers discovered the community in general was able to use
commercial brands as a identifying and referring to types of modelers (Yarwood & Shaw,
2010).
Crafting was reliant upon consumer goods that are often arranged into a “craft
stash” in which materials were stored for future projects. Stash building “not only
requires skill and knowledge, but is essentially creative in nature” (Campbell, 2005, p.
34). The possession of a stash was characterized as a way for an individual to legitimize
their identity as a crafter (Stalp, 2006; Stalp & Winge, 2008). One researcher found a
significant relationship between crafting identity, the frequency of engaging in craft
activities, and the amount of stashed materials for creation of future projects (Leslie,
2002).
Researchers had only begun to examine why crafters purchased materials for their
hobby and stashes (Leslie, 2002). Gabbert (2000) reflected that:
Collecting (for the stash) for the quilters seemed based in tactile, sensory,
and emotional satisfaction rather than in issues of monetary control. Value
lay in simply shopping for and acquiring their chosen medium (p. 142).
Perceived scarcity of materials during sales or due to seasonal color/print offerings could
also have caused crafters to overbuy in order to have materials for future projects (Stalp,
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2006). The investment into the craft stash took money away from the family unit which
caused crafters to frequently hide their materials, this was described as deviant behavior
by some researchers (Downs, 2006; Stalp, 2006; Stalp & Winge, 2008). However,
Medley-Rath (2010) argued that her sample of scrapbookers were not taking place in
some of the deviant stash hiding activities described by other researchers.
The store environment can have impacted whether crafters chose to purchase
materials (Downs, 2006; Leslie, 2002). Crafters in one study of scrapbooking culture
were uninterested in purchasing supplies from chain stores that were seen as inferior
when compared to smaller, local stores because the chain stores lacked instruction, the
feeling of camaraderie, and personal attention for consumers (Downs, 2006). Industry
workers of small-scale craft supply stores can have also influenced the types of materials
available and therefore, the types of projects that can be created (Medley-Rath, 2010).
Therefore, the cottage industries that developed around crafting and other leisure
activities added opportunities for creating new kinds of projects because they began to
offer new types of materials (Medley-Rath, 2010; Yarwood & Shaw, 2010). However,
how crafters as consumers interpreted specific marketing strategies of craft supplies and
whether they subsequently chose to incorporate these new supplies into their projects had
not been explored.
Fiber Goods
Crafting required materials in order to make products. The scope of this research
involved craft activities (knitting, crocheting, and weaving) which relied on yarn or fiber
products used to make yarn. This section will highlight how these materials are produced
in different ways which can affect the type of finished yarns. A discussion of the two
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major types of yarn varieties will also be included. Finally, various retail environments
that sell yarn and fiber products will be explored.
Production of Fiber Goods
Prior to delving into types of yarn, it was important to understand the basic steps
to producing fiber products. Fiber is “the fundamental component that is used in the
assembly of textile yarns and fabrics (Tortora & Merkel, 2005, p. 214). There were three
types of fibers used to create yarn: protein, cellulosic, and synthetic (Parkes, 2007;
Tortora & Merkel, 2005). Each major groups of fibers required different stages of
processing to make products which were usable to handcrafters. The first two types of
fibers discussed could have been produced on a small scale, whereas synthetics had to be
done on a larger scale.
Protein fiber production. Protein fibers come from animals (Parkes, 2007;
Tortora & Merkel, 2005). Many types of animals grow fiber but only some were
considered to be desirable for spinning and knitting/crochet/weaving by the crafter.
Some of the most common desirable animal fibers for crafting were obtained from
shearing or combing the following animals: sheep, lama, alpaca, yak, goat, rabbit, camel,
and bison (Parkes, 2007; Robson & Ekarius, 2009).
Fiber production involved processing after the fiber was obtained from the
animal. Depending on the desired end product there were many steps that had to be
accomplished. Two major fiber products demanded by crafters were: roving for
handspinners and yarn for knitters, weavers and crocheters (Gibson, 2009).
In order to create appropriate end products fiber had to go through the following
steps: sorting, scouring, dyeing (if desired), de-hairing, carding, and spinning (if
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producing yarn) (Gibson, 2009, p. 39). Whereas it was possible for an individual to
perform these tasks alone it was quite time consuming and dependent on specialized tools
(Baines, 1977; Gibson, 2009). Many individuals chose to take their loose fiber to a mill
for processing as opposed to trying to obtain and maintain the machinery necessary for
processing fiber (Gibson, 2009).
Fiber mills were once a fairly common, however, there have been a marked
decline in US production of textile products in general making it more difficult for those
raising fiber to find a mill (Gibson, 2009). Sensing the need for more domestic
production, many small fiber mills (sometimes called cottage woolen mills or
microspinneries) have begun to reemerge in contemporary society (Gibson, 2009; Parkes,
2007). The smaller mills offered small scale producers of fiber an opportunity to obtain
their own products which they could then sell.
Parkes (2007) claimed that, “many more microspinneries have cropped up in the
last five years, a marvelous reaction to the inevitable sameness that globalization has
brought us” (p. 51). The quote indicated the ability for more small scale fiber farmers to
produce their own yarn allowed for greater variety for consumers and also was another
way for crafters to fight against globalization and the inevitable homogenization of massproduction. Other ways in which producers of fiber products could have reacted to
globalization, was to further exploit differences that occurred when a product is
handmade. This could have been accomplished by employing handspinning which
allowed for more differences in the texture and weight of finished yarns (Parks, 2007).
Hand-dyeing similarly created very different aesthetic outcomes depending on how dye
was applied to the yarn (Miser, 2010; Parkes, 2007). As hand-dyeing was reliant upon
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human intervention it was often possible for these types of yarns to create effects that
could not be replicated with industrial methods (Miser, 2010). Overall, these handmade
yarns, “have a tender honesty and sense of soul that you don’t always feel in products
that are produced on an industrial scale” (Parkes, 2007; p. 51).
Cellulosic fiber production. Cellulosic fibers are those that come from plants
(Parkes, 2007; Ross, 1988; Tortora & Merkel, 2005). Typical cellulosic fibers suitable
for making yarn included: cotton, flax, and hemp (Parkes, 2007). For those producing
yarns from these types of fibers the seeds must first be removed through either combing
(flax and hemp) or ginning (cotton) (Parkes, 2007). Once the fibers were prepared it was
possible for the fibers to be spun. There were some small gins and mills for instance
Zeilinger Wool (2014) that were willing to process these types of fibers for small scale
yarn manufacturers. It was also possible to handspin these fibers, though it may require
the use of a more specialized sort of spinning wheel, for instance flax was often done on a
flax wheel (Ross, 1988).
A special group of cellulosic fibers typically used by handcrafters included:
rayon, bamboo, and soy (Parkes, 2007). These fibers were produced by plants but in
order for the fibers to actually be made into a usable product they were first turned into a
pulp using chemicals (Parkes, 2007). The pulp was then extruded into fibers (Parkes,
2007; Tortora & Merkel, 2005). Due to the cost of the necessary advanced machinery,
these types of cellulosic fibers could not be produced by a small fiber company.
Synthetic fiber production. Typical synthetic fibers used in yarns for hand
crafters included: acrylic, polyester, and nylon (Parkes, 2007). These fibers were created
using chemical processes and must be extruded using large machines (Ross, 1988;
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Tortora & Merkel, 2005). Handspinners may have plied handmade yarns with synthetics
to incorporate the look of these fibers (for instance using a synthetic with a particular
color or textural effect) or specific properties of synthetics with their homespun fibers
(Parkes, 2007; Ross, 1988). As a general rule, it was not possible for small scale
producers of yarn to create synthetic fibers.
Though the finishing of the raw fiber into yarn or roving was a necessary step, it
remained unclear as to whether crafters considered it as something that added to the value
of the final products. Nonetheless, individuals or companies producing fiber goods had
to determine how to accomplish these processing steps in order to have a product that
was acceptable to crafters (Gibson, 2009).
Yarn Varieties
The growth in popularity and acceptance of crafting led to increasing numbers of
yarns being offered in the marketplace. However, the types of yarn were typically not
well-distinguished. Popular press literature indicated there was a general understanding
that some yarns involved more handmade properties while others were a product of
mechanization (e.g., Parkes, 2007; Parkes, 2009; Miser, 2010; Stiefel & Souza, 2011).
The general lack of clear classification of yarn varieties necessitated the delineation of
two major types of yarn: national brand yarns and artisan brand yarns for the purposes of
this research. Each of these types of yarn will be explained in depth in the following
section.
A national brand was defined by the American Marketing Association as “a brand
that is marketed throughout a national market” (AMA, 2014). Lee and Steen (2010)
more specifically defined national brands as “the brands distributed nationally; well-
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known and to which consumers attach specific images, quality levels, and prices” (p.
378). These two definitions agreed that a national brand product was marketed
nationally. It was the second definition that expanded on this concept by adding the word
“well-known.” The addition of “well-known” hinted that there must be consumer
familiarity with the brand and therefore, the brand must be large enough in scale that
consumers would be able to become familiar. For the purposes of this research national
brand products were defined as “products which are marketed nationally, that consumers
are familiar with and that are produced by large companies.”
In contrast to national brands, artisan brands were more specialized and smaller in
scale. A specific definition of artisan yarns had not been described by other researchers.
However, the word “artisan or artisanal” was defined as “pertaining to or noting a highquality or distinctive product made in small quantities, usually by hand or using
traditional methods: artisanal cheese; artisanal cheesemakers” (Artisanal, 2014, para. 1).
There were numerous products categories in which the separation between
national brands and artisan brands were exemplified. For instance, cheese was produced
by large national brands such as Velveeta ® and also was produced on a much smaller
scale. The makers of small scale batches of cheese often marketed their product as
“artisan cheese” that “implies that a cheese is produced primarily by hand, in small
batches, with particular attention paid to the tradition of the cheesemaker’s art and thus
using as little mechanization as possible in the production of the cheese” (American
Cheese Society, 2011, para. 2). A subset of artisan cheese was farmstead cheese which
“are manufactured with milk from the farmer's own herd or flock on the farm where the
animals are raised” (D-Amico & Donnelly, 2010, p. 135).
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A similar separation was seen in the product category of beer. Large national
brands of beer were capable of turning out numerous promotional campaigns and offered
products that were quality controlled for similarity (Clemons, Gao, & Hitt, 2006). Craft
brewers in contrast, operated on a much smaller scale but were capable of offering
products which had more uniqueness based on batch and also had more abilities to “craft”
the beer (Clemons et al., 2006; Woolverton & Parcell, 2008).
After examining the definitions of artisan, artisan cheese, and craft beers it was
possible to provide an overarching definition of artisan brand products as those that
tended to be made in small batches and typically employed more hand methods than
larger national brand products. They may have had unique ingredients; they focused on
traditional approaches to manufacturing; and tended to be more high quality.
The definition of artisan brand products like beer and cheese was then translated
to artisan yarns. Artisan yarns were produced in small, distinct production runs. These
yarns may have employed more unique fibers than those used by national yarn brands.
These yarns may have also employed more traditional manufacturing techniques such as
hand-dyeing and handspinning. Similar to farmstead cheeses, consumers could have
purchased farmstead yarns from the farmers who had raised the animals (Gray, 2011).
Specialty marketing techniques had been employed by artisan cheesemakers and could
also be seen in artisan yarns which may have even showcased the animal from which the
yarn was made.
Delineating between national brands and artisan brands when examining yarns
was difficult. Therefore, for the purposes of this research both of these terms were also
operationally defined in specific relation to yarn products.
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National brand yarns: are yarns produced in large production runs by
large, national companies. These yarns tend to employ more
mechanization in their production and are very standardized.



Artisan brand yarns: are yarns produced in small batches by small
companies or single individuals. These yarns may feature: handspun
fibers, hand dyeing, and they may also be farmstead yarns (sold by the
farmer who has raised the fiber animals).

Three features (handspun, hand-dyed, or farmstead) were used to determine if a yarn was
an artisan brand yarn. If a yarn did not have one or more of these three features it was
considered a national brand yarn.
Retailers of Yarn
National brand yarns such as: Lion’s Brand ®, Red Heart ®, and Carron ® were
commonly found at a number of national retail chains of craft supplies. Both Joann’s ®
and Michael’s ® were common national retail chains which sold numerous types of
national brand yarns. Both of these chains also offered their own private label yarns such
as Sensations TM and Loops and Thread TM. These retailers were also known for having
yarn sales and offering coupons which crafters were likely to use for purchasing materials
(Stannard, 2011).
While national retailers of craft supplies were certainly easier to locate, not every
crafter was interested in purchasing from these establishments. Some crafters
commented that they find the lack of service at these stores to be a major drawback
(Downs, 2006; Leslie, 2002). For crafters who found larger, national chain stores
retailing craft supplies to be inadequate, there were other, smaller options. These smaller
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options may have still sold national brand yarns but there was also frequently artisan
brand yarn offerings.
As stated in the previous section artisan brand yarns for the purposes of this
research included some or all of the following features: being handspun, being handdyed, and/or being raised by a small scale farmer. Artisan brand yarns were commonly
retailed by smaller retailers such as local yarn stores (LYSs). They were also found on
the internet through personal websites and also through websites such as Etsy and
Ravelry which had specific marketplaces for small producers of fiber goods to sell their
wares (Jakob, 2013; Orton-Johnson, 2012). Finally, these types of yarns were available
through direct marketing techniques such as: craft fairs, fiber festivals, and farmer’s
markets (Parkes, 2007). Direct marketing, such as farmer’s markets or craft fairs, was an
avenue for increasing consumer loyalty through fostering a more intimate connection
between the farmer (producer) and consumer (Conner et al., 2009). When retailing
handmade products it was found that telling more of the story behind the products could
be helpful as well as carrying made in USA products, and trying to communicate more
about the artisan (Paige, 1999).
Artisan Brand Yarn in Relation to Slow Fashion
Consumption was as important aspect of leisure and also a method for
establishing identity in postmodern society. However, there were some darker aspects of
consumption such as overflowing landfills, the pollution of the environment, and more.
Consumer concerns with these over consumption outcomes have allowed for the
development of some important social causes like the slow foods and slow fashion
movement. There has also been a desire among consumers to support locally grown
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products and small scale farming. Consumer interest in supporting these types of
products has been reflected in the craft community in which there was a growing number
of small farm fiber products being offered.
Slow Fashion
Slow fashion was a growing movement in the fashion industry. It was based on
the concepts championed by the slow foods movement started in Italy in the 1970s by
Carlo Petrini (Clark, 2008; Petrini, 2007). The slow foods movement was concerned
with the homogenization and “McDonaldsization” of food (Fletcher, 2010). There were
three major principles of the slow foods movement: good, clean, and fair (Petrini, 2007).
When applied to food these principles highlighted the importance of using local food
systems which compensate local farmers appropriately and built relationships between
the producer and consumer (Petrini, 2007).
Slow fashion was the application of the principles of slow food to the fashion
industry. Slow fashion was in opposition to fast fashion sold by retailers such as Zara ®,
Forever 21 ®, and H & M ® (Clark, 2008). Fast fashion was characterized by the
following: quick turnaround, high volume consumption, goods that are typically made of
lesser quality materials, highly stylish goods, and goods that are made to be worn only a
few times (Clark, 2008). The proliferation of fast fashion and the damage it caused to
local businesses and systems of production as well as the environment caused some
designers and retailers to embrace slow fashion (Fletcher, 2010).
Slow fashion was an approach in that garments were made to last a very long
time, they were also made as “classics” which will not go out of style quickly (Clark,
2008; Fletcher, 2010). Slow fashion garments may even have considerations for
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recycling the product after the consumer had utilized it (Clark, 2008). Slow fashion also
had “a set of nested values based on local, artisan, and traditional production” (Fletcher,
2010, p. 261).
When considering the principles of slow fashion and craft, it was possible to see
parallels between the goals of the social movement and the underlying ethics of crafting.
Bratich and Brush (2011) reflected that, “the emphasis on slow production as opposed to
rapid output, on personal expression against repetitive and specialized tasks, and on gift
exchange versus mass production all constitute” (p. 235) aspects of contemporary craft
culture. Additionally, “craft is the slow, the intentional, the ecologically sound
counterpoint to the acceleration of post-Fordist life” (Bryan-Wilson, 2012, p. 9). It
became clear that craft was a way to combat the rapid-paced contemporary lifestyle
which was heavily reliant upon mass-produced goods. The consideration and valuation
of local, artisan and traditional production as a part of the slow fashion paradigm was
highly related to the value of craft in present-day society (Bryan-Wilson, 2012). The
value of “slow” and its relation to crafting lead to the next consideration in this literature
review: local production.
Locally Grown and Small Scale Farming
Locally grown agricultural products is an important aspect of the slow foods
movement (Petrini, 2007). The purchase of these products allowed consumers to have
more say in how their foods were grown and kept money in the community (Conner,
Colasanti, Ross & Smalley, 2010; Jolly, 2011; Selfa & Qazi, 2005). Locally grown is
difficult to define; some viewed it as a small regional area, whereas others viewed it as a
two or three state span (Conner et al., 2010; Jolly, 2011; Selfa & Qazi, 2005). Still other
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researchers may have defined locally grown as having an emphasis on the relationship
that was built between the producer of the goods and the consumer (Selfa & Qazi, 2005).
No matter how locally grown is defined there has been consumer support for locally
grown options based on sustainable practices and those that supported small scale farmers
(Adams & Salois, 2010).
Small scale farming is another nostalgic activity that experienced a resurgence in
popularity in contemporary society (Chaker, 2013). Consumers concerned about the
homogenized nature of mass produced products were theorized as the driving influence
behind the growing popularity of small scale farming (Jolly, 2011). Some researchers
have discovered that small scale farmers have adopted the identity of being more
sustainable or ethical in their efforts than their commercial counterparts perhaps because
of the dualistic view of farming as either small scale (authentic) or large scale
(commercialized) (Holloway, 2001).
Often it was the goal of the small scale farmer to exploit areas in which large
commercial farmers were not participating, like specialty crops and sustainable practices
such as locally grown (Holloway, 2001). The small scale farmer was able to work
closely with their consumers in order to swiftly adapt to changes in the market, and they
may have also relied on marketing based on the localness and sustainable features to help
with sales (Jolly, 2011). Small scale farmers have also used specialty or heritage crops as
another method for diversification and economic success (Jolly, 2011). By growing
uncommon crops overlooked by large commercial growers it was possible for the small
scale grower to produce a prized product that was inherently valuable due to the rareness
in the market place (Jolly, 2011).
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Small Farm Fiber Products
The growing interest in buying locally grown goods and supporting small farmers
created new opportunities for small scale farmers to realize economic profits (Adams &
Salois, 2010; Hustvedt & Bernard, 2008; Jolly, 2011; Loureiro & Hine, 2002). One of
these opportunities for small scale farmers was through the production of fiber products
for the handcraft market (Gray, 2011; Parkes, 2007; Tapper & Zucker, 2008). Further,
when buying from small farms “symbolically you get a bit of the farm” (Parkes, 2007, p.
51).
The small scale farming strategy of producing unique crops was also applied to
fiber products. Heritage breed fiber products grown by small scale farmers allowed
crafters an opportunity to use interesting and exclusive materials for their projects
(Tapper & Zucker, 2008). These types of specialty fibers fetch a higher price and also
lent a sort of prestige to the crafter who utilized them (Parkins, 2004; Zawilinski, 2010)
as often “premium materials are associated with high quality crafts” (Kouhia, 2012, p.
32). Popular press author Parkes (2007) stated that when purchasing local yarns “not
only is it a chance to get something totally unique in an age of increasing conformity, but
it’s a small way to validate and support what these farmers are trying to do” (p. 51).
In addition to supporting small scale agriculture, these goods often had a specific
aesthetic quality that was often purposefully not perfectly machined (Parkes, 2007; Ross,
1988). Risatti (2007) discussed how a craftsperson might react to this type of aesthetic:
When irregularities are encountered in material, for instance
discoloration or knots, say in pieces of wood or in fibers, the hand of
the craftsman can negotiate around these natural occurrences or work
with them and incorporate them into the finished piece. In this way,
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rather than liabilities, irregularities become positive factors that
contribute to the creative process (p. 195).
The ability to obtain a unique product and support a small scale fiber farmer was
potentially a very powerful motivator for consumption among handcrafters.
Conclusions
Overall, there was going importance placed on crafting as a leisure activity in
contemporary society. Crafting allowed participates to gain a number of important
benefits and engage in a creative process. Crafting as a leisure activity was highly reliant
upon consuming finished goods to create objects. Depending of the types of goods which
were consumed there could have been impact on the types of projects which were
commonly produced by crafters.
One such type of good that could be purchased by crafters was artisan brand
yarns. Artisan brand yarns placed emphasis on the handmade aspects of the yarn. They
were also be produced by small scale farmers. Finally, these yarns were potentially seen
as related to the goals and major tenants of the slow fashion movement.
Theoretical Framework
In order to investigate how crafters consume raw materials and then incorporate
those materials into their design process and finished craft items, two theories were
considered. The first was consumer tribes and the concept of linking value and the
second was Norman’s Levels of Emotional Design. Each of these will be described and
then the relationship between the two theories will be explored.
Consumer Tribes
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The concept of tribes, which were ephemeral and grouped around shared
passions, was originally described by Mafessoli (1996). The concept of tribalism was
embraced by many researchers because it was closely aligned with community behavior
in postmodern society (Cova, Kozinets, & Shankar, 2007). The term “tribe” was
originally chosen to describe these postmodern consumer groups as it embraced premodern concepts “such as community, locality, [and] nostalgia” (Cova & Cova, 2002, p.
597). Tribes were organized around shared passions (Cova & Cova, 2002), “shared
experiences of reality” (Cova & Cova, 2001, p. 69), “styles of life, new moral beliefs and
consumption practices” (Cova & Cova, 2001, p. 67). They were comprised of
heterogeneous members “—in terms of age, sex, income, etc.” (Cova & Cova, 2001, p.
69). An individual could claim membership to several tribes (Cova & Cova, 2002).
The concept of tribalism was developed and adopted by researchers to study
numerous cultural groups, for instance, youth involved in various music scenes (Bennet,
1999). It was also suggested that individuals who were concerned with buying and eating
local food products were a tribe (Weatherell, Tregear, & Allinson, 2003). Virtual tribes
had been described as well (Cova & Cova, 2002).
Consumer tribes was an effective concept for the study of crafters for many
reasons. First, crafters in contemporary society tended to be much more diverse than in
previous time periods (Parkins, 2004), similarly there was an emphasis on heterogeneity
among members of tribes (Cova & Cova, 2001). Tribes, like crafters, had an element of
nostalgia for simpler times in the past (Cova & Cova, 2002; Turney, 2009). There was
also a close link between consumer tribes, crafting and postmodern cultural climate
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(Cova, Kozinets, & Shankar, 2007; Parkins, 2004). Additionally, consumer tribes often
formed around leisure pursuits, like crafting (Canniford & Shankar, 2007).
While many types of consumer groups were considered tribes it was important to
note that some tribes were constituted of consumers. Mafesoli (1996) also saw producers
as being tribal (O’Reilly, 2012). The inclusion of producers as a tribe was of particular
importance when discussing a craft tribe. While crafters were chiefly engaged in making
items (producing) they were also involved in acquiring materials to make items
(consuming). The engagement with both consuming and producing of items constituted a
particularly interesting tribe.
Linking Value and Consumer Tribes
When marketing products to the tribe it was critical to position a product so it
showcased how the relationships between tribal members were supported by the product
(Cova & Cova, 2002). A tribal member “is looking less in consumption for a direct
means of giving meaning to life than for a means to form links with others in the context
of one or several communities of reference which will give meaning to their life” (Cova,
1997, p. 307). The use of a product for supporting of relationships or activities within the
tribe was known as the “linking value” of a product (Cova, 1997).
The key to success when approaching a tribe was for marketers to emphasize the
linking value and become part of the tribal activities or beliefs (Cova & Cova, 2002).
Consumer groups often shared characteristics such as “a unique ethos, or set of shared
beliefs and values; and unique jargon, rituals and modes of symbolic expression”
(Schouten & McAlexander, 1995, p. 43). By appealing to the ethos and symbolic
expression needs of a consumer tribe, products can become ingrained in the consumer
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group (Schouten & McAlexander, 1995) and thus served as links between members
(Cova, 1997). Products which had linking value could have been used as “totems” for
the tribe and served to authenticate the individual members’ uniqueness (Cova, 1997, p.
307).
Crafting in contemporary society often included a group component. Groups,
both online and physical, have been described by some members as their favorite aspect
of participating in crafting (Prigoda & McKenzie, 2007; Stannard, 2011). Craft groups
serve important roles in the lives of their participants by offering group support, help on
projects, and general camaraderie (Orton-Johnson, 2012; Johnson & Hawley, 2004;
Prigoda & McKenzie, 2007; Schofield-Tomschin & Littrell, 2001).
Products that hold linking value for crafters could have been used to help support
the ethos of crafting and relationships among participants. The purchase of artisan brand
fiber products could have showcased the ethos of the crafter for living in a more
sustainable manner and interest in unique products among crafters (Gray, 2011; Tapper &
Zucker, 2008). Artisan brand yarn/fiber, with their rare fiber contents and distinctive
aesthetics, could also have served as a totem for crafters due to their striking uniqueness.
The linking value of artisan brand yarn/fiber may have been evident in supporting
the relationship between the crafter and the fiber farmer or retailer of craft supplies.
According to the research on small scale farming and slow foods, the connection between
consumer and farmer was highly important. If the crafter were to purchase directly from
the farmer, then the artisan brand yarn would have linking value by fostering a tie
between the two. Similarly, when the crafter choose to gift a handmade item to a friend
or family member they were giving a piece of their extended selves along with the item.
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This creates a close bond using the handmade item. It also meant the item had linking
value.
Norman’s Levels of Design
Norman (2004) created a system for the evaluation of designed products, in this
system there were levels of design (visceral, behavioral, and reflective) which could be
fulfilled by a designed object. These three elements related to three corresponding levels
of processing within the brain. According to Norman (2004):
The automatic, pre-wired layer, called the visceral level; the part that
contains the brain processes that control everyday behavior, known as the
behavioral level; and the contemplative part of the brain, or the reflective
level (p. 21 italics in original).
In order to create the most successful design it was essential for a design to fulfill the
brain on all three levels (Norman, 2004).
Visceral was the most unsophisticated of the three levels of design. It involved a
gut reaction to a product, wherein the consumer was instantly attracted to the design.
Designs that fulfilled the visceral level of the brain were highly reliant upon features such
as look, taste, and sound that could be easily perceived with the senses (Norman, 2004).
Other important aspects of visceral designs included shape, form, texture, materials, and
weight. These aspects of a design produced a very quick reaction.
Norman (2004) identified three key components of a successful behavioral
design: function, understandability, and usability (p. 70). This levels of design was
highly associated with the functionality of the end product for the consumer. The end
consumer must have been able to pick up a new design and quickly know how it
operated.
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Reflective levels of design were the most difficult for designers to accomplish.
These levels of design were based on intangible concepts and they were “all about
message, about culture, and about the meaning of a product” (Norman, 2004, p. 83). For
instance, products could trigger memories for individuals that were often more important
to the consumer than the design itself. The reflective levels of design could also be
related to a consumer’s self-image. Consumers frequently purchased products because of
the message communicated by the object. Sometimes, the product message (reflective
value) was so appreciated by the consumer that it overcame a lack of functionality. After
the initial impression of the product (visceral and behavioral) it was possible for the
consumer to think about their overall impression and determine if they enjoyed the
design. Potentially a less attractive or functional design could have be enjoyed due to its
reflective value.
Crafters purchased and utilized raw materials in order to create final craft
products. It was possible that crafters were purchasing raw materials based on various
levels of design (Norman, 2004). For instance, color was described as one of the most
important reasons for purchasing fabric among quilters (Gabbert, 2000). Color directly
related to the visceral level of design. When considering yarn, occasionally visible
textures were part of the yarn which may have been of interest to the crafter when
purchasing (Norman, 2004; Rissati, 2007).
Emphasis has also been placed on the hand or feel of the raw materials when
crafters were working on new projects (Gabbert, 2000). Yarn, in particular, was often
valued for the feel of the material. The enjoyment of the feel was directly related to
behavioral level of design (Norman, 2004).
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The reflective level of design, in relation to yarn, was more difficult to locate.
Some reflective elements may have come from the intention of a crafter to give the item
as a gift. The yarn could also remind the consumers of when and where they purchased
the yarn, for instance if a yarn was purchased from a farmer at a local farmer’s market.
Reflective levels of design may have been easier to locate in relation to final products, for
example the intangible feeling of pride that was often felt by crafters when viewing their
final items could be considered (Stannard, 2011).
Relationship between Theories
Reflective level of design were the intangible qualities of design (Norman, 2004).
These qualities included messages communicated or represented by a product like
concepts such as sustainability or pride in a final product. Relationships supported by the
product could also be reflective level of design, for instance, a gift from a child to their
mother which may not be viscerally appealing could still have reflective level value
because of the relationship that it represented. The reflective level of design is where the
linking value made between crafters and small retailers or fiber farmers was placed (see
Figure 2.1).
Linking value was a way in which members of a consumer tribe were able to
connect to one another (Cova, 1997). The linking value of a product, like reflective
levels of design, was also intangible and based on supporting relationships between
members. Linking value could also relate to the shared ethos of members such as interest
in sustainability (Cova, 1997; Cova & Cova, 2002).
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Figure 2.1. Theoretical Framework
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Summary
Handcrafting and handcrafters in contemporary society were beginning to be
better understood by the academic community. Academic researcher have performed
numerous inquiries in the benefits, motivations, and community surrounding
handcrafters. However, the consumption by handcrafters of raw materials to create items
was just beginning to be explored. No specific explorations of why crafters choose to
buy yarn have been conducted by researchers. Both Norman’s (2004) levels of design
and the concept of linking value in consumer tribes were new to craft research. The
application of these theories also helped to provide fresh insight into crafting.
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Interest in purchasing products such as artisan brand yarns which related to the
concepts of slow fashion and locally grown products was also growing. The various
aspects of artisan brand yarns that induced crafters to purchase was of particular interest
to the growing number of small scale farmers and other small retailers of craft supplies in
the United States. Understanding in depth why crafters chose to consume these artisan
brand yarns or national brand yarns which were more easily available at national retail
chains provided valuable insight to aid small retailers of craft supplies.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS AND PROCEEDURES
The overarching purpose of this research was to determine characteristics of raw
materials which impact the consumption and design process of crafters. The
characteristics are related to the three levels of design as described by Norman (2004) and
the concept of linking value in consumer tribes. The specific focus of the project was a
comparison of the levels of design of artisan brand yarn and national brand yarn
consumed and utilized by crafters. The comparison of the levels occurred at each of the
three stages of the craft design process: the initial planning stage of the project, the
process stage, and the result stage.
Objectives
To investigate the purpose the following objectives were developed.
1. Determine levels of design influence on the purchase of either artisan brand
yarn or national brand yarn by crafters.
2. Determine if the type of yarn utilized affects the importance of levels of
design at the process stage.
3. Investigate how resulting craft projects, depending on the type of yarn
utilized, relate to levels of design.
4. Determine the importance of linking value depending on yarn type at each
stage of the craft design process.
Hypotheses
To investigate the purpose statement four overarching hypotheses were
developed. The first hypothesis was:
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H1.

There is a difference between the levels of design that prompt crafters to purchase
artisan brand yarn or national brand yarn.

This hypothesis was divided into three sub hypotheses to address each of Norman’s
(2004) levels of design. The reasoning behind each sub hypothesis will be explained
below.
Norman (2004) claims that the visceral level of design was the least complicated
level. Consumers who purchase products based solely of this level often ignore deeper
meanings of the items. However, Norman (2004) theorized that products that connect on
a deeper emotional (i.e., reflective) level may even ignore a lack of attractive visceral
qualities because of the reflective value of that product. Based on this assertion, it was
then determined that as artisan brand yarns were often purchased based on more abstract,
emotional qualities such as, the desire to support a fiber farmer (Gray, 2011; Parkes,
2007; Tapper & Zucker, 2008), these products would be less viscerally appealing.
Therefore:
H1a.

Crafters who purchase artisan brand yarns assign less visceral levels of
design to their yarn than crafters who purchase national brand yarns.

The behavioral level of design deals with the usability and functionality of a
product (Norman, 2004). In yarn, usability and functionality is related to the relative ease
of creating stitches with the materials. However, Parkes (2007) suggested that artisan
brand yarns can sometimes be harder to use because of their less than perfect, handmade
nature. Thus:
H1b.

Crafters who purchase artisan brand yarns assign less behavioral levels of
design to their yarn than crafters who purchase national brand yarns.
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Artisan brand products such as cheese and beers were theorized to have more
significance to consumers because individuals who purchase these sorts of items are
interested in supporting small businesses or farms (e.g., Adams & Salois, 2010; Parkes,
2007; Woolverton & Parcell, 2008). Consumers of artisan products were also theorized
to enjoy the uniqueness aspects of the items (Clemons et al., 2006; Jolly, 2011;
Woolverton & Parcell, 2008). Both the desire to support the efforts of a small business
by purchasing their products and obtaining items which are comparatively more unique
are examples of creating emotional connections with a product, or the reflective level of
design (Norman, 2004).
H1c.

Crafters who purchase artisan brand yarns assign more reflective levels of
design to their yarn than crafters who purchase national brand yarns.

The second hypothesis related to the three levels of design in the process stage of
crafting:
H2.

There is no difference in levels of design for artisan brand yarns or national brand
yarn projects in the process stage of crafting.

This hypothesis was also divided into three sub hypotheses which each related to a
different level of design. In the process stage materials and a pattern were already
selected for use in the craft project. It stands to reason that crafters should feel their
materials are appealing on at least one of the three levels of design as they have already
committed to using these objects. No other researchers or even popular press writers
indicated whether a difference in appeal of materials exists while in the process of
crafting. Therefore, the null should be used for the process stage sub hypotheses.
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H2a.

In the process stage, there will be no difference in visceral levels of design
for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand
yarn.

H2b.

In the process stage, there will be no difference in behavioral levels of
design for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use
national brand yarn.

H2c.

In the process stage, there will be no difference in reflective levels of
design for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use
national brand yarn.

In the final stage of the craft design process a finished craft item is produced. For
this stage an overall hypothesis was formulated:
H3.

Finished craft projects will not have different levels of design depending on
whether artisan brand yarn or national brand yarn was used.

This hypothesis was also separated into three sub hypotheses in order to facilitate easier
examination of each level of design.
In the result stage of the craft design process, a finished craft item is produced.
Researchers have found that crafters take pride and happiness in their finished items (e.g.,
Gabbert, 2000; Schofield-Tomshcin & Littrell, 2001; Turney, 2004). It is unclear
whether the positive emotions resulting from the finished items can be attributed to
specific levels of design. Whether the type of yarn utilized to make a finished craft
project will affect what levels of design were perceived as important by crafters is also
unclear. Ultimately it was determined that the null should be used again for the result
stage sub hypotheses.
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H3a.

In the result stage, there will be no difference in visceral levels of design
for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand
yarn.

H3b.

In the result stage, there will be no difference in behavioral levels of
design for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use
national brand yarn.

H3c.

In the result stage, there will be no difference in reflective levels of design
for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand
yarn.

The final hypothesis was used to gage the concepts of process crafters and
product crafters. Previous researchers have suggested that crafters are more likely to
identify as process crafters (i.e., those most interested in the actual act of crafting)
(Gauntlett, 2011; Medley-Rath, 2010; Schofield-Tomschin & Littrell, 2001; Stalp, 2006).
However, some researchers claim that it is more likely for individuals to be a product
crafter (i.e., more interested in the finished craft items) (Stannard, 2011). Other
researchers claim crafters may occasionally switch their preference (Hegland & Hemmis,
1994). A definite need existed to understand which type of identity was prevalent in a
large group of crafters.
H4.

Crafters will identify as either process or product crafters.
Research Questions
Additional research questions were developed to help investigate the purpose

statement. The first three research questions were developed to further develop and
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explore the three stages of the craft design process. These three questions related directly
to the first three hypotheses. The first three research questions were:
R1.

What factors were important to the planning stage of the craft design process and
how do these relate to the three levels of design?

R2.

What factors were important to the process stage of the craft design process and
how do these relate to the three levels of design?

R3.

What factors were important to the result stage of the craft design process and
how do these relate to the three levels of design?
The forth research question was created to further explore some of the meanings

and motivations that are held by crafters. The meanings of craft have been explored by
other researchers (e.g. Kouhia, 2012; Stalp, 2007; Stannard, 2011; Turney, 2004, 2009).
While this area of inquiry has been explored, there were gaps in understanding.
Therefore, the following research question was developed:
R4.

What were the meanings of crafting held by the respondents?
The final research question was meant to help investigate the concept of linking

value within a consumer tribe. It was determined that crafters share a unique ethos, a
passion for their hobby, specific terminology (i.e., LYSs and stashes), and an active
online culture. All of these shared characteristics have been described as aspects of a
postmodern consumer tribe (e.g., Cova, 1997; Cova & Cova, 2001, 2002; Cova,
Kozinets, & Shankar, 2007). Therefore, it was determined that characterizing crafters as
a consumer tribe was appropriate.
There were numerous suggestions for how marketers of tribal products could
successfully approach tribal members within the consumer tribe literature. Of these
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suggestions, the concept of linking value within products was the most promising for the
specific case of yarn and fiber goods. A product with linking value enables tribal
members to connect to each other in new ways and facilitates participation in the
consumer tribe (Cova, 1997; Cova & Cova, 2002). If linking value was seen in yarn and
fiber products it would enable retailers and producers of these goods to be more
successful in approaching the craft consumer tribe. Therefore the following question was
developed:
R5.

How did the meanings of raw materials and finished craft products relate to the
concept of linking value in consumer tribes?
Research Approach
Research into both the consumption and design process of crafters is scarce. This

leaves an interesting area of inquiry for the present research project (i.e., to determine
how consumption and design process intersected around yarns for crafters). Quantitative
data was used less in the exploration of handcrafting as a phenomenon and very few
researchers have employed quantitative data collection research designs in their
investigations of handcraft. Blood (2006), Hahn et al. (2013), and Leslie (2002) are three
notable examples of researchers utilizing a survey as the primary mode of data collection.
These researchers were able to gauge the types of crafting preferred by respondents, how
frequently they engaged in craft, some of their major motivations to craft and the
outcomes of crafting. The success of these past studies pointed towards the suitability of
quantitative data collection methods for the testing of the research hypotheses listed
above.
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Additionally, the saturation of the research base on handcrafting using qualitative
methods, in particular semi-structured interviews, suggested the need for a new
methodological approach. Lennon and Burns (2000) recommended that a field explore
similar phenomenon using new methods in order to better understand many facets of the
problem. For instance, survey methods enable the researcher to examine a much larger
portion of the population of crafters then was typically studied using in-depth interviews
(Fink, 2006). Therefore, using a self-administered online survey for this research was
determined as a beneficial starting point.
However, the richness of explanation, a hallmark of qualitative data, was also
important to the project (Neuman, 2011). Based on the positive aspects of quantitative
and qualitative data, it was determined that both types of data would be collected.
Following the analysis of both types of data it is possible to “discuss to what extent and
in what ways the qualitative results help to explain the quantitative results” (Creswell &
Plano Clark, 2011, p. 84). Green (2007) called this idea “mixing methods for the purpose
of development” in which the researcher used the second set of data to further develop
concepts and determine context for the original data source (p. 102). The use of a two
types of data was also an example of triangulation (Neuman, 2011). This approach
enabled the researcher to better understand the phenomenon at hand through the use of
multiple standpoints.
In the following sections both research methods, instruments, and analysis
techniques are described. Frist, the survey development and results of the pilot study are
presented. Next, the sample and solicitation method are highlighted, followed by an
overview of the data collection methods. Both the approaches to quantitative data
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analysis and qualitative analysis are emphasized. Finally, the validity and reliability of
the research are overviewed along with some key assumptions and limitations.
Survey Development
As stated in the previous section, there are a limited number of quantitative
inquiries into the consumption and design process of crafters. The quantitate data
collection instruments that were available (Blood, 2006; Leslie, 2002) were examined for
ideas to build the present study’s survey. A survey was created to investigate the purpose
statement and hypotheses of interest for this research.
The resulting survey was 35 items long and divided into four major sections. The
first section included an introduction, followed by a collection of the consumer behavior
information and details related to the planning stage of the design process. The second
section was comprised of decisions made in the process stage and the third section
contained questions about the result stage of the craft design process. Finally, some basic
demographic information was collected (see Appendix A).
In the introduction of the survey respondents were asked to comment on how
much they enjoy both the process of crafting and the resulting products. The respondents
were asked five questions related to the degree of salience that crafting had to their
overall identity. They were then prompted to recall a favorite project they had produced
using either knitting, crochet, or weaving techniques. They were asked to remember this
project as they answered the questions in the survey. The next five items of the survey
related to the type of crafting technique used to make the favorite project, the type of item
produced, whether a pattern was utilized, and from where the pattern originated.
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Following these first items the survey was broken into three stages of the craft design
process (planning stage, process stage, and result stage).
Planning Stage
Next, the respondents entered into the planning stage section of the survey. In
this section the respondents disclosed basic characteristics of the yarn they utilized to
make their project including: fiber, and whether the yarn was handspun or hand-dyed.
The respondents also answered questions about their yarn which related to characteristics
of artisan brand yarn. They answered whether the yarn was handspun, hand-dyed, and if
the yarn was purchased from the farmer who raised the animals which produced the fiber
(i.e., farmstead yarn). These questions were very important and were used to group the
respondents into two major categories (artisan brand yarn users or national brand yarn
users). If the respondents answered yes to any of these questions, then they were grouped
into the artisan brand yarn category.
The respondents imparted where they purchased the yarn and the yarn brand (if
applicable). Respondents were also asked if they purchased yarn specifically for the
project they created, if they used yarn they previously owned from their crafting stash, if
they used yarn that had been a gift, or if they did not remember.
Respondents wrote out the top three reasons why they chose their yarn in item 19.
This question did not include any prompts related to the three design elements so as not
to prime the respondents. These written answers were then compared to the three levels
of design as described by Norman (2004).
Item 19 contained six characteristics of yarn. Respondents reported if each of the
six characteristics related to their purchase decision using a five point Likert-type scale.
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Two of the characteristics correlated directly to the visceral level of design (color, visible
texture), two related to the behavioral level of design (suitable yarn weight for the
pattern, feel of the yarn), and two were associated with the reflective level of design
(desire to support the business selling the yarn and the manner in which the animal was
raised).
Process Stage
The process stage of the survey explored some of the aspects of the craft design
process experienced by the respondent. Item 21 was used to gauge the levels of design
which were important to the respondent while in the process stage. Nine characteristics
of the project while actively being made were scored using a five point Likert-type scale
from not exciting to very exciting. Respondents disclosed whether they found each
characteristic to be exciting while they were in the process stage of the craft design
process (i.e., actively constructing the item). As in the first part of the survey, two of the
characteristics related directly to the visceral level of design (color, pattern choice), two
were associated with the behavioral level of design (the usefulness of the finished item,
feel of the yarn), and five were associated to the reflective level of design (desire to
support the business selling the yarn, the crafters skill in putting together the project,
thinking about the person who would be receiving the item, having time to do something
creative, and the physical process of crafting).
Result Stage
In the result stage the efficacy of the finished craft item was examined. The stage
of the craft design process involved some evaluation of the finished product by the crafter
and potentially others, for instance, gift recipients. Respondents reported whether they
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would purchase the brand of yarn they used again. The respondents scored the
importance of various characteristics of their finished craft project in item 25 as well.
Eight characteristics of the resulting project were scored using a five point Likert-type
scale from not important to very important. Two of the characteristics were directly
connected to the visceral level of design (color, overall design of the item), two related to
the behavioral level of design (feel of the item, functionality of the item), and four were
associated with the reflective level of design (desire to support the business selling the
yarn, the sense of pride the crafter felt when others asked if they made the item, the effort
the crafter put into the item, and the reaction of the person who received this item).
Demographic Information
The respondents concluded the survey by answering some demographic
questions. They were asked how many years they had participated in the type of craft
used to make their project. The respondents rated their skill in the chosen craft activity,
average hours of participation, and the amount of money they invested into craft supplies
in an average month.
Respondents were also asked their current age. They were requested to identify
their gender and highest level of education. The respondents were then given a chance to
relate any additional information in a final open-ended question.
Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted to determine if the survey was effective in
investigating the hypotheses. This helped the researcher determine if any changes were
needed or if particular questions were causing respondents confusion. To ensure that
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respondents were unharmed by their participation in the research the researcher gained
approval from the Oregon State University Institutional Review Board (see appendix B).
Approval was granted on December 31st and the researcher immediately began
the pilot study. The pilot study used an early version of the survey (see Appendix A)
which was digitalized using Qualtrics TM software. Eleven crafters participated in the
pilot study. The eleven crafters were solicited using a research posting with the survey
link placed on yarn enthusiast forums on www.facebook.com.
After the eleven pilot study respondents filled out the survey, the researcher
analyzed the data. It was found that some questions required clarification and reordering.
Additionally, an identity salience scale was added. This scale was utilized by Leslie
(2002) to determine how salient needlework was to the identities of female
needleworkers and was helpful in examining how significant crafting was to respondents
in the present research.
Sample
Following the completion of the pilot study a sample of crafters in the United
States was gathered. A minimum of 100 respondents were sought in order to provide an
ample size for running the desired statistical tests. Respondents were required to be
English speakers to take the survey. The respondents were also limited to U.S. residents
to help facilitate comparisons on national brands and craft consumption, which could
differ slightly in other countries.
Respondents were required to be at least 18 years old and involved in one or more
of three types of craft activities (knitting, crocheting, or weaving.) These three activities
were chosen because they had the heaviest use of yarn, which was the material of focus
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for this research. Additionally, these crafts were quite popular in contemporary culture
which provided for more eligible respondents (Jakob, 2013).
Aside from age, U.S. residency, English speaking, and craft participation no other
limitations were made on the sample. This enabled the most variation in the sample and
also allowed for the maximum amount of eligible respondents. Past research on crafting
had imposed numerous limits on the sample such as specific age ranges, guild/craft group
membership, and geographic location (e.g.,, Coulter et al., 2004; Downs, 2006; Hahn et
al., 2013; Schofield-Tomshin & Littrell, 2001; Stalp, 2006; Stannard, 2011). By allowing
for a less limited sample pool, the researcher was able to better grasp trends across a
more diverse respondent group which was more representative of the U.S. crafting
population.
Respondents were solicited in two manners. The first was through internet
postings on forums for each type of craft on www.facebook.com. The posting featured a
brief outline of the project purpose and a link to the online survey. In order to locate
respondents who would be more likely to have used artisan brand yarns, digital flyers
were be posted on Facebook forums of handspun yarn producers and enthusiasts.
Respondents were also solicited in a snowball sampling technique. Individuals
who decided to participate in the survey were asked to e-mail the link to friends who
were also crafters. This technique was used successfully by Blood (2006) to locate a
large sample of crafters in the U.S. Snowball sampling is a convenience sampling
technique and is helpful in finding respondents of a population which might be otherwise
difficult to locate, such as crafters (Fink, 2006; Taylor-Powell, 1998).
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Data Collection
Data collection began following the analysis of the pilot study data and the
suggested changes made to the survey. Respondents were solicited and the researcher
carefully saved all responses to the survey in multiple locations to ensure no data were
lost. The survey was launched on January 23, 2014 on five separate yarn and crafting
related forums. As additional forums were located the research posting was posted along
with the research link.
Data collection was initially to continue until a minimum of 100 usable surveys
were returned or for one month. It had been anticipated, based on the numerous
members of the crafting community (Jakob, 2013), that more than 100 surveys would be
returned and therefore, data collection was to continue for one month. However, the
response rate for the online survey was much faster than expected. Data collection was
concluded on February 4, 2014 when 976 surveys were returned. Of the returned
surveys, 657 were usable.
Quantitative Data Analysis
The quantitative data were analyzed using STATA TM statistical software
package. The first step in the analysis was for the researcher to enter the survey data into
STATA. The data was analyzed using descriptive statistics, Cronbach’s alpha, factor
analysis, and multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).
Prior to beginning some of the more complex statistical tests, descriptive statistics
were collected. Additionally, Cronbach’s alpha was used to test internal reliability, and
scores above 0.70 are considered to be good (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). Cronbach’s
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alpha was used on the five items related to the strength of crafting identity (items 4-8) to
determine the internal reliability of the survey.
Factor Analysis
Factor analysis was used next to determine if the characteristics of yarn in each
stage of the design process were related to the three levels of design as described by
Norman (2004). According to Agresti and Finlay (2009), “factor analysis provides a
stronger hypothesized structure before analyzing the data” (p. 534). There are multiple
approaches to factor analysis: principle factor, principle component, iterated principle
factor, and maximum likelihood (Rencher, 2002).
Factor analysis was chosen because it allows for multiple variables to be sorted
into “a smaller number of statistically uncorrelated variables” (Agresti & Finlay, 2009, p.
532) or factors. Factors cannot be easily observed or measured so it is necessary to
utilize combinations of variables which can be measured to calculate factors (Rencher,
2002). According to Rencher (2002), “The goal of factor analysis is to reduce the
redundancy among the variables by using a smaller number of factors” (p. 408). Finally,
factor analysis operates under the assumption of multivariate-normality of the variables
(Rencher, 2002).
When performing an exploratory factor analysis one must examine the
eigenvalues of a factor (Agresti & Finlay, 2009). According to Agresti and Finlay
(2009), “the eigenvalue for a particular factor summarizes the percentage of variability of
the variables explained by that factor” (p. 533). Factors will also account for a certain
total percentage of the variance (Sheskin, 2011). Some factors have low Eigenvalues and
account for a very low percentage of the total variance, these factors can be dropped from
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the interpretation if desired (Sheskin, 2011). It is also possible to rotate a factor in order
to create fewer, more meaningful factors (Agresti & Finlay, 2009).
A factor analysis produces a matrix of values demonstrating how each variable
relates to each factor which can be interpreted (Factor, n.d.). According to Sheskin
(2011):
A factor loading can be interpreted as a correlation coefficient (and thus it
will always fall within the range +1 to -1) that tells the researcher how
much each of the variables correlates with each of the factors (p. 1635).
The higher the factor loading, the more correlated a specific variable is to the
factor (Sheskin, 2011).
Factor analysis does involve some subjectivity as to determining which variables
to include into each factor and which factors will be included in the overall analysis
(Sheskin, 2011). Rencher (2002) cautions that some statisticians find factor analysis to
be less than sound as a method.
MANOVA
MANOVA was chosen as a method of analysis because of the nature of the
variables under examination. The independent variables were categorical and the
dependent variables in this research were continuous, which limits the types of statistical
tests that can be utilized. MANOVA can analyze independent variables that are
categorical (Rencher, 2002). Additionally, MANOVA can handle multiple, continuous
dependent variables (Sheskin, 2011). According to Sheskin (2011):
The effect of one or more dependent variables by themselves may not be
strong enough to yield a significant result, yet when employed together
within the framework of a design which is evaluated with multivariate
analysis of variance, their combined effect may yield a significant result
(pp. 1510-1511).
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This analysis technique is fairly robust to violations of assumptions when there is
a large sample size (Sheskin, 2011, p. 1512). MANOVA does include assumptions such
as independent samples (Sheskin, 2011) and data which is normally distributed for each
variable (Rencher, 2002). A Box’s test can be performed easily in STATA to determine
if the data violates this assumption (MANOVA, n.d.). MANOVA with a balanced
sample design assumes that sample sizes will be equal for each independent variable
category (Rencher, 2002; Sheskin, 2011). However, it is possible to do a MANOVA
with an unbalanced sample design (Sheskin, 2011). Rencher (2002) also suggests
checking for any outliers that might cause a Type I or Type II error.
MANOVA computes a composite mean for each independent variable group
(Sheskin, 2011). There are four test statistics which are commonly used for MANOVA:
Wilks’ lambda, Pillai’s trace, Lawley–Hotelling trace, and Roy’s largest root
(MANOVA, n.d.). These four tests are slightly different and some are suitable for
violations of certain assumptions. For instance, Pillai’s Trace tends to do better with
non-normal data and heteroskedasticity than the other three (MANOVA, n.d.). STATA
will automatically run all four tests and produce an f-statistic for each test as well as an
overall f-statistic (MANOVA, n.d.). For p-values below the 0.05 level, there is a
difference between the independent variable groups (MANOVA, n.d.; Rencher, 2002;
Sheskin, 2011).
If the p-values are at or below the 0.05 level it is possible to further examine the
data. For instance, one can obtain the specific coefficients for each dependent variable
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within each independent variable grouping (MANOVA, n.d.). This will allow for easier
comparisons of the effects of each dependent variable (Sheskin, 2011).
Qualitative Data Analysis
A total of eight survey questions were open-ended. This produced a sizeable
amount of qualitative data over 150 pages single-spaced. The analysis of the qualitative
data occurred simultaneously with the quantitative data analysis. The method of analysis
was the constant comparative method.
The constant comparative method was chosen because it is highly rigorous and
has set stages of coding to guide the researcher through the analytic process (Dey 1999;
Strauss & Corbin, 1990). This method was comprised of three stages of coding (open,
axial, and selective).
Prior to beginning coding, data were first unitized into small pieces, sometimes a
sentence or even a single word. Each unit was centered on a single meaning. Once all
the qualitative data were unitized it was then possible to begin coding. The first step in
the constant comparison method is concept identification, which requires that the
researcher identify data units focused on similar phenomenon and assigning codes to
these concepts in a process called open coding (Dey, 1999; Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
Codes can be tags or key words that help to describe the meaning of the data unit
(Neuman, 2011). Each code is written into a code book to allow for codes to be reused
on other units of data with the same meaning.
Following the open coding of the data, the second stage of coding, axial, was
accomplished. Axial coding is used to combine similar codes into larger, more abstract
categories of meaning that are sensitive to the social context and conditions that gave rise
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to the original text (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). This is accomplished by looking for
linkages among the categories and then examining the patterns created within those
linkages (Dey, 1999; Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
The final stage of coding was selective coding. Selective coding is used to take
the categories built in the axial stage and to further collapse the codes into themes (Dey,
1999, Strauss & Corbin, 1990). This process involves taking the core categories and then
comparing them to the other categories to validate the relationships, and determining if
further development was needed within a category (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 116).
Validity and Reliability
When beginning a research project it is important to consider the validity and
reliability of the data which will be gathered. Various steps were taken to consider
validity and reliability for this research project. First, the survey instrument was read
carefully by two individuals with a crafting background and two individuals without a
crafting background for clarity (Blood, 2006). This helped to determine if the overall
wording of the survey was coherent for readers.
Validity was measured for the major concepts in the survey. Three professors
with experience in design and handcrafting carefully examined definitions of the major
concepts examined in the study (in this research the major concepts under investigation
were: the three levels of design, artisan brand yarn, national brand yarn, product crafters,
and process crafters). Each person checked the survey to determine if the concepts were
being captured by one or more items. The experts discussed any potential issues with
how each concept was measured with the researcher and changes were made prior to data
collection.
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Internal reliability was gauged for the quantitative data by calculating a
Cronbach’s alpha for the five item scale related to craft identity (Tavakol & Dennick,
2011). Reliability of the data was also obtained through the use of triangulation.
Triangulation was achieved by using both quantitative and qualitative data that allowed
the researcher to see the phenomenon from different standpoints (Nueman, 2011). The
findings from the two standpoints are then compared and compiled to create a richer
understanding of the phenomenon (Nueman, 2011).
The reliability of the qualitative data analysis was increased through the use of an
audit coder with a fiber arts background on the written replies to all open-ended questions
from the first thirty respondents. Inter-rater reliability coefficient was calculated on both
sets of codes by dividing the total number of agreements by the total number of decisions
made, resulting in an inter-rater reliability coefficient of 80.8%, which was acceptable for
qualitative research (Touliatos & Compton, 1988, p. 122).
Assumptions and Limitations
All research involves assumptions and limitations and for this study there were
some important assumptions and limitations which should be discussed. Some
limitations were inherent with the sampling method. The recruitment of respondents
using online forums excluded individuals who were not active on the internet community
of crafters or who did not have access to technology.
The recall of participants can be an issue, however, it was assumed that
respondents would remember more details when recalling a favorite craft project as
opposed to a less important project. It was also assumed that respondents were
answering the survey thinking of only one object or potentially a set of coordinating
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objects, like a hat and mittens set. An assumption was made that subjects answered each
question truthfully and accurately remembered their crafting project. Finally, it was also
assumed that the measures developed for this research were ideal for the investigation of
the purpose statement.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The overarching purpose of this research was to determine characteristics of raw
materials which impact the consumption and design process of crafters. The
characteristics are related to the three levels of design as described by Norman (2004) and
the concept of linking value in consumer tribes. The specific focus of the project was a
comparison of the levels of design of artisan brand yarn and national brand yarn
consumed and utilized by crafters. The comparison of the levels occurred at each of the
three stages of the craft design process: the initial planning stage of the project, the
process stage, and the result stage.
The results chapter will begin with a discussion of the quantitative results
including the demographic data. The next section will be the craft demographic data
results. Results from the three stages of the craft design process (planning, process, and
result) will be detailed. The next major section will detail the results of the preliminary
hypothesis testing, including factor analysis results for each of the three stages of the
craft design process. Each of the four hypotheses will then be detailed. Following the
hypotheses, the qualitative results will be presented and the four major themes will be
discussed.
Quantitative Results
A 35 item survey was created to investigate the purpose statement and hypotheses
of interest for this research (see Appendix A). This survey was launched as soon as
approval was gained from the Oregon State University Institutional Review Board (see
Appendix B). A research posting with survey link was place on various crafting themed
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forums on www.facebook.com encouraging crafters to take the survey. Data collection
began on January 23, 2014 and continued until February 4, 2014. Survey responses were
gathered from 976 anonymous individuals. Of these individuals 657 completed the
survey for a total response rate of 67.3%.
Demographic Data
The majority of respondents (94.8%) identified themselves as female (N = 623),
3.96% of the sample identified as male (N = 26), two respondents identified as
transgender, and an additional four respondents preferred not to answer. The majority
(93%, N = 622) of the respondents had attended at least some college (see Graph 4.1) and
over a third (36.47%, N = 240) had obtained a bachelor’s degree.
Graph 4.1 Education Levels of Respondents
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The respondents varied in age (see Graph 4.2), but the most frequent age category
chosen was 18-25 years old (40.03%, N = 263). The second most frequently selected
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category for age was 26-30 years old (23.74%, N = 156), followed closely by 31-40
(19.94%, N = 131). No respondents identified in the 71 and over age category. The
distribution of ages in which the most frequent categories were younger survey
respondents may have been due to the online sampling method.
Graph 4.2 Age of Respondents
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The respondents lived in a variety of regions2 across the USA. The most
frequently chosen region was the West (31.51%, N = 207), followed closely by the South
(29.98%, N = 197). Numerous respondents also lived in the Midwest region (20.09%, N
= 132) and the Northwest part of the United States (17.81%, N = 117). A very small
percentage (0.61%, N = 4) of respondents lived outside of the United States in US

2

The regions were defined by the US Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/geo/mapsdata/maps/pdfs/reference/us_regdiv.pdf). Northeast: CT, MA, ME, NJ, NH, NY, PA RI, VT. Midwest: IA, IL,
IN, KS, MI, MN, ND, NE, OH, SD WI. South: AL, AR, DE, DC, FL, GA, KT, LA, MD, MO,MS, NC, OK, SC, TN, TX,
VA, WV. West: AL, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NV, NM, OR, WA, WY. Other: Guam, Puerto Rico, Overseas
military.
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territories such as Guam or on military bases abroad. These four respondents were
ultimately included in the sample as these types of locations, though abroad, are
considered U.S. property which enabled residents to meet the sampling criteria for the
research study.
Craft Demographic Data
In addition to basic demographic data, craft demographic data were collected.
Questions related to craft demographic data included: the type of craft technique used to
make the project reported in the survey, number of years of participation in craft,
perceived craft skill level, average hours spent crafting each week, average monthly
expenditure on craft supplies, and the degree to which the respondents enjoyed the
process of crafting and finished craft projects. There were also questions pertaining to
how crafting figured into the identity of the respondents, type of craft item reported in the
survey, whether the item was a gift, and the origin of the pattern (if one was used).
The respondents were split between the three types of crafting activities: 70.47%
had utilized knitting (N = 463), 26.94% used crocheting (N = 177), and 2.59% had used
weaving (N = 17) to create the projects they recalled for the survey. This weighted the
sample heavily towards knitters and was an overall weakness in the sample.
The respondents had participated in the crafts for a variety of years (see Graph
4.3). This question was open-ended to enable crafters to write in their years of
experience. This format was difficult for analysis. Many respondents provided a range
of years as opposed to a specific number and answers such as 10+ years were common.
When coding the data the lowest number of years mentioned was ultimately used to
group the responses. This analysis technique may have skewed the years of experience
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slightly lower than the actual years of experience. Additionally, two respondents simply
answered, many, which was not possible to compute.
The most frequently chosen range of craft experience was 1-5 years (42.92%, N =
282). The second most common category was 6-10 years of involvement (23.59%, N =
155), followed by 11-15 years (10.20%, N = 67), and less than 1 year (9.44%, N = 62).
The category of 30+ years of craft experience was smaller (5.33%, N = 35) however, it
should be noted that a number of individuals within this category reported 50 years or
more of experience with crafting. The prevalence of lower years of craft experience
could also be related to the high number of younger participants.
Graph 4.3: Years Participated in Chosen Craft
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The respondents also reported their skill level at the type of crafting utilized to
make the project they described in the survey. Skill levels ranged from unskilled to very
skilled and are displayed below (see Graph 4.4). Respondents most frequently reported
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that they were skilled in terms of crafting (40.64%, N = 267) or moderately skilled
(34.70%, N = 228). The least popular category of skill chosen by respondents was
unskilled (1.67%, N = 11). Some of the unskilled respondents reported in other sections
of the survey that they were just learning to craft.
Graph 4.4: Perceived Skill Level in Craft
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The respondents reported the amount of time they spent crafting in an average
week as well (see Graph 4.5). The most frequently chosen amount of time spent crafting
in an average week among respondents was over 9 hours (32.27%, N = 212). The second
most popular amount of time spent crafting among respondents was 4-6 hours in an
average week (27.09%, N = 178).
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Graph 4.5: Amount of Time Spent Crafting in an Average Week
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The respondents stated their average monthly expenditure on crafting supplies
which varied significantly (see Table 4.1). Some respondents were working through
stashes that enabled them to have monthly expenditures of zero dollars. Respondents
frequently provided a range for their monthly crafting expenditure, like in the previous
question, the craft expenditures were also grouped based on the lowest number reported.
A total of 58.8% of the respondents spent up to $30 a month on supplies. Another
10.96% of the sample spent over $100 a month on crafting supplies. The high
expenditures may have been because some crafters provided responses in which they
claimed their overall craft expenditure including materials for additional crafts such as
quilting. One respondent also claimed that she had no craft expenditures, “unless you
count the upkeep of my fiber animal, in which case it would average to about $400 per
month” (Respondent 54).
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Table 4.1: Average Monthly Expenditure on Craft Supplies
Amount Spent on Craft
Supplies
< $10
$11-20
$21-30
$31-40
$41-50
$51-60
$61-70
$71-80
$81-90
$91-100
$100+
Not a number
Total

N

Percent

156
140
89
32
113
9
4
12
0
0
73
29
657

23.74
21.31
13.55
4.87
17.20
1.37
0.61
1.83
0
0
10.96
4.41
100

At the beginning of the survey respondents were asked to comment on how much
they enjoyed both the process of crafting and the resulting products using a five point
Likert-type scale. Overall, the respondents enjoyed the process of crafting (M = 4.49, SD
= .55). The frequencies related to how much the respondents enjoyed the process of
crafting appear below (see Table 4.2). Respondents also enjoyed the final products
which were produced through crafting (M = 4.06, SD= .71). The frequencies of
responses about enjoyment of the resulting craft product are shown below (see Table
4.3).
Table 4.2: Enjoyment of the Process of Crafting
Enjoyment of Process
Never (1)
Rarely (2)
Sometimes (3)
Often (4)
Always (5)
Total

N

Percent

0
1
15
301
340
657

0
0.15
2.28
45.81
51.75
100
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Table 4.3: Enjoyment of the Product of Crafting
Enjoyment of Product
Never (1)
Rarely (2)
Sometimes (3)
Often (4)
Always (5)
Total

N

Percent

0
17
96
372
172
657

0
2.59
14.61
56.62
26.18
100

Crafting has been found to be very salient to the identity of crafters (e.g., Blood,
2006; Leslie, 2002; Schofield-Tomschin & Littrell, 2001). The respondents were asked
five questions related to the degree of salience that crafting had to their overall identity
(see Table 4.4). The questions were rated using a five point Likert-type scale in which
the lowest response was strongly disagree and the highest was strongly agree. When
values of one through five were assigned to these responses it was possible to calculate
the means and standard deviations for each question among the respondents.
The five item scale was adapted from a scale used by Leslie (2002) to determine
the identity salience of needleworkers. Leslie (2002) calculated the reliability of this
measure at (α = .6738). The adapted five item scale utilized in this survey produced a
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.758 which is dependable for internal reliability (Tavakol &
Dennick, 2011).
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Table 4.4: Craft Identity Salience
Yarn Characteristic

M

SD

Min.

Max.

Crafting is something I
rarely even think about.

1.447489

.630087

1

4

I would feel a loss if I
were forced to give up
crafting.

4.590563

.7478236

1

5

I really don’t have any
clear feelings about
crafting.

1.456621

.6111436

1

4

For me, knowing how to
craft means more than
just making things.

4.383562

.7584307

1

5

Crafting is an important
part of who I am.

4.310502

.7892741

1

5

The respondents were then prompted to recall a favorite project they produced
using either knitting, crochet, or weaving techniques. They were asked to remember this
project as they answered the remaining questions in the survey. Numerous types of
projects were reported by the respondents in an open-ended question. The types of
projects appear below (see Graph 4.6).
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Graph 4.6: Types of Items Produced
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Of the items produced the most popular category was scarves and cowls (21.31%, N =
140), followed by blankets/afghans (17.35%, N = 114), and sweaters/other types of
garments (14.76%, N = 97). Some respondents also reported making sets of items such
as hats with matching mittens.
Of the projects that the respondents chose to report on, nearly half of the
respondents (N = 320) chose to keep the item for themselves and another 45.05% (N =
296) gave the item they made as a gift. Another 6.24% (N = 41) of the respondents did
other things with their items. The respondents who chose other tended to either donate
the item to charity or had sold the item.
Nearly three quarters (N = 486) of the respondents indicated that they had used a
pattern to make their projects. The remaining 26.03% (N = 171) did not use a pattern to
create their projects. Patterns were obtained from a variety of locations. The most
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popular place to find a pattern for the respondents was online (81.07%, N = 394),
followed by published books of patterns (11.32%, N = 55), from a friend or family
member (1.44%, N = 7), or from a pattern magazine such as Vogue Knitting (1.65%, N =
8). The remaining 4.53% (N = 22) of respondents found their patterns from other places.
Of these, the most popular place to locate a pattern was from a local yarn store (LYS) or
from fiber festivals. Some respondents provided two locations for finding patterns, for
instance if they had blended two patterns together to make an item.
Planning Stage
Next, the respondents entered into the planning stage section of the survey. In
this section the respondents disclosed basic characteristics of the yarn they utilized to
make their project including: fiber, and whether it was handspun or hand-dyed. They
imparted where they purchased the yarn and the yarn brand (if applicable). Respondents
were also asked if they purchased yarn specifically for the project they created, if they
used yarn they previously owned from their crafting stash, if they used yarn that had been
a gift, or if they did not remember.
The respondents reported using yarns with a wide variety of fiber types, the top
ten fiber types appear on the next page (See Table 4.5). Overall 55 different types of
fiber contents were reported by the respondents in the sample. The most frequently
reported fiber type was 100% wool or super-wash wool, which is a wool/nylon blend
with at least 80% wool (35.44%, N = 235). Acrylic was also commonly used by the
respondents (28.95%, N = 192). Following these two major categories, there was a
severe drop off before the next most frequently utilized category of cotton or
cotton/viscose blends (5.43%, N = 36). Alpaca or llama was tied in frequency with
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wool/acrylic blends (3.62%, N = 24). Of the respondents, 22 (3.32%) could not recall the
fiber content of their yarns, and 11 (1.66%) respondents actually reported a yarn weight
(e.g., worsted) as opposed to a fiber content.
Table 4.5: Top Ten Fiber Contents of Yarn used by Crafters
Fiber Content of Yarn
Wool or super-wash wool
Acrylic
Cotton or cotton/viscose
blends
Alpaca or llama
Wool/acrylic blend
Don’t remember
Wool/silk blend
Wool/alpaca blend
Reported a fiber weight not
type of fiber
Cotton/acrylic blend

N

Percent

235
192
36

35.44
28.95
5.43

24
24
22
19
16
11

3.62
3.62
3.32
2.87
2.41
1.66

5

0.75

Respondents had variable feelings about the importance of fiber content to their
purchase or decision to use the yarn that were determined using a five point Likert-type
scale (see Graph 4.7). Fiber content tended to be of somewhat important for many
individuals (27.74%, N = 182). Fiber content was important to a number of respondents
(26.22%, N = 172) and very important to others (25.15%, N = 165). One individual did
not provide a useable response.
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Graph 4.7: Importance of Fiber Content to Decision to Purchase or Use Yarn
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The respondents most frequently purchased new yarn for the projects that they
described in the survey (64.23%, N = 422). Using yarn from their craft stash was the
second most popular place to find yarn (33.33%, N = 219), and it was much less common
to utilize yarn received as a gift (2.44%, N = 16).
Of the yarns used, 81.89% (N = 538) were branded and another 7% (N = 46) were
not. The remaining 11.11% (N = 73) of the sample did not remember if their yarn had a
brand. Respondents who used a branded yarn were asked to disclose the brand in an
open ended question that was later coded. A total of 528 respondents provided a brand,
of the brand provided the top five brands are shown below (see Table 4.6). Another 36
respondents who knew that their yarn had a brand could not recall the specific brand
when asked. The most frequently utilized brand of yarn was Lion Brand ® (12.86%, N =
71) followed by Red Heart ® (10.87%, N = 60). Yarns from online retailer Knit Picks ®
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were also frequently utilized (9.6%, N = 53). Store brand yarns from Joann’s ® and
Michael’s ® represented about four percent of the sample brands (3.8%, N = 21).
Table 4.6: Top Five Brands Utilized for Projects
Brands of Yarn

N

Percent

Lion brand
Red heart
Knit Picks
Carron Simply Soft
Don’t know/remember

71
60
53
38
36

12.86
10.87
9.6
6.88
6.52

Respondents wrote out the top three reasons why they chose their yarn in item 19.
A total of 1,917 responses were recorded. These items were open coded to determine the
most frequently mentioned reasons to purchase or use yarn from their stash (see Table
4.7). Color was the most frequently mentioned reason accounting for 23.58% (N = 452)
of the total reasons followed by price with 11% (N = 211). The feel of the yarn (10.69%,
N = 205), yarn weight (7.4%, N = 142), and fiber content (7.2%, N = 138) were also
important to the respondents.
Table 4.7: Top Ten Reasons to Purchase or Use Yarn from the Stash
Reason to purchase/use yarn
Color
Price
Feel/tactile pleasure
Weight
Fiber
Yardage
Texture
Washable
Needs of the end user
Durable

N

Percent

452
211
205
142
138
63
54
52
52
50

23.58
11
10.69
7.40
7.2
3.29
2.82
2.71
2.71
2.61
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The respondents answered questions about their yarn that related to characteristics
of artisan brand yarn. They answered whether the yarn was handspun, hand-dyed, and if
the yarn was purchased from the farmer who raised the animals which produced the fiber
(i.e., farmstead yarn). These questions were very important and were used to group the
respondents into two major analytic categories (artisan brand yarn users or national brand
yarn users). If the respondents answered yes to any of these questions, then they were
grouped into the artisan brand yarn category.
Of the yarns reported, 10.05% (N = 66) were handspun and 21.31% (N = 140)
were hand-dyed. It was less common to purchase yarn directly from the farmer who had
raised the fiber animals and only 3.81% (N = 25) of the sample yarns could be considered
farmstead yarns. Some yarns fit more than one category, for instance a yarn could be
handspun and hand-dyed. Overall, there were 159 respondents who utilized artisan brand
yarns for their projects (24.20%).
Item 24 contained six characteristics of yarn related to the planning stage.
Respondents choose if each of the six characteristics related to their decision to purchase
or use yarn from their stash using a five point Likert-type scale. Both color and visual
texture related directly to visceral design elements and were averaged to create an overall
visceral level of design score for each participant (see Table 4.8). The overall mean of
these responses was 4.13 with a standard deviation of .702. Roughly three quarters of the
respondents felt the visceral characteristics of the yarn that they purchased or chose to use
from their stash was at least important to very important.
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Table 4.8: Importance of Visceral Level of Design in the Planning Stage
Visceral Level of Design
(color, visible texture)
1
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
Total

N

Percent

1
5
12
62
106
163
158
150
657

0.15
0.76
1.83
9.44
16.13
24.81
24.05
22.83
100

Another two characteristics related to the behavioral level of design (suitable yarn
weight for the pattern, feel of the yarn) were averaged to create an overall behavioral
level of design score for respondents (see Table 4.9). The overall mean of this level of
design was 4.30 with a standard deviation of .680. For the behavioral level of design, the
respondents most frequent score was 4.5 out of 5 (30.44%, N = 200). This score was
followed closely by an average of 5, that corresponded to a rank of very important
(30.29%, N = 199).
Table 4.9: Importance of Behavioral Level of Design in the Planning Stage
Behavioral Level of Design
(feel, yarn weight)
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
Total

N

Percent

1
8
11
39
52
147
200
199
657

0.15
1.22
1.67
5.94
7.91
22.37
30.44
30.29
100
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Finally, two characteristics related to the reflective level of design (desire to
support the business selling the yarn and the manner in which the animal was raised)
were each rated using a five point Likert-type scale. On this scale the lowest score was
“not important” and the highest score was “very important.” The two responses were
averaged to create an overall reflective score for respondents (see Table 4.10). The
overall mean for the reflective level of design in the planning stage was 2.19 with a
standard deviation of 1.14. In opposition to the first two levels of design, the reflective
level was not nearly as important to a large number respondents. A total of 211
respondents (32.12%) felt that the two reflective level of design characteristics were
unimportant to their decision to buy or use the yarn from their stash. However, another
30.75% (N = 202) felt that the two reflective level design characteristics were at least
moderately important to their decision to purchase or use the yarn from their stash.
Table 4.10: Importance of Reflective Level of Design in the Planning Stage
Reflective Level of Design
(support a business, ethical
animal raising)
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
Total

N

Percent

211
66
97
81
82
44
37
17
22
657

32.12
10.05
14.76
12.33
12.48
6.70
5.63
2.59
3.35
100
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Process Stage
The second stage of the survey explored characteristics of the yarn while in the
process of being made into a craft project. They first reported how long the project
actually took them to complete. In general the projects were fairly quick to construct,
over half (57.69%, N = 379) of the projects took less than a month to complete and
30.14% (N = 198) took one to three months to construct. Projects that took four to six
months accounted for about 5% of the sample (N = 35), the remaining projects took seven
to nine months (2.13%, N = 14), ten to twelve months (1.98%, N = 13), and more than
twelve months (2.13%, N = 14). Four individuals (0.61%) could not recall how long their
project took to complete.
Item 26 was used to gauge the design elements that were important to the
respondents while in the process stage. There were eight characteristics of the project
while in the process stage (i.e.,, actively constructing the item) that were scored using a
five point Likert-type scale from not exciting to very exciting. Two of the characteristics
related directly to the visceral level of design (color, pattern choice). The responses on
each of these characteristics were averaged to produce an overall importance of the
visceral level of design score (see Table 4.11). The mean for the visceral level of design
in the process stage was 3.88 with a standard deviation of .840. The most frequently
reported average score for visceral in the process stage was a 4 out of 5 (25.11%, N =
165) followed by 3.5 (18.11%, N = 119) and 5 (18.26%, N = 120).
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Table 4.11: Visceral Level of Design in the Process Stage
Visceral Level of Design
(color, pattern)
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
Total

N

Percent

1
5
23
39
76
119
165
109
120
657

0.15
0.76
3.50
5.94
11.57
18.11
25.11
16.59
18.26
100

The usefulness of the finished item and the feel of the yarn were characteristics
related to the behavioral level of design (see Table 4.12). The respondent scores on these
two items in the process stage were averaged to create a composite behavioral level of
design score of which the mean was 3.92 and the standard deviation was .826. The most
frequently reported score was a 4 out of 5 or “important” (26.03%, N = 171).
Table 4.12: Behavioral Level of Design in the Process Stage
Behavioral Level of Design
(feel, functionality)
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
Total

N

Percent

5
8
12
28
69
121
171
129
114
657

0.76
1.22
1.83
4.26
10.50
18.42
26.03
19.63
17.35
100

Five characteristics related to the reflective level of design (desire to support an
important business, the crafter’s skill in putting together the project, thinking about the
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person who would be receiving the item, having time to do something creative, and the
physical process of crafting) were also reported by respondents. These scores were
averaged to create an overall reflective level of design score in the process stage (see
Table 4.13). The mean of this score was 3.61 and the standard deviation was .663. The
most frequently reported score for reflective level of design was a 3.4 out of 5 (13.24%,
N = 87). Other frequent averages were 4.2 (12.02%, N = 79) and 3.8 (12.02%, N = 79).
Table 4.13: Reflective Level of Design in the Process Stage
Reflective Level of Design
(skill, gift recipient, time,
physical process, support a
business)
1
1.4
1.8
2
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.8
4
4.2
4.4
4.6
4.8
5
Total

N

Percent

1
1
5
4
12
15
28
30
41
48
87
73
79
72
79
25
34
11
12
657

0.15
0.15
0.76
0.61
1.83
2.28
4.26
4.57
6.24
7.31
13.24
11.11
12.02
10.96
12.02
3.81
5.18
1.67
1.83
100

Result Stage
In the result stage the efficacy of the finished craft item was examined.
Respondents reported whether they would purchase the brand of yarn they used again.
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The majority of the respondents (94.82%, N = 623) indicated they would purchase the
same brand again. About five percent (N = 34) would not purchase the same brand of
yarn again.
The respondents also detailed which aspects of their finished projected they
would be most likely to relay to others (see Table 4.14). The most popular choice was
the crafters’ pride in how well the project turned out (54.03%, N = 355). The second
most frequently chosen was to talk about the person the received the craft item (18.42%,
N = 121) followed by the excitement to use or display the craft item themselves (13.85%,
N = 91). The respondents were less likely to tell others about the type of yarn they used
(7.61%, N = 50) or the type of pattern (6.09%, N = 40).
Table 4.14: Aspects of Finished Projects Crafters would Most Likely Reveal
Aspect

N

Percent

The crafters’ pride in how well
the project turned out

355

54.03

The person who received the item

121

18.42

Being excited to use/display the
object themselves

91

13.85

Type of yarn used

50

7.61

Type of pattern used
Total

40
657

6.09
100

The respondents scored the importance of various aspects of their finished craft
project in item 30 using a five point Likert-type scale in which the lowest score was “not
important” and the highest was “very important.” Two of the characteristics related
directly to the visceral level of design (color, overall design of the item). An average
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score for the visceral level of design of the resulting craft projects was calculated for the
respondents (see Table 4.15). The mean was 4.47 and the standard deviation was .575.
Overall, about 90% of the respondents felt that the color and design of their final items
was “important” to “very important.”
Table 4.15: Importance of Visceral Level of Design to the Final Craft Projects
Visceral Level of Design
(color, overall design)
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
Total

N

Percent

3
6
11
46
147
174
270
657

0.46
0.91
1.67
7.00
22.37
26.48
41.10
100

Another two characteristics, the feel of the item and the functionality of the item,
related to the behavioral level of design. These scores were averaged to create an overall
behavioral level of design score for the finished craft projects (see Table 4.16). The
mean for the behavioral level of design was 4.34 with a standard deviation of .661.
About a third of the respondents reported that these characteristics were “very important”
(5 out of 5) to their final craft project (N = 223). This score was followed by a score of
4.5 out of 5 (27.09%, N = 178) and 4 out of 5 (22.53%, N = 148).
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Table 4.16: Importance of Behavioral Level of Design to the Final Craft Projects
Behavioral Level of Design
(feel, functionality)
1
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
Total

N

Percent

2
4
6
33
63
148
178
223
657

0.30
0.61
0.91
5.02
9.59
22.53
27.09
33.94
100

Lastly, four characteristics related to the reflective level of design (desire to
support the business selling the yarn, the sense of pride the crafter felt when others asked
if they made the item, the effort the crafter put into the item, and the reaction of the
person who received this item) were recorded. The average of these scores varied quite a
bit among participants (see Table 4.17). The overall mean was 3.57 with a standard
deviation of .754. The most frequently reported score was a 4 out of 5 (17.2%, N = 113).
A high number of respondents (81.9%, N = 538) rated the reflective level of design
characteristics as being at least “moderately important” in their finished craft project.
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Table 4.17: Importance of Reflective Level of Design to the Final Craft Projects
Reflective Level of Design
(support business, pride, effort,
gift recipient reaction)
1
1.25
1.5
1.75
2
2.25
2.5
2.75
3
3.25
3.5
3.75
4
4.25
4.5
4.75
5
Total

N

Percent

1
2
4
6
17
15
24
50
56
74
63
86
113
58
46
19
23
657

0.15
0.30
0.61
0.91
2.59
2.28
3.65
7.61
8.52
11.26
9.59
13.09
17.20
8.83
7.00
2.89
3.50
100

Preliminary Hypothesis Testing
Prior to examining each hypothesis in detail, it was important to gain statistical
justification for the theoretical tenants of Norman’s (2004) three levels of design. In
order to accomplish this goal, factor analysis was run using all the characteristics of yarn
for each of the three stages of the craft design process. The goal of the factor analysis
was to determine if the characteristics of yarn for each level of design could be
condensed into three factors which would correspond to the three levels of design
(Norman, 2004).
The factor analyses were run with the Maximum Likelihood method and were
unrotated. The maximum likelihood method was chosen because “if the factor model
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provides an adequate approximation to the data, maximum likelihood estimates have
favorable properties compared with the other estimation methods” (Factor, n.d., p. 10).
The results of the factor analyses will be presented in the following sections.
Planning Stage Factor Analysis
Factor analysis/correlation
Method: maximum likelihood
Rotation: (unrotated)

Number of obs = 657
Retained factors =
3
Number of params =
15
Schwarz's BIC = 97.3153
(Akaike's) AIC =
30

Log likelihood = -7.29e-14

Factor

Eigenvalue

Difference

Proportion

Cumulative

Factor1
1.51838
0.92537
0.6797
0.6797
Factor2
0.59301
0.47058
0.2655
0.9452
Factor3
0.12242
.
0.0548
1.0000
LR test: independent vs. saturated: chi2(15) = 509.02 Prob>chi2 = 0.0000
(the model with 3 factors is saturated)

Factor loadings (pattern matrix) and unique variances
Variable

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Uniqueness

Color
Texture
Weight
Feel
LYS
Animal

-0.0166
0.4335
0.1565
0.3510
0.7732
0.7647

0.4000
0.5260
0.1445
0.2961
-0.0926
-0.1978

0.2010
-0.1159
0.2477
-0.0534
0.0625
-0.0212

0.7993
0.5219
0.8932
0.7863
0.3897
0.3757

The factor analysis of the six planning stage characteristics of yarn retained three
factors overall. The first factor was composed of the LYS and animal characteristics
which represented the reflective level of design (Eigenvalue = 1.518). The characteristics
of color, texture, and feel all contributed to the second factor (Eigenvalue = 0.593). This
loading did not correspond with the three levels of design as described by Norman
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(2004), in which the feel of an item was considered part of the behavioral level of design.
Whereas, the color and texture of a product were part of the visceral level of design. The
factor analysis did not clearly delineate the items that were specifically derived from the
three levels of design as described by Norman (2004) into three factors.
Process Stage Factor Analysis
Factor analysis/correlation
Method: maximum likelihood
Rotation: (unrotated)

Number of obs = 657
Retained factors =
5
Number of params =
35
Schwarz's BIC = 228.3
Log likelihood = -.6155297
(Akaike's) AIC = 71.2311
Solution is a Heywood case (i.e.,, invalid or boundary values of uniqueness)
Factor

Eigenvalue

Difference

Proportion

Factor1
1.23045
-0.12742
0.2873
Factor2
1.35787
0.41115
0.3170
Factor3
0.94672
0.37699
0.2210
Factor 4
0.56973
0.39159
0.1330
Factor 5
0.17814
.
0.0416
LR test: independent vs. saturated: chi2(36) = 682.80 Prob>chi2 = 0.0000
LR test: 5 factors vs. saturated: chi2(1) =

Cumulative
0.2873
0.6043
0.8254
0.9584
1.0000

1.22 Prob>chi2 = 0.2698

(tests formally not valid because a Heywood case was encountered)

Factor loadings (pattern matrix) and unique variances
Variable

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

Uniqueness

Color
Pattern
Use
Feel
LYS
Skill
Gift
Time
Process

0.2556
1.0000
0.0650
0.1224
0.1639
0.2930
0.0421
0.0989
0.1471

0.1450
-0.0000
0.2221
0.2285
0.2046
0.3139
0.2875
0.8082
0.5992

0.3118
-0.0000
0.2129
0.7700
0.3781
-0.0533
-0.1116
-0.2287
0.0254

-0.1009
-0.0000
0.3379
0.0084
-0.0281
0.0634
0.6363
-0.1077
-0.1550

0.0255
-0.0000
-0.2381
-0.0372
0.2401
0.2196
0.0765
-0.0587
0.0652

0.8056
0.0000
0.7303
0.3384
0.7298
0.7605
0.4923
0.2696
0.5904
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In the process stage of the craft design process, nine characteristics of yarn were
used for the factor analysis. Five factors were described. However, a Heywood case was
identified through the analysis. This was a:
Boundary solutions, called Heywood solutions, often produce
uniquenesses of 0, and then at least at a formal level, the test cannot be
justified. Nevertheless, we believe that the reported tests are useful, even
in such circumstances, provided that they are interpreted cautiously. The
maximum likelihood method seems to be particularly prone to producing
Heywood solutions (Factor, n.d., p. 12).
STATA recommends interpreting a Heywood case with caution (Factor, n.d.).
When examining the five factors some interesting outcomes were uncovered. The
characteristic of pattern loaded at 1.000 into factor one (Eigenvalue = 1.230). The
excitement over having time to craft, excitement over the respondent’s skill in putting the
item together, and enjoying the physical process of crafting loaded well into factor two
(Eigenvalue= 1.358). The next factor was associated with the characteristics feel, desire
to support local businesses/LYS, and excitement over colors (Eigenvalue= 0.947). Factor
four was associated with the excitement over the usefulness of the final project and
thinking about the person they were planning to present the item as a gift (Eigenvalue=
0.570).
The associations between characteristics did not clearly delineate into the three
levels of design as described by Norman (2004). For instance, pattern loaded into the
first factor. The characteristic of color should have also loaded into the first factor in
order to correspond with the visceral level of design. Additionally, the two
characteristics related to the behavioral level of design (use, feel) did not load into the
same factor.
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Result Stage Factor Analysis
Factor analysis/correlation
Method: maximum likelihood
Rotation: (unrotated)

Number of obs = 657
Retained factors =
4
Number of params =
26
Schwarz's BIC = 171.106
(Akaike's) AIC = 54.4266

Log likelihood = -1.213312

Solution is a Heywood case (i.e.,, invalid or boundary values of uniqueness)

Factor loadings (pattern matrix) and unique variances
Factor

Eigenvalue

Difference

Proportion

Factor1
1.10317
-0.05738
0.2617
Factor2
1.16055
-0.03362
0.2753
Factor3
1.19417
0.43604
0.2832
Factor 4
0.75813
.
0.1798
LR test: independent vs. saturated: chi2(28) = 569.28 Prob>chi2 = 0.0000

Cumulative
0.2617
0.5369
0.8202
1.0000

LR test: 4 factors vs. saturated: chi2(2) = 2.40 Prob>chi2 = 0.3006
(tests formally not valid because a Heywood case was encountered)

Factor loadings (pattern matrix) and unique variances
Variable

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Uniqueness

Color
Design
Feel
Function
Pride
LYS
Effort
Gift

0.0556
0.0989
0.2654
0.9999
0.0535
0.0425
0.1076
0.0614

0.0219
0.1291
0.2549
-0.0124
0.1715
0.9991
0.1979
0.1072

0.3132
0.5674
0.2088
-0.0000
0.5954
-0.0000
0.5551
0.2604

0.3048
0.5170
0.3034
-0.0000
-0.4152
0.0000
-0.3621
-0.0481

0.8054
0.3843
0.7289
0.0000
0.4408
0.0000
0.5100
0.9146

The factor analysis of the result stage characteristics also resulted in a Heywood
case. Four factors were retained from the analysis. The first factor was composed of one
yarn characteristic variable: function (Eigenvalue = 1.103). The second factor was
comprised of the desire to support local businesses characteristics of yarn (Eigenvalue =
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1.161). The third factor included the yarn characteristics: pride, design, gift, effort and
color (Eigenvalue = 1.194). The final factor was comprised of the feel of yarn
characteristic (Eigenvalue: 0.758).
As with the first two levels of the craft design process, the characteristics of yarn
did not load neatly into the three levels of design (Norman, 2004). For instance, function
loaded into its own factor without feel which was the other characteristic derived for the
behavioral level of design. Similarly, the third factor had elements from the both the
reflective (pride, gift, effort) and visceral (color, design) levels of design.
Preliminary Hypothesis Testing Conclusions
After examining the factor analysis results and loadings, it became clear that the
three levels of design as described by Norman (2004) were not adequate for classifying
overarching categories that described why crafters choose to purchase yarn. Additional
yarn characteristics of consideration were also discovered through the open-ended
answers of respondents suggesting that the characteristics of yarn included in the survey
were not inclusive enough. Therefore, in the following sections hypotheses will be
presented first using the yarn characteristics grouped into the three levels of design,
followed by the ungrouped characteristics of yarn for each of the three craft design
process stages.
Hypothesis Testing
Hypotheses for this research study were developed to explore the relationship
between crafting, yarn types, consumption, and the design process. The hypotheses
predicted differences between consumers of artisan brand yarn and national brand yarns
at the planning, process, and result stages of the craft design process. The hypotheses
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were tested using correlations, means, and MANOVA which employed a significance
level of .05.
Levels of Design in the Planning Stage
To investigate the planning stage of the craft design process means were first
obtained for both groups for each level of design (see Table 4.18). MANOVA was
performed with the three levels of design (visceral, behavioral, and reflective) as
dependent variables and the two categories of yarn users (artisan, national) as
independent variables (see Table 4.19). Post estimation tests were also run in order to
determine which of the three levels of design were significantly different based on the
two groups of yarn users.
Table 4.18: Means and Variances of the Three Levels of Design in the Planning Stage
Level of Design
Visceral-Artisan
Visceral-National
Behavioral-Artisan
Reflective-National
Reflective-Artisan
Reflective-National

N

M

SD

159
498
159
498
159
498

4.267296
4.081325
4.462264
4.252008
3.128931
1.894578

.7110784
.6941206
.6549403
.6811976
1.166806
.9596648

Table 4.19: MANOVA of the Three Levels of Design in the Planning Stage
W = Wilks' lambda
P = Pillai's trace

df
1

L = Lawley-Hotelling trace
R = Roy's largest root

Source
Artisan

Statistic
W 0.7848
P 0.2152
L 0.2742
R 0.2742

F(df1,
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

df2) =
653.0
653.0
653.0
653.0

Residual
Total

655
656
e = exact, a = approximate, u = upper bound on F

F
59.69
59.69
59.69
59.69

Prob>F
0.0000 e
0.0000 e
0.0000 e
0.0000 e
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Equation
Visceral
Behavioral
Reflective

Obs
657
657
657

Coef.
Visceral
Artisan .1859703
_cons 4.081325

Coef.
Behavioral
Artisan .2102561
_cons 4.252008

Coef.
Reflective
Artisan 1.234353
_cons 1.894578

Parms
2
2
2

RMSE
.6982489
.6749573
1.013513

"R-sq"
0.0129
0.0175
0.2144

F
8.549244
11.69515
178.7642

P
0.0036*
0.0007*
0.0000*

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0636033
.0312893

2.92
130.44

0.004
0.000

.0610793
4.019886

.3108613
4.142765

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0614817
.0302456

3.42
140.58

0.001
0.000

.0895312
4.192618

.3309811
4.311398

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0923207
.0454166

13.37
41.72

0.000
0.000

1.053072
1.805399

1.415633
1.983758

All three levels of design were significantly different for the two groups of yarn
users. The visceral level was significantly different (p = 0.0036) for the two yarn user
groups. Artisan brand yarn users (M = 4.27) found visceral level of design characteristics
to be more important than national brand yarn users (M = 4.08) when purchasing or
choosing to use yarn from their stashes. There was a significant difference (p = 0.0007)
between the two groups of yarn users in relation to the behavioral level of design as well.
Artisan yarn users (M = 4.46) tended to rank behavioral characteristics as more important
than national brand yarn users (M = 4.25). Finally, there was a highly significant
difference (p = 0.000) between the two groups of yarn users for the reflective level of
design. Artisan yarn users felt that reflective characteristics of the yarn they bought or
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chose to use from their stash was more important (M = 3.13) than users of national brand
yarns (M = 1.89).
Therefore,
H1a.

Crafters who purchase artisan brand yarns assign less visceral levels of
design to their yarn than crafters who purchase national brand yarns was
not supported.

H1b.

Crafters who purchase artisan brand yarns assign less behavioral levels of
design to their yarn than crafters who purchase national brand yarns was
not supported.

H1c.

Crafters who purchase artisan brand yarns assign more reflective levels of
design to their yarn than crafters who purchase national brand yarns was
supported.

Based on the preliminary hypothesis testing results, a secondary MANOVA was
also run. This MANOVA did not use the grouped three levels of design categories.
Instead all six characteristics of yarn in the planning stage (color, visible texture, yarn
weight, feel, desire to support local businesses/local yarn stores, and the manner in which
an animal was raised) were utilized as the dependent variables and artisan brand yarn
users and national brand yarn users were the independent variables (see Table 4.20).
These six characteristics of yarn were then run using MANOVA (see Table 4.21).
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Table 4.20: Means and Variances of Characteristics of Yarn in the Planning Stage
Yarn Characteristic
Color-Artisan
Color-National
Texture-Artisan
Texture-National
Weight-Artisan
Weight-National
Feel-Artisan
Feel-National
LYS-Artisan
LYS-National
Animal-Artisan
Animal-National

N

M

SD

159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498

4.572327
4.582329
3.962264
3.580321
4.358491
4.178715
4.566038
4.325301
3.408805
2.014056
2.849057
1.7751

.7585723
.642437
1.054747
1.123453
.9364829
.9899844
.6892328
.9074931
1.278913
1.167037
1.336861
1.045072

Table 4.21: MANOVA of Characteristics of Yarn in the Planning Stage

W = Wilks' lambda
P = Pillai's trace

Source
Artisan

Residual
Total

Equation
Color
Texture
Weight
Feel
LYS
Animals

L = Lawley-Hotelling trace
R = Roy's largest root

Statistic
W 0.7803
P 0.2197
L 0.2815
R 0.2815

df
F(df1,
df2) =
F
1
6.0
650.0
30.50
1
6.0
650.0
30.50
1
6.0
650.0
30.50
1
6.0
650.0
30.50
655
656
e = exact, a = approximate, u = upper bound on F

Obs
658
658
658
658
658
658

Parms
2
2
2
2
2
2

RMSE
.6722899
1.10727
.9773468
.8599288
1.194983
1.122421

"R-sq"
0.0000
0.0214
0.0062
0.0142
0.2004
0.1442

Prob>F
0.0000 e
0.0000 e
0.0000 e
0.0000 e

F
.0266775
14.34005
4.077798
9.445394
164.1836
110.3373

P
0.8703
0.0002*
0.0439*
0.0022*
0.0000*
0.0000*
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Coef.
Color
Artisan -.0100023
_cons 4.582329

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0612387
.030126

-0.16
152.11

0.870
0.000

-.1302501
4.523174

.1102456
4.641485

Coef.
Texture
Artisan .3819429
_cons 3.580321

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.1008609
.049618

3.79
72.16

0.000
0.000

.1838931
3.482892

.5799926
3.677751

Coef.
Weight
Artisan .1797757
_cons 4.178715

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0890263
.043796

2.02
95.41

0.044
0.000

.0049644
4.092717

.354587
4.264712

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0783307
.0385343

3.07
112.25

0.002
0.000

.086927
4.249635

.3945461
4.400967

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.1088507
.0535485

12.81
37.61

0.000
0.000

1.18101
1.908909

1.608487
2.119204

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.1022411
.0502969

10.50
35.29

0.000
0.000

.8731964
1.676338

1.274716
1.873863

Coef.
Feel
Artisan .2407365
_cons 4.325301

Coef.
LYS
Artisan 1.394749
_cons 2.014056

Coef.
Animal
Artisan 1.073956
_cons 1.7751

Based on the second MANOVA the ungrouped characteristics of yarn were much
more informative than using the three levels of design. For instance, in the first, grouped
MANOVA the visceral level of design characteristics (color and visible texture) were
significantly different for the two groups of yarn users. However, these characteristics in
the ungrouped MANOVA showed the characteristics associated with the visceral level of
design were not both significantly different. Color was highly important to artisan brand
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yarn users (M = 4.57) and to national brand yarn users (M = 4.58) and there was not a
significant difference between these two groups. The characteristics of visible texture in
yarn, however, was significantly different between the two groups (p = 0.0002). Artisan
brand yarn users felt the visible texture of yarn was more important on average (M =
3.96) and national brand yarn users (M = 3.58).
Yarn characteristics that were part of the behavioral level of design included: yarn
weight and the feel of the yarn. The importance of yarn weight was significantly different
(p = 0.0439) for the two groups of yarn users. Respondents who had used artisan brand
yarn had a mean of 4.35 importance for yarn weight, whereas national brand yarn users
had a mean of 4.18. Similarly, the feel of the yarn was significantly different for the two
groups (p = 0.0022) and was more important to artisan brand yarn users (M = 4.57) than
national brand yarn users (M = 4.33).
The two yarn characteristics that made up the reflective level of design were the
desire to support a local business (LYS) and interest in how the animal that produced the
fiber was raised. Both of these characteristics were highly significant between the two
groups of yarn users (p = 0.000). Supporting local businesses was on average more
important to users of artisan brand yarn (M = 3.4) than users of national brand yarn (M =
2.01). Additionally, the mean (2.85) for artisan brand users on the perceived importance
of how the animal that produced the fiber was raised was higher than the mean (1.78) for
this characteristics among national brand yarn users.
Levels of Design in the Process Stage
To examine the differences between yarn user groups in the second stage of the
craft design process (i.e., process stage) means were first calculated for the two groups of
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yarns users and the three levels of design (see Table 4.22). MANOVA was then run with
the three levels of design (visceral, behavioral, and reflective as dependent variables and
the two categories of yarn users (artisan, national) as independent variables (see Table
4.23). Post estimation tests were run as well to indicate that of the three levels of design
were significantly different based on the two groups of yarn users.
Table 4.22: Means and Variances of the Three Levels of Design in the Process Stage
Level of Design
Visceral-Artisan
Visceral-National
Behavioral-Artisan
Behavioral-National
Reflective-Artisan
Reflective-National

N

M

SD

159
498
159
498
159
498

4.122642
3.798193
4.122642
3.856426
3.844025
3.537751

.7949942
.8397427
.7604067
.8361602
.6893944
.6379517

Table 4.23: MANOVA of the Three Levels of Design in the Process Stage

W = Wilks' lambda
P = Pillai's trace

Source
Artisan

Statistic
W 0.9414
P 0.0586
L 0.0622
R 0.0622

Residual
Total

655
656
e = exact, a = approximate, u = upper bound on F

Equation
Visceral
Behavioral
Reflective

Obs
657
657
657

df
1

L = Lawley-Hotelling trace
R = Roy's largest root

Parms
2
2
2

F(df1,
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

RMSE
.8291694
.8185287
.6507331

df2) =
653.0
653.0
653.0
653.0

"R-sq"
0.0274
0.0191
0.0392

F
13.55
13.55
13.55
13.55

Prob>F
0.0000 e
0.0000 e
0.0000 e
0.0000 e

F
18.45299
12.74856
26.69783

P
0.0000*
0.0004*
0.0000*
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Coef.
Visceral
Artisan .3244487
_cons 3.798193

Coef.
Behavioral
Artisan .2662158
_cons 3.856426

Coef.
Reflective
Artisan .3062742
_cons 3.537751

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0755288
.037156

4.30
102.22

0.000
0.000

.1761409
3.725234

.4727566
3.871152

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0745596
.0366791

3.57
105.14

0.000
0.000

.1198112
3.784403

.4126204
3. 928449

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0592751
.02916

5.17
121.32

0.000
0.000

.189882
3.480493

.4226663
3.595009

All three levels of design were significantly different for the two groups of yarn
users. The visceral level was significantly different (p = 0.000) for the two yarn user
groups. Artisan brand yarn users (M = 4.12) ranked visceral level of design
characteristics as more important than national brand yarn users (M = 3.80) when in the
process of making their projects. A significant difference (p=0.0004) between the two
groups of yarn users for the behavioral level of design was also found. Artisan brand
yarn users (M = 4.12) on average ranked behavioral characteristics higher than national
brand yarn users (M = 3.86).
Finally, a highly significant difference (p = 0.000) between the two groups of yarn
users for the reflective level of design was found. Artisan yarn users felt that reflective
characteristics of the yarn were more important (M = 3.84) than users of national brand
yarns (M = 3.54) while in the process of assembling their projects.
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Therefore,
H2a.

In the process stage, there will be no difference in visceral levels of design
for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand
yarn was not supported.

H2b.

In the process stage, there will be no difference in behavioral levels of
design for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use
national brand yarn was not supported.

H2c.

In the process stage, there will be no difference in reflective levels of
design for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use
national brand yarn was not supported.

Centered on the findings of the factor analysis in the preliminary hypothesis
testing, it was determined that characteristics of yarn should not be grouped into the three
levels of design. Therefore, a second analysis was run without binning the yarn
characteristics. Means were determined for each of the nine characteristics of yarn
(color, pattern choice, usefulness of the finished item, feel of the yarn, supporting local
businesses/local yarn stores, skill of the crafter in putting together the item, thinking of
giving the item as a gift, time to enjoy crafting, and the experience of the process of
crafting) while in the process stage of the craft design process. These were used as
dependent variables (see Table 4.24). The two groups of yarn users (artisan brand,
national brand) were used as independent variables. Next, MANOVA was performed
with the nine characteristics of yarn in the process stage (see Table 4.25).
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Table 4.24: Means and Variances of Characteristics of Yarn in the Process Stage
Yarn Characteristic
Color-Artisan
Color-National
Pattern-Artisan
Pattern-National
Use-Artisan
Use-National
Feel-Artisan
Feel-National
LYS-Artisan
LYS-National
Skill-Artisan
Skill-National
Gift-Artisan
Gift-National
Time-Artisan
Time-National
Process-Artisan
Process-National

N

M

SD

159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498

4.056604
3.582329
4.188679
4.014056
4.113208
4.13253
4.132075
3.580321
3.075472
1.704819
4.27673
4.138554
3.440252
3.52008
4.113208
4.110442
4.314465
4.214859

1.074711
1.123308
.8942135
1.013889
.9344404
.9633662
.9420769
1.167369
1.338558
1.076181
.8487664
.9593758
1.613202
1.588629
.9998806
.9546305
.8724936
.925831

Table 4.25: MANOVA of Characteristics of Yarn in the Process Stage

W = Wilks' lambda
P = Pillai's trace
Source
Artisan

Residual
Total

Statistic
W 0.7778
P 0.2222
L 0.2856
R 0.2856

L = Lawley-Hotelling trace
R = Roy's largest root

df
F(df1,
df2) =
1
9.0
647.0
1
9.0
647.0
1
9.0
647.0
1
9.0
647.0
655
656
e = exact, a = approximate, u = upper bound on F

F
20.53
20.53
20.53
20.53

Prob>F
0.0000 e
0.0000 e
0.0000 e
0.0000 e
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Equation
Color
Pattern
Use
Feel
LYS
Skill
Gift
Time
Process

Obs
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
Coef.

Parms
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

RMSE
1.111779
.9863505
.9564688
1.117189
1.144988
.9338941
1.594591
.9657398
.91325

"R-sq"
0.0324
0.0057
0.0001
0.0430
0.2087
0.0040
0.0005
0.0000
0.0022

F
21.93226
3.777474
.0491869
29.39671
172.7087
2.638317
.3020516
.0009885
1.433681

P
0.0000*
0.0524
0.8246
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.1048
0.5828
0.9749
0.2316

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.1012717
.04982

4.68
71.91

0.000
0.000

.2754181
3.484503

.6731308
3.680156

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0898464
.0441994

1.94
90.82

0.052
0.000

-.0017987
3.927267

.3510447
4.100846

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0871245
.0428604

-0.22
96.42

0.825
0.000

-.1903996
4.04837

.1517544
4.21669

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.1017645
.0500625

5.42
71.52

0.000
0.000

.3519302
3.482019

.7515782
3.678624

Coef.
LYS
Artisan 1.370652
_cons 1.704819

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.1042966
.0513081

13.14
33.23

0.000
0.000

1.165856
1.604071

1.575448
1.805568

Coef.
Skill
Artisan .1381753
_cons 4.138554

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0850682
.0418488

1.62
98.89

0.105
0.000

-.0288639
4.05638

.3052146
4.220728

Color
Artisan .4742745
_cons 3.582329
Coef.
Pattern
Artisan .174623
_cons 4.014056
Coef.
Use
Artisan -.0193226
_cons 4.13253
Coef.
Feel
Artisan .5517542
_cons 3.580321
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Coef.

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.1452509
.0714553

-0.55
49.26

0.583
0.000

-.3650422
3.379771

.2053847
3.660389

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.087969
.0432758

0.03
94.98

0.975
0.000

-.1699694
4.025466

.175501
4.195418

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0831877
.0409237

1.20
102.99

0.232
0.000

-.0637408
4.134502

.2629527
4.295217

Gift
Artisan -.0798287
_cons 3.52008

Coef.
Time
Artisan .0027658
_cons 4.110442

Coef.
Process
Artisan .099606
_cons 4.214859

In the process stage respondents answered how excited they were for each of the
yarn characteristics. Interestingly, there was as significant difference (p = 0.000)
between the two yarn user groups for excitement over color. Artisan brand yarn users
were more excited about the colors they picked for the yarn (M = 4.06) than national
brand yarn users (M = 3.58).
The next two characteristics of yarn (use and feel) were used for the behavioral
level of design that was significant in the last MANOVA. However, when these
characteristics were ungrouped there was not a significant difference (p=0.8246) between
the two types of yarn users on their overall excitement over the usefulness of the finished
item. But there was a highly significant (p = 0.000) difference between the two groups
on the characteristics of feel. Artisan brand yarn users were more excited (M = 4.13) than
national brand yarn users (M = 3.58) about the feel of their yarn.
The remaining five characteristics of yarn were originally grouped together as the
reflective level of design in the first MANOVA that was significant. However, when
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these characteristics were ungrouped it became clear that only one variable (desire to
support local businesses/ local yarn stores) was significantly different for the two yarn
user groups (p = 0.000). The artisan yarn users had a mean of 3.08 for this variable,
whereas the national brand yarn users had a mean of 1.70. None of the remaining four
characteristics of yarn were significantly different for the two groups of yarn users.
Levels of Design in the Result Stage
To examine the differences between yarn user groups in the final stage of the craft
design process (i.e., result stage) means were calculated (see Table 4.26). MANOVA
was run with the three levels of design (visceral, behavioral, and reflective) as dependent
variables and the two categories of yarn users (artisan, national) as independent variables
(see Table 4.27). Post estimation tests were run as well to indicate which of the three
levels of design were significantly different based on the two groups of yarn users.
Table 4.26: Means and Variances of the Three Levels of Design in the Result Stage
Level of Design
Visceral-Artisan
Visceral-National
Behavioral-Artisan
Reflective-National
Reflective-Artisan
Reflective-National

N

M

SD

159
498
159
498
159
498

4.5
4.458835
4.396226
4.324297
3.783019
3.506024

.5540415
.5821042
.6112745
.6763852
.7845992
.7327588
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Table 4.27: MANOVA of the Three Levels of Design in the Result Stage
W = Wilks' lambda
P = Pillai's trace

Source
Artisan

Statistic
W 0.9748
P 0.0252
L 0.0258
R 0.0258

Residual
Total

655
656
e = exact, a = approximate, u = upper bound on F

Equation
Visceral
Behavioral
Reflective

Obs
657
657
657

Coef.
Visceral
Artisan .0411647
_cons 4.458835

Coef.
Behavioral
Artisan .0719292
_cons 4.324297

Coef.
Reflective
Artisan .2769948
_cons 3.506024

df
1

L = Lawley-Hotelling trace
R = Roy's largest root

Parms
2
2
2

F(df1,
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

RMSE
.5754602
.6612661
.7455938

df2) =
653.0
653.0
653.0
653.0

F
5.62
5.62
5.62
5.62

Prob>F
0.0008 e
0.0008 e
0.0008 e
0.0008 e

"R-sq"
0.0009
0.0022
0.0248

F
.6167081
1.425999
16.63412

P
0.4326
0.2329
0.0001*

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0524185
.025787

0.79
172.91

0.433
0.000

-.0617639
4.4082

.1440933
4.50947

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0602346
.029632

1.19
145.93

0.233
0.000

-.0463469
4.266112

.1902053
4.382482

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0679159
.0334109

4.08
104.94

0.000
0.000

.1436356
3.440419

.410354
3.571629

The MANOVA analysis revealed that there was no significant difference between the
two groups of yarn users for the visceral and behavioral levels of design. However, the reflective
level of design was highly significant (p = 0.001) indicating a difference between the two yarn
user groups. When examining the means of these groups it is possible to see that artisan brand
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yarn users place more importance on reflective level of design characteristics in their yarn (M =
3.78) than national brand yarn users (M = 3.5).

Therefore,
H3a.

In the result stage, there will be no difference in visceral levels of design
for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand
yarn was supported.

H3b.

In the result stage, there will be no difference in behavioral levels of
design for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use
national brand yarn was supported.

H3c.

In the result stage, there will be no difference in reflective levels of design
for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand
yarn was not supported.

According to the results of the preliminary factor analysis, using the grouped
categories of visceral, behavioral, and reflective was not the best way to approach
analyzing the characteristics of yarn in the result stage (see Table 4.28). A secondary
MANOVA was run for the result stage of the design process using the eight
characteristics of yarn (color, design, feel, function, pride, LYS, effort, gift) as the
dependent variables (see Table 4.29). The two groups of yarn users (artisan brand,
national brand) were used as the independent variables.
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Table 4.28: Means and Variances of Characteristics of Yarn in the Result Stage
Yarn Characteristic

N

M

SD

Color-Artisan
Color-National
Design-Artisan
Design-National
Feel-Artisan
Feel-National
Function-Artisan
Function-National
Pride-Artisan
Pride-National
LYS-Artisan
LYS-National
Effort-Artisan
Effort-National
Gift-Artisan
Gift-National

159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498
159
498

4.402516
4.353414
4.597484
4.564257
4.540881
4.333333
4.251572
4.315261
4.056604
3.911647
3.207547
2.150602
4.113208
4.146586
3.754717
3.815261

.8044142
.7688597
.5966096
.6318886
.6631545
.8032463
.8491884
.8988076
1.026517
1.106149
1.28317
1.129186
.8640582
.8839039
1.443962
1.476172

Table 4.29: MANOVA of Characteristics of Yarn in the Result Stage
W = Wilks' lambda
P = Pillai's trace
Source
Artisan

Residual
Total

Equation
Color
Design
Feel
Function
Pride
LYS
Effort
Gift

Statistic
W 0.8530
P 0.1470
L 0.1723
R 0.1723

df
1

L = Lawley-Hotelling trace
R = Roy's largest root
F(df1,
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

df2) =
648.0
648.0
648.0
648.0

F
13.96
13.96
13.96
13.96

Prob>F
0.0000 e
0.0000 e
0.0000 e
0.0000 e

655
656
e = exact, a = approximate, u = upper bound on F

Obs
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
657

Parms
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

RMSE
.777585
.6235613
.7717838
.8870924
1.087474
1.168189
.8791577
1.468466

"R-sq"
0.0007
0.0005
0.0131
0.0009
0.0033
0.1309
0.0003
0.0003

F
.4805791
.3422091
8.715722
.6212242
2.141424
98.65964
.1737276
.2048689

P
0.4884
0.5588
0.0033*
0.4309
0.1438
0.0000*
0.6770
0.6510
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Coef.

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.07083
.0348444

0.69
124.94

0.488
0.000

-.0899792
4.284993

.1881833
4.421834

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0568
.0279424

0.58
163.34

0.559
0.000

-.0783049
4.509389

.1447594
4.619125

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0703016
.0345845

2.95
125.30

0.003
0.000

.0695035
4.265424

.3455908
4.401243

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.080805
.0397516

-0.79
108.56

0.431
0.000

-.2223568
4.237205

.0949794
4.393317

Coef.
Pride
Artisan .1449572
_cons 3.911647

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0990577
.0487309

1.46
80.27

0.144
0.000

-.0495518
3.815959

.3394662
4.007334

Coef.
LYS
Artisan 1.056945
_cons 2.150602

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.10641
.0523478

9.93
41.08

0.000
0.000

.8479989
2.047813

1.265891
2.253392

Coef.
Effort
Artisan -.0333788
_cons 4.146586

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.0800822
.039396

-0.42
105.25

0.677
0.000

-.1906277
4.069229

.1238701
4.223944

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf.

Interval]

.1337622
.0658036

-0.45
57.98

0.651
0.000

-.3231986
3.68605

.2021104
3.944472

Color
Artisan .0491021
_cons 4.353414
Coef.
Design
Artisan .0332272
_cons 4.564257
Coef.
Feel
Artisan .2075472
_cons 4.333333
Coef.
Function
Artisan -.0636887
_cons 4.315261

Coef.
Gift
Artisan -.0605441
_cons 3.815261
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Of the eight characteristics of yarn in the result stage, only two were significantly
different for the two groups of yarn users. The first significantly different (p = 0.0033)
characteristic for the two groups of yarn users was that of feel. Users of artisan brand
yarn indicated that feel was more important in their final projects (4.54) than the users of
national brand yarn (4.33).
The second significant variable (p = 0.000) was the desire to support local
business/local yarn stores. Respondents who utilized artisan brand yarn, as a whole, felt
supporting these types of business was more important (M = 3.2) than national brand yarn
users (M = 2.15). All other variables were not significantly different for the two groups
of yarn users.
Identification as Process or Product Crafter
The final hypothesis was tested using a Pearson’s correlation test to determine if
respondents identified as focused on either the process or product. Based on previous
research findings it has been suggested that crafters typically identify as one or the other
(e.g., Gauntlett, 2011; Hegland & Hemmis, 1994; Stalp, 2006; Stannard, 2011). The first
two survey items provided five point Likert-type scales in which respondents were able
to rank how often they enjoyed the process of crafting and the final craft products. The
data gathered from the Likert scale was ordinal, however, it has been show that this type
of data is robust to violations of the assumptions of the Pearson’s correlation test
(Norman, 2010).
Once these two responses were correlated it was possible to reject the hypothesis.
The correlation produced a weak association between the variables of 0.35. This
demonstrated that as respondents reported an increase in their enjoyment of process, there
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was a weak increase in their enjoyment of the final products and visa-versa. Therefore, it
was not statistically sound to declare that crafters must identify as either primarily
interested in process or product.
Therefore,
H4.

Crafters will identify as either process or product crafters was not

supported.
Qualitative Results
A total of eight questions on the survey had write-in answers. Respondents often
provided additional written responses beyond the direct purpose of the question. For
instance, the question “how much money they typically spent of crafting supplies in a
given month” had a variety of responses. Some respondents decided to write additional
explanations beyond a simple digit in which they detailed how they had received items in
their stash or plans to acquire more raw materials.
Over 150 pages of single-spaced written replies were gathered for analysis.
Overall, the open-ended responses were rich and provided additional understanding of the
phenomenon at hand. The method of analysis of the open-ended responses was constant
comparison method. In this method there were three major stages which must be visited.
The first stage involved reading the data multiple times and assigning codes to units of
data related to a single concept in a process called open coding (Dey, 1999; Strauss &
Corbin, 1990). The second stage of the process was called axial coding, in this stage the
codes were compared against each other in order to begin forming categories of meaning
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990). In the final stage of the process (selective coding) the
researcher compared the categories of meaning against each other to find commonalities
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in order to describe emergent themes of meaning in the data (Dey, 1999; Strauss &
Corbin, 1990).
Four resulting themes were identified and will be highlighted in the next sections.
The first theme is craft identity and motivations, followed by the types of crafting
activities. The theme of important business factors which impact consumption of raw
materials will then discussed. Finally, the various aspects that are important to project
planning theme will be explored
Craft Identity and Motivations
The first qualitative theme related to ways in which crafting contributed to the
identity of the respondents. It also emphasized ways in which crafters were motivated to
continue partaking in their hobby. Three subthemes emerged from the overall theme:
personal craft motivations, social craft motivations, and motivations of beginning
crafters.
Personal craft motivations. Crafting was a vital part of some respondents’ lives.
It factored into their identities, for instance, “I learned to knit when I was 5, and it’s been
an integral part of my life for decades” (Respondent 352). Others even commented that
they did not consider themselves to be a crafter but instead preferred the term “fiber
artist.”
A feeling of “needing to craft” or wanting to keep hands busy was described by a
few respondents. Crafting was considered to be a good habit to have in opposition to
other more negative habits. There were also numerous comments about how much
respondents “loved to craft.”
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Respondents felt that crafting was a good way to deal with the stress of daily life.
One respondent commented, “I love knitting because it allows me to relax and de-stress”
(Respondent 375). It was also a way to cope with illness and other hardships in life as
illustrated in the following quote, “I believe crafting is a creative therapy. It has seen me
through many rough periods” (Respondent 44).
The respondents used their crafting to be creative as well. Crafting allowed for a
creative break in daily routines as illustrated in the next quote, “As a full time techie
during the week the creative aspects (of crafting) are of primary importance to me”
(Respondent 12). Another crafter commented, “The creative process of crafting is one of
the most important aspects of my life” (Respondent 222). This creativity was achieved in
a number of ways. For instance Respondent 377 proclaimed:
I like to dye my own fiber, spin my own yarn, and make my own pattern
for special projects. That way, I'm able to make an item that's exactly what
I feel the recipient would want, right down to the specific hue of their
favorite color.
Using multiple types of craft techniques to produce a single product was one way that
respondents were able to provide more creative input into their final projects. Others
were able to use their creativity to design patterns for crafting as illustrated by
Respondent 120 who was designing a pattern to be published for other crafters. Some of
the respondents appeared to be quite successful at selling these pattern designs.
Pride in the ability to craft and final craft projects were also significant to crafters.
This pride was often felt when examining final projects, “My project turned out just as
well as the designer's own and my giftee teared up” (Respondent 125). Often, as
illustrated in the quote, pride was gained from the positive reactions of gift recipients to
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the finished craft projects. The sense of pride also had an impact on the size of projects
attempted for some respondent for instance, “small projects allow me to feel a sense of
pride when I complete it rather than working months on a big project” (Respondent 98).
In addition to the pride grained, crafting was also seen as a rewarding part of
some respondents’ lives. The act of crafting was its own reward. One respondent
commented, “Watching the project progress stitch by stitch until you end up with a
finished product is enjoyable, relaxing, and rewarding” (Respondent 475).
Social craft motivations. Another way in which crafting was important to the
respondents was as a way to connect with friends and family. Some respondents
accomplished this connection by giving handcrafted gifts to loved ones. Numerous
respondents enjoyed making gift for friends and family members with their crafting
abilities. These gifts were a way to show how valued the recipients were to the crafter.
There were comments about how important making gifts can be for a crafter. Some felt
that gifts were highly tied to memories and positive feelings for the recipient. One
respondent shared a particularly poignant story about a gift she had made:
It was a pattern that I designed of a cross in the middle of the afghan. It
was for a friend's son who was having a heart bypass. He slept under the
cross in his hospital bed until he passed away. It is a lovely memory for
his parents (Respondent 24).
Similarly, crafting was a way to connect with loved ones who had taught the
respondent how to craft. For instance Respondent 347 stated, “My pride in crocheting
mostly comes from my grandmother--my Mamaw who taught me how. Every new stitch
or new project/challenge gives me a closeness to my Mamaw.” Continuing to craft as
demonstrated by the respondent was a way to honor the memory of the craft teachers.
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Teaching others to craft was viewed as important as well. Respondents were
concerned with continuing the tradition into the next generation. One respondent felt it
was very important to pass along the tradition because crafting is a dying art, she stated,
“I feel that fiber crafting is a dying art form. I try very hard to get and keep people
interested in the craft” (Respondent 18).
Motivations of beginning crafters. Some respondents were very excited to learn
about crafting, in particular beginning crafters. The desire to learn more was specifically
remarked upon by one beginner, “As I have practiced my craft more and more I find that
most of my enjoyment comes from learning new techniques” (Respodnent182). They
were also thrilled to learn more about yarns and fibers that could be used for future
projects.
The projects made by beginning crafters reflected this interest in learning. Newer
crafters would spend less on their fiber products in general:
When you are new to knitting or crocheting you don't want to be spending
a ton of money on yarn, as you get better in your craft you start to buy
more expensive yarn (Respondent 16).
As indicated above, these crafters felt that as their skills increased they would be
interested in buying yarn from the LYS and spending more money on yarn. Beginning
crafters also described making practice projects:
It was a cheap wool acrylic type that I could use to practice making socks
from the toe-up using one circular needle. I like to practice with yarns that
are big enough to practice with and not as nice so if I make mistakes it
won't be a big deal (Respondent 259).
The respondent determined practicing with cheap yarn was important so that mistakes
would be less of “a big deal.”
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Types of Crafting Activities
Numerous types of crafting activities were enjoyed by the respondents of the
survey. A multitude of the respondents enjoyed doing more than one type of craft
activity. The term “multi-crafter” was utilized by some of the survey-takers to describe
their enjoyment of multiple craft types, this term is the subject of the first sub-theme.
There were also many respondents who discussed their participation in various craft
businesses, the topic of the second subtheme.
Multi-crafter. A host of other craft activities were mentioned by the respondents
such as: quilting, embroidery, sewing, cake decorating, and one individual was also a
welder. There were also many respondents who were active handspinners. The
handspinners were quick to comment about their enjoyment of making yarn. According
to one respondent, “I love spinning from a fleece that I chose, then creating something
beautiful from it” (Respondent 221). Roving, which is a “long even strand of carded or
combed fibres which have been drawn out, then slightly twisted” (Ross, 1988, p. 148),
was used to create yarn by some of the handspinners while others processed raw fleece
for their handspinning. One respondent commented that she preferred to spin with very
clean fleeces (Respondent 502). Another made an interesting comment about obtaining
fleece for handspinning:
I love to make my own yarns, I buy the wool from a man around the
corner. I buy 2 fleeces a year one is Dolly's fleece and the other is Sophie's
fleece. I know the sheep that the wool comes from. He has a small flock
but these two are my favorite (Respondent 553).
This respondent had formed a very close relationship with the shepherd that sold her
fleeces. Another handspinner stated, “The roving that I got to spin the yarn was well
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prepared, took dye easily, and was high quality” (Respondent 502). As indicated by this
quote in addition to handspinning, hand dyeing fibers or yarn was mentioned by
numerous respondents as a favored craft activity.
Going hand and hand with these results was the fact that a number of respondents
were actively raising fiber animals. Sheep, alpaca, and angora rabbits were being raised
by various respondents. These fiber animals provided fiber for spinning and crafting
activities.
Craft businesses. Owning or working for a craft businesses was quite
common among the respondents. Within this theme there were discussions of
owning or working for an established craft business among the respondents.
Some respondents were making projects for friends for a small fee. Another
respondent worked on a trade basis and stated, “I'm able to not-actually-buy-anyyarn because I worked at a LYS, as well as for a local indie dyer, in exchange for
yarn/fiber for several years” (Respondent 512). Others were running small shops,
the locations of these shops were not mentioned but potentially they were on an
online platform. Full-time, self-operated craft businesses were even run by some
of the respondents. Finally, a couple of other respondents were employed at
national craft supply retailers like, Joann’s ® and Michael’s ®.
Additionally, some respondents were operating businesses selling yarn made from
their fiber animals. One respondent explained:
I run a small farm and raise German Angora rabbits for fiber. I spin and
dye the yarn to sell as well as offer blends for other spinners. While I
expected support from the local fiber community, I would not have
guessed how popular my local yarn is with tourists visiting Alaska
(Respondent 257).
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Another, operated her own cottage woolen mill for processing fiber (Respondent
29). Other fiber farming respondents were selling their brand of artisan yarns
though local co-ops, direct sales, or via the internet.
Business Factors
Services, products, and features of a craft business could greatly impact whether a
respondent decided to purchase yarn previously or in the future. These factors also
served as the major subthemes of this theme and included: the importance of good
services and reviews, brand offerings, considerations of retail environment, online
options, alternative places to purchase supplies, and social responsibility concerns.
Some or all of these factors could greatly impact whether a respondent chose to purchase
yarn/fiber from a retailer.
Good services and reviews. Many respondents to the survey were concerned
with frequenting stores that had good customer service. They commented on enjoying
business where they were able to obtain the help of sales people. Additionally, there
were comments made about avoiding stores where there was a lack of customer service.
There were also respondents who utilized reviews to determine where to shop and
which brands to buy. For instance, one respondent looked at reviews of a new type of
yarn on Ravelry before deciding to purchase the yarn. These types of online reviews
provided confidence to some crafters when they purchased materials online and were
unable to physically feel and evaluate the material.
Brand offerings. Overall, the brand of yarn had a lot of significance for the
respondents. Respondents who had purchased and utilized a specific type of yarn with
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previous positive results often commented about their desire to purchase the yarn again.
For instance Respondent 331 stated, “I had previously used this brand of yarn before and
loved the colorways, so I wanted something to display the yarn.” It was also common for
the respondents to favor the brand of yarn which was suggested by the pattern they were
using. For instance, “This brand/type of yarn was recommended for the project”
(Respondent 268). By using the same type of brand as suggested in the pattern it was
possible for the crafter to, “know what it'd look like” (Respondent 240). Brands that
were available in a multitude of weights, colors, and commonly available brands were
also favored. For example one respondent commented:
It was a very common brand that I could buy almost anywhere. I could
get all the colors I needed from the same brand so there wouldn't be
drastic gauge differences (Respondent 71).
As illustrated in this quote, the respondent wanted to buy from a brand that had all the
necessary colors in the same yarn weight to keep the project consistent.
Good results often prompted respondents to reply that they were interested in
purchasing the same type of yarn again, for instance, “I have used it in other projects
since because of the quality of results” (Respondent 85). Repurchasing yarn was also
impacted by whether the yarn was easy to use. For instance “Working the fiber was good
(quality); it did not split or pill or fuzz” (Respondent 153). Similarly, if a yarn was easy
to work with and produced a great result had a lot of impact on whether the same brand
of yarn would be repurchased.
Availability of the yarn brand at local stores or online was highly important to the
respondents. One respondent illustrated this by stating, “the mass produced skeins are
easy to find, so I can buy more if I run out unexpectedly” (Respondent 498). Many
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respondents discussed how they might need to acquire an additional skein of yarn and
without a store carrying the brand nearby, it could have created a major problem. Having
numerous products readily available was very important to some respondents. When
considering the retail options for obtaining yarn this concept become even more telling.
Considerations of retail environment. There was strong support within the
sample for LYS and farmers selling fiber products, “I enjoy supporting the local
shepherd” (Respondent 138). Some individuals felt that supporting these retailers was
very important not only to crafters but the community as a whole. Additionally, some
respondents felt there was a need for more LYSs or fiber farmers.
A number of respondents disclosed how they were interested in buying yarn from
either farmers or a local yarn store (LYS). However, there was no LYS or farmers in
close proximity to these individuals. One respondent commented, “My local farmers
market doesn't sell yarn/wool which is a shame” (Respondent 17). However the lack of
proximity was not always a problem:
In order for me to shop at the "local" yarn store, I have to drive 2 hours.
But I gladly do it, because I love the higher quality, and the fact that it's a
local store (Respondent 79).
Clearly, this respondent felt that the LYS was highly important and went to quite a bit of
effort in order to frequent it. Others commented that there was a real need for increasing
advertisement for LYS and farmers. These respondents were interested in buying from
these establishments but could not find them:
Local yarn shops could use more advertising (in my area anyway), for
example there is an alpaca farm down the road from me that makes
handspun yarn and I had no clue at all about that place (Respondent 19).
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Not every respondent was a fan of LYSs. A few respondents reported some
experiences with their LYS which caused them to avoid visiting. For instance one
respondent commented, “What is available is generally poorly made and very overpriced
and targeted towards tourists not actual crafters” (Respondent 159). Other reasons for
avoiding the LYS included, poor customer service, lack of available stock, and the
expense of the products.
When it was not possible or desirable to purchase from LYSs or farmers, the
respondents frequently purchased from big box stores such as, Joann’s ® or Walmart ®.
For instance:
I do love local yarn and would buy it if I knew where to find it and/or
could afford it. I use commercial yarn, but would always pick a similar
local version if given the option (Respondent 577).
Interestingly, this idea of settling for purchasing from the big-box stores was seen by a
majority as an unfortunate purchase. Others reported that they had purchased from bigbox stores because they were not as knowledgeable about yarn and fibers at the time of
the transaction.
Online options. Aside from the LYS, fiber farmers, and big-box stores, there
were numerous respondents who purchased from online vendors. Vendors such as
Knitpicks were favored because of the yarns available and positive customer service.
Some respondents also commented on the relative ease of obtaining a large volume of
materials online in comparison to physical stores because the online stores typically had
more stock available whereas physical stores were often limited to what was on hand.
One respondent also described favoring a specific store on Etsy. She described
her preference, “I love buying from some particular shops on Etsy… I wanted to support
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small business on Etsy as well” (Respondent 618). Clearly, this respondent was
interested in the unique items being sold on Etsy as well as the ability to support a small
craft business.
Alternative places to purchase supplies. Another interesting way for the
respondents to obtain fiber products was as souvenirs of travel. Respondents discussed
how buying yarn while on vacation was a positive experiences for instance:
I purchase yarn on international trips, especially when I'm going to make a
gift out of it. Local yarn stores are a nice place to take a breather from
hectic travel, even if you barely speak the local language. I remember the
trip when I wear or see a friend wearing an item I knit overseas
(Respondent 187).
As demonstrated by the quote purchasing yarn as a souvenir was a way to remind the
crafter of an enjoyable past experience.
Fiber and yarn was also obtained at craft fairs and fiber festivals. One respondent
commented:
I will often visit a craft fair and make a point to buy yarn (if it's available)
from a spinner/farmer in an effort to support local and small businesses.
Price is an issue, I want to pay a fair price but not break the budget, so I
will often end up with only one skein (Respondent 568).
Obtaining materials at fiber festivals, as demonstrated by the quote, was another example
of souvenir-like behavior
There were also respondents who were purchasing yarn from specific fiber artists
and yarn dyers. One respondent commented, “This dyer has a similar color sense to me,
and I find a large number of her colorways attractive” (Respondent 275). Others felt that
the fibers chosen by hand dyers were particularly good, “She keeps creating fantastic
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colors and matching them with scrumptious fibers on lots of different weight yarn”
(Respondent 318).
Social responsibility concerns. There were social responsibility concern in
regards to yarns and businesses that were important to some of the respondents aside
from supporting small businesses or farmers. Yarns that supported fair trade were
mentioned, “I also love recycled sari silk yarn that is handspun and supports fair trade
practices for Indian women” (Respondent 19).
Organic yarns and fibers such as bamboo and cotton were mentioned as well. In
addition to the desire for organic yarns, there was also interest in buying animal fibers
which were raised ethically. One respondent discussed purchasing ethically raised fiber,
“the person selling it seemed to really care about her sheep. I actually met one of the
sheep at the fiber festival” (Respondent 378).
Important for Project Planning
Project requirements had a significant impact on what type of yarn was ultimately
chosen to be used by the respondents. Typically the project was determined and yarn was
either found in the stash to work with the project or purchased new. However, some
respondents had a specific yarn they wished to use and then located a pattern to work
with the yarn. Others used kits that contained yarn for the project. There were many
types of project requirements taken into account such as: utilitarian end project/user
needs, utilitarian yarn/fiber requirements, visual and tactile yarn/fiber requirements, and
intangible yarn/fiber requirements.
Utilitarian end project/user needs. Utilitarian needs of an end project or for a
user were very important considerations to be made by a crafter. The respondents were
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highly aware of the lack of general know-how among the non-crafting population. They
worried that using specialty fibers would not be appropriate for some users. For instance,
baby items were frequently constructed by the respondents that automatically ruled out a
number of fibers types because of being too harsh for baby skin.
Washability was huge utilitarian consideration. Many respondents wanted to
create projects that could stand up to machine washing. Sometimes this desire caused the
respondents to change their ultimate fiber choice. One respondent commented about her
choice of, “acrylic because it stands up well to washing, and baby blankets will end up
getting washed a lot” (Respondent 474). Commonly, a respondent who might have
wanted to use wool but after considering the delicacy of wool to laundering they may
have chosen to utilize acrylic instead.
Similarly, the respondents felt it was important for the fiber, yarn, and resulting
project to be durable. One respondent stated, “The finished object must be durable, as it
was intended for a young, mobile, and active boy. It should not wear out easily”
(Respondent 153). Respondents did not want to create objects that would lose their shape
over time. They also wanted their projects to hold up against pilling. Again, the desire
for durability occasionally caused respondents to change their fiber decision.
Finally, the respondents considered whether an item would be wearable. Comfort
of the item was very important to respondent who described making items that were
suitable for the climate. This suitability was to create warm items but one respondent
discussed wanting to make items that were cool enough to wear in a warmer climate.
Breathability and absorbency were also mentioned as important wearable qualities to the
final project. The desire to create items that were wearable similarly caused respondents
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to make decision about the fiber content of their yarns. For instance, instead of choosing
acrylic, which might not be absorbent, cotton was chosen. Respondents were also
interested in making items that could be worn every day and would match other items.
This point was illustrated by the following response about a gift made for a female
relative, “it matches the color of the jacket she wears often” (Respondent 545).
Utilitarian yarn/fiber requirements. Once the project was determined there
were numerous utilitarian requirements to be considered when deciding upon the
yarn/fibers. When contemplating a new project, it was common for the respondents to
look within their stashes for materials to use. Considerations for deciding to use stashed
yarn or not, had to do with whether the yarn was an appropriate color(s), appropriate
weight, and the right type of fiber.
Another major concern if a yarn would be suitable for a project had to do with the
available yardage. If the proper amount of yardage was not within a crafter’s stash it was
necessary to purchase new yarn. This requirement was demonstrated by Respondent 16:
It was a large blanket and I needed 25 balls in different colors / the yarn
needed to be cheap / I didn't have enough yarn in my stash to make the
blanket.
As indicated in the quote, large projects such as blankets and sweaters that would require
an enormous amount of yardage often could not be fulfilled by the stash, and price was
highly important when considering the sheer amount of materials needed. As previously
stated, it was also important for some respondents to be able to get more yardage for ongoing projects that could have impacted their decision as to where to buy yarn. Finally, it
was indicated that projects that required vast amounts of yarn often necessitated national
brand yarn due to both the lower prices and ability to obtain more.
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Clearly another of the most important considerations for the respondents was
whether the materials were affordable. One respondent elaborated on price:
I'd say it's the driving factor in a lot of my yarn purchases. Yarn can be
expensive, when you need more than a couple skeins of yarn for a project,
you could easily be talking about 8-10 or more for say a blanket, or a
sweater (Respondent 468).
The 8-10 refers to the number of skeins that would be necessary to purchase for larger
projects. When making larger projects the cost of yarn skeins could become quite
significant and even deter respondents from purchasing more expensive skeins and thus
driving up the cost of the entire project.
Premium fibers could also impact the expense of a project that influenced some
respondents to purchase lesser quality fibers. For example, “Acrylic is cheap and as a
college student, I cannot afford to purchase more expensive yarn” (Respondent 290).
However, not every respondent was willing to purchase cheaper yarns. One respondent
had clear beliefs about what types of yarns she was interested in buying with a limited
budget:
My budget cannot support high end yarn from known farmers, spinners,
and hand dyers. I could afford acrylics like Red Heart and Bernat, but
fueling the demand for artificial fibers is against my crafting convictions.
For now, I rescue unloved yarns at thrift stores and rummage sales and
reclaim yarn from thrifted sweaters (Respondent 534).
Utilizing yarns that had been stashed away for future use was another way to combat the
expense of crafting.
Numerous respondents also commented on the fact that they felt handspun was
simply too expensive. One respondent illustrated this consideration, “As a poor college
student, I couldn't afford expensive, handspun/dyed yarn” (Respondent 380).
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Consistency was another essential aspect of yarn as demonstrated by one
respondent who claimed, “I expect a consistent product--similar diameter and similar
color to previously purchased product, although I understand that some variation is par
for the course” (Respondent 380). There was also a feeling that national brand yarns were
much more consistent than those that were handmade (handspun, hand-dyed). One
respondent commented:
Commercial yarn is consist in yarn weight throughout the whole skein.
And most projects take several skeins and colors must match through all
skeins. But for small project handmade is okay (Respondent 5).
Consistency was seen as inherent to national brand yarn as demonstrated in the following
quote, “This brand was also reasonably well known for having highly consistent colors
that didn't vary between lots, also important as my project required a lot of yarn”
(Respondent 167).
Surprisingly, the opposite feeling was held about artisan yarns and national brand
yarns in regards to quality. Numerous respondents commented that they felt artisan
brand yarns were better quality than national brand yarns. One respondent commented
about artisan brand yarns, “Unfortunately of course the costs are a lot higher but for a
much better quality” (Respondent 112). Perhaps this feeling of better quality came from
the association of high-end fibers with artisan brand yarns.
Clearly, fiber was an extremely important part of the craft planning process and
finished projects. The respondents demonstrated a sophisticated knowledge of fibers and
their respective qualities when answering the survey. As demonstrated earlier, fibers
were typically considered in terms of expense, washabilty, and durability. Fibers were
also considered in terms of whether they would be comfortable for wearing.
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For handspinning respondents, fiber was an even more important consideration.
The handspinners tended to provide very detailed descriptions of their fibers, for instance
those who used wool typically provided the specific breed (e.g., blue faced Leicester or
Merino). Some of these respondents were either plying or mixing multiple types of fibers
together, for instance, wool and silk. These combinations allowed for even more
possibilities when creating the perfect blend of fiber properties for a project. One
recipient created a handspun yarn from angora and silk and described the outcome, “Over
all the yarn was magical and it had nice drape and wanted to be a shawl” (Respondent
524). As indicated by this quote luxury fibers were sought after by some respondents.
Another handspinner made a yarn from, “Alpaca for luxury, softness and wool yarn for
strength and memory” (Respondent 471). These quotes demonstrate how handspinners
where able to gauge and utilize fiber properties to make yarns.
There were respondents who did not like wool in particular. Some of these
respondents were actually allergic to wool. Others felt that wool was itchy or scratchy
and did not want to purchase that type of fiber. One respondent even claimed, “I would
NEVER buy or use animal fibers. They're disgusting” (Respondent 37).
No matter which type of fiber was preferred, the feel of the fiber was almost
always important (except for those making toys and other items that were not to be worn,
feel was less important). The feel of a yarn was highly significant as demonstrated by the
next respondent who favored, “the hand of the yarn, softness and strength, would it feel
good next to skin” (Respondent 159). Others wanted to make sure that the yarn would
feel good during the process of crafting. One respondent commented about the
importance of feel when working with yarn, “I have used many yarns that have a feel in
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the hands that one would want to experience over and over” (Respondent 238). There
was also a desire to feel yarns prior to purchasing that may have deterred some from
buying yarn online. This is described by Respondent 5, “I like to feel and see the yarn
before I buy.”
Visual yarn/fiber requirements. Visual qualities such as color, shine, and
texture of the yarn/fiber were extremely important to the respondents. Of these three
visual factors, color by far was the most important to the respondents. Color was one of
the first considerations made about a new project, for instance “It was the perfect colors
for what I wanted to do” (Respondent 235). Colors were also frequently chosen with a
specific individual who would be receiving the craft item for example “the color was very
appealing for the project and person I had in mind” (Respondent 374).
Colors was a significant motivator for purchasing yarn, one respondent
commented, “I mainly bought it because the colors were very bright and pretty”
(Respondent 218). Oftentimes, color could influence stash building behavior as
demonstrated by Respondent 399:
I fell in love with the colors of the skein at my local yarn store. It was
unique, the only one with those colors in the whole store. I couldn't stop
thinking about it that day, so I went back and bought it (Respondent 399).
Respondents were interested in purchasing yarns with colors that were selfstriping, heathered, or variegated as well. The changing colors of these yarns served as
inspiration for some of the respondents, for example, “the hand-dyed yarn had colors that
reminded me of Monet's water lilies paintings” (Respondent 320). There were even
patterns written specifically for variegated yarns.
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Finally, colors that would go well together were essential to the respondents. One
participant described choosing colors for a new project, “The two different colors of yarn
I picked matched each other” (Respondent 147). Some respondents also “wanted a color
that would match many things” (Respondent 354).
In addition to color, texture was another visual aspect that impacted whether a
yarn was chosen for a project. One respondent described the significance of textural
considerations, “I love the texture and weight for the types of projects I do” (Respondent
269). Having yarn that would show good stitch definition was also relevant for certain
craft projects. Respondent 68 explained, “I really liked working with this yarn - it felt
wonderful and had great stitch definition.” Additionally, the drape of a finished fabric
was contemplated by many respondents when choosing materials. This was illustrated by
Respondent 216 describing her yarn choice, “it had a gorgeous drape and shine that
suited the project.”
Intangible yarn/fiber qualities. There were also intangible aspects for choosing
yarn, or fiber. Some of the respondents commented about wanting to try new types of
yarn. As is illustrated by one respondent, “I always wanted to try the brand” (Respondent
565). They were excited to get their hands on new types of yarn and see how they would
handle and turn out for projects.
Others commented about how they simply had to have the yarn. For instance, one
respondent commented about finding the yarn used, “When I saw the yarn, I knew I
wanted to make that sweater - the yarn "spoke" to me” (Respondent 276). There were
numerous respondents who talked about how the yarn had simply “spoken” to them.
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Additionally, other respondents mentioned the luxury of purchasing new yarn that
might have been purchased on a whim or as a splurge. One respondent described, “It was
a luxury splurge…I was interested to try handspun…the colors made me feel chic”
(Respondent 292). Others felt that overall their crafting was a luxury hobby.
Conclusion of themes
The respondents to this research had many different motivations for engaging in
crafting as a leisure activity. Some also felt crafting was a critical part of their overall
identity. Of those who found crafting to be of a major part of their identity, some even
preferred to use the term fiber artist when describing themselves. Respondents also
frequently mentioned being involved in multiple types of craft activities and some were
even employed in craft businesses or owned their own.
Numerous business factors affected whether respondents were interested in
purchasing raw materials for their craft projects. A number of critical requirements had
to be addressed by a crafter when planning a new project. Considerations included:
utilitarian needs of the end project, user needs, utilitarian materials requirements, visual
features of materials, and intangible aspects of materials.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
The overarching purpose of this research was to determine characteristics of raw
materials which impact the consumption and design process of crafters. The
characteristics are related to the three levels of design as described by Norman (2004) and
the concept of linking value in consumer tribes. The specific focus of the project was a
comparison of the levels of design of artisan brand yarn and national brand yarn
consumed and utilized by crafters. The comparison of the levels occurred at each of the
three stages of the craft design process: the initial planning stage of the project, the
process stage, and the result stage.
The research was conducted using a single online self-administered survey. The
sample consisted of 657 usable survey responses from individuals who identified as
crafters, were over 18 years old, lived in the United States, and spoke English. The
survey contained 35 items, and both quantitative and qualitative data were collected from
the respondents.
Close ended survey responses were analyzed using STATA ™ statistical software
package. Cronbach’s alpha, descriptive statistics, factor analysis, and MANOVA were
used to analyze the quantitative data. Qualitative data were analyzed using the three
stage constant comparison method.
The survey responses were used to determine which characteristics of raw
materials impacted the consumption and design process of crafters and how these related
to the three levels of design as described by Norman (2004) and the concept of linking
value in consumer tribes. The specific focus of the project was a comparison of the
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levels of design of artisan brand yarn and national brand yarn consumed and utilized by
crafters. The comparison occurred at each of the three stages of the craft design process:
the initial planning stage of the project, the process stage, and the result stage.
The discussion in this chapter will begin with a consideration of both the
quantitative and qualitative data findings. Next, the five research questions will be
discussed in their relation to the qualitative themes and also related back to the findings
of the quantitative analysis. Finally, two new design process models, the Yarn First
Design Process Model of Crafting and the Project First Design Process Model of
Crafting, which will summarize and clarify the methods utilized by crafters to consume
raw materials and to create new projects will be detailed.
Quantitative Results
Quantitative data were gathered using 33 items from the online survey. Nearly
95% of the sample identified as female similar to what Hahn et al. (2013) found,
indicating that crafting is more commonly practiced by females than males. The
respondents were fairly evenly spread across the United States in terms of residence. A
total of 93% of the respondents had attended at least some college. The relatively high
education level of the sample participants was indicative of what has been described as
“new” knitters who are typically well educated (Myzelev, 2009; Stoller, 2003).
Overall the sample consisted of younger crafters, over 80% were 18 to 40 years
old. This was a higher proportion of younger crafters than found in the 2011 Craft Yarn
Council survey (2012) in which just over 30% of the sample fit in this age bracket. The
high volume of younger crafters may have been attributed to the use of
www.facebook.com for solicitation of data.
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When considering crafting demographics, 463 crafters utilized knitting to make
their projects, 177 used crochet, and the remaining 17 used weaving. It was not
surprising that knitting accounted for such a large amount of the sample as it has been
found by other researchers to be the second most popular textile making technique after
quilting (Hahn et al., 2013). The respondents varied in terms of crafting experience, but
65% of the sample had 10 years or less of experience. A study by Cerney et al. (1993)
found that 82% of the quilters they observed had 10 years or less of quilting experience.
The high volume of crafters with little experience may also be attributed to the sheer
number of crafters who have reported teaching others. The Craft Yarn Council (2012)
found in their survey of 5,000 knitters and crocheters that these crafters had taught an
average of 8.5 others. As so many current crafters are passing along skills, it stands to
reason that many crafters with little experience would begin to emerge.
About 40% of the respondents reported that they were skilled at crafting, and the
majority of the respondents felt that they were at least moderately skilled at crafting. The
respondents spent various amounts of time crafting during a week, but the majority of the
sample spent at least 4 hours a week. This result was echoed by the Craft Yarn Council
(2012) findings in 2011 in which most respondents spent between 1-5 hours a week
crafting. Variation in the amount of time spent crafting within the sample was common.
This could be partly attributed to the number of crafters who were operating craft-based
businesses.
Variation also existed in the average monthly expenditure on supplies among the
respondents. Nearly a quarter of the respondents spent less than $10 in a month, another
35% spent between $11- $30 a month. The mean of lower expenditures on supplies
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among the respondents echoed the findings of Stannard (2011) who found that young
knitters were less likely to spend extravagant amounts for supplies and were often
actively engaged in methods of decreasing associated costs such as using coupons or
purchasing second-hand yarns from thrift stores. Therefore, individuals with low to
moderate incomes are not “necessarily excluded altogether from undertaking craft
consumption, for not all activities of this kind require considerable capital or
expenditure” (Campbell, 2005, p. 36). In accordance with the claims of Campbell (2005)
the respondents in the current sample were able to take part in craft consumption even
with limited disposable incomes. However low expenditure was not a requirement for
some respondents, another 73 individuals reported spending over $100 on supplies in an
average month.
Overall, the respondents enjoyed the process of crafting which was ranked on a
five point Likert-type scale (M = 4.49, SD = .55), and the final products produced were
also enjoyed (M = 4.06, SD = 71). These two variables were weakly correlated at .35.
This finding will be discussed in greater depth in relation to research question four.
As a condition of the survey the respondents reported on only one item they had
crafted. The types of items produced included scarves and cowls (21.31%, N = 140),
blankets/afghans (17.35%, N = 114), and sweaters/other types of garments (14.76%, N =
97), plus many other less frequent options. The 2011 Craft Yarn Council (2012) survey
also found scarves to be the most popular item made among their sample and
blankets/afghans were ranked as the third most popular. The preference for
scarves/cowls among crafters can possibly be attributed to the portability of these types
of items, the fact that these items can be made by beginners, and the small amount of
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necessary materials (Craft Yarn Council, 2012; Stannard, 2011). However, these
preferences for smaller scarf projects do not account for why large projects like blankets
and sweaters were ranked in the top three most popular items to make. Perhaps, these
more challenging and time consuming items were popular because the crafter may have
felt most proud of these items and choose to discuss them for the survey. Other crafters
have also commented that making these types of items would be exciting but might
require higher levels of skill (Stannard, 2011).
Nearly half of the respondents kept the item described in the survey and another
45% gave it as a gift. Numerous researchers have highlighted the importance of giving
gifts for crafters (e.g., Johnson & Wilson, 2005; Shinn & Ha, 2011; Stalp, 2007; Turney,
2009). A little over half of Stannard’s (2011) participants had created gifts in a year-long
span. Clearly, gift giving is a highly important feature of contemporary crafting
activities.
In general the projects took less time to construct, 57% took less than a month to
complete and 30.14% (N = 198) took one to three months. Just about three quarters of
the respondents used a pattern to make their items, of which almost 82% were obtained
online. The preference for finding patterns online has been found by other research as
well (Craft Yarn Council, 2012).
Almost 64% of the respondents bought new materials for their project while about
34% used stashed materials. Wool (35.44%, N = 235) and acrylic were most commonly
used by the respondents (28.95%, N = 192). Participants in other research have also
favored these two types of fibers above all others (Stannard, 2011). The preference for
wool and acrylic makes sense given the sheer amount of yarns available on the
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marketplace made from these fibers. However, wool is a very sought-after fiber and is of
particular importance to those who are handspinners due to its ability to easily be made
into yarn (Parkes, 2009; Parkes, 2007). About three quarters of the respondents felt that
the fiber was at least moderately meaningful in their decision to use/buy the yarn/fiber.
Close to 82% of the yarns had a brand, of which Lion Brand and Red Heart were
most frequently purchased. A little over 24% of the sample used artisan brand yarns.
Nearly 95% of the respondents indicated they would purchase the same brand of
yarn/fiber again.
Finally, select characteristics of yarn for each level of design (Norman, 2004)
were run in a factor analysis. Factor analysis was chosen because it is a technique which
can be used to determine how variables are interrelated and can be collapsed into larger
variables. The characteristics of yarn were originally developed based on the writings of
Norman (2004) and the factor analysis was intended to help lend statistical support for
the levels of design. The characteristics of yarn did not load neatly into the levels of
design from which they were originally developed. The factor analysis did not provide
adequate support for using the three levels of design as described by Norman (2004) to
explain the characteristics of raw materials that impacted the initial selection of the
materials or the role of the materials throughout the craft design process. Therefore,
results of MANOVAs for the original hypotheses were interpreted broadly and additional
MANOVAs were run for each stage of the craft design process that used all the
characteristics of yarn as opposed to the three separate levels of design. The results of
the hypothesis testing will be discussed in greater depth later in the chapter with each
corresponding research question.
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Qualitative Results
Data were analyzed from eight open-ended questions. A total of four themes
emerged from the written responses. The first theme was craft identity and motivations,
followed by an exploration of the types of crafting activities. The theme of important
business factors that impact consumption of raw materials was then discussed. Finally,
the various aspects that are important to project planning theme was explored
Craft Identity and Motivations
The first theme pertained to the various ways in which crafting was seen to
contribute to the identity of the respondents. It also highlighted ways in which crafters
were motivated to continue partaking in their hobby. Three subthemes emerged from the
overall theme: personal craft motivations, social craft motivations, and motivations of
beginning crafters.
Respondents to the survey remarked that crafting was a key part of their identity.
The relationship between engaging in textile handcrafting and identity formation was
emphasized by researchers (e.g., Johnson & Hawley, 2004; Schofield-Tomschin
&Littrell, 2001; Stalp 2006; Stalp 2007). The importance of crafting to the identities of
the current respondents coincided with the assertions made by previous researchers that
craft is a successful method for individuals to establish identity in postmodern society
(e.g., Johnson & Hawley, 2004; Schofield-Tomschin &Littrell, 2001; Stalp 2006, 2007).
Researchers also discussed the importance of crafting in contemporary society for
establishing or celebrating a gendered identity (e.g., Groeneveld, 2010; Minahan &
Wolfram Cox, 2007; Myzelev, 2009; Pentney, 2008; Springgay, 2010; Turney, 2009).
However, these discussions of using craft to cultivate a gendered identity largely ignored
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those individuals who were male.3 Interestingly, the only outright mentions of gender
and crafting in the present research were from two male crafters. One stated, “Although I
am a male "crafter," I am heterosexual. Stitches get the bitches” (Respondent 119). This
comment represented an attempt to redefine crafting as something appropriate for a male
identity because crafting was an avenue for approaching women in a clear display of
heterosexuality. Popular press has also made strides to appeal to heterosexual, male
crafters in recent years (Myzelev, 2009). Bryan-Wilson (2012) claimed the inclusion of
heterosexual men in today’s crafting was another reason why crafting should be
considered as a contemporary activity.
Another aspect of the relationship between crafting and identity was exemplified
by Respondent 12 who stated, “I do not really consider myself a crafter but a fiber artist.”
A total of three respondents remarked that they felt more comfortable with the term fiber
artist in opposition to crafter. The redefinition as a fiber artist coincides with the work of
Gabbert (2000) who learned quilters were more comfortable with the term “artist” after
discovering an affinity for fabric, she indicated, “Many of the quilters in the sample felt
fabric was their medium and this allowed them to define themselves as artists” (Gabbert,
2000, p. 138). Perhaps discovering a particular affinity for fiber and yarn similarly
enabled these respondents to become confident enough in their abilities to claim the title
of “artist.”
Personal craft motivations. The respondents discussed a number of significant
personal motivations for engaging in craft. There were comments made by respondents
about their love of craft. There were also remarks as represented by Respondent 205 who
3

Myzelev (2009) included an extensive discussion of male knitters in her work.
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exclaimed, “I always have to be making something. And that’s why I love crafting.” The
feeling that respondents needed to craft, or wanted to keep their hands busy has been
described by other researchers (Myzelev, 2009; Stannard, 2011).
Crafting was also used a form of stress relief. For instance, “Knitting helped keep
me sane in college and has brought so much joy to my life” (Respondent 215). The stress
relief aspects of crafting has been extolled by numerous researchers and is a clear
motivator for crafting (e.g., Chansky, 2010; Grace, Gandolfo, & Candy, 2009; Myzelev,
2009; Parkins, 2004).
Creativity was another key aspect of crafting. Respondents discussed the
significance of creativity for instance, “The creative process of crafting is one of the most
important aspects of my life” (Respondents 221). Crafting allowed the respondents to
have a creative outlet, this coincided with the findings of other researchers (e.g., OrtonJohnson, 2012; Schofield-Tomschin & Littrell, 2001).
Raw materials may act a major source of inspiration in the creative process
according to some of the respondents. Other research has indicated that raw materials
can be inspiring, for quilters:
The fabric was a primary source of inspiration and creativity, which
suggests that the relationship and response of the artist to his/her chosen
material constitutes a basic dynamic without which creativity cannot
emerge and art cannot be produced (Gabbert, 2000, p. 145).
Additionally, Medley-Rath (2010) found scrapbookers who discover new types of raw
materials become inspired to incorporate these materials into their craft projects.
Some of the respondents designed aspects of their projects which added another
dimension to the creative process. Respondent 551 discussed creativity through
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designing, “I am a professional handspinner/knitter. Everything I put my name on
matters a great deal to me, as all of my designs are my own originals.” Clearly, designing
was incredibly important to the respondent. Myzelev (2009) argued that “the dichotomy
between designer (pattern) and maker (crafter) is often blurred in the craft world”
(Myzelev, 2009, p. 151). Crafters, such as the respondent above, were using their
activities as designers to further distort the distinction between crafter and designer.
Crafters who also design receive additional rewards as design when done by crafters
represents a number of important characteristics such as, “personal skill, ingenuity and
fashionabilty” (Turney, 2004, p. 276).
Pride and a sense of satisfaction were also very important to the participants when
considering why they enjoyed crafting. When asked what they would be most likely to
discuss about their projects with a stranger, 54% of the respondents stated they would
talk about their pride in how well the object turned out. Turney (2004) claimed that,
“The making and display of home craft objects instils a sense of value and status within
the maker” (p. 278). Or in the case of the sample responses, pride. For instance, one
respondent commented, “small projects allow me to feel a sense of pride when I complete
it rather than working months on a big project” (Respondent 98). As demonstrated in the
quote, pride was most frequently gained from completing a project and/or showing the
project to others.
The preference for smaller projects so that the maker could feel a sense of pride
and accomplishment upon completing the object was also described by Stannard (2011).
The pride in completing a challenging product was observed by Scholfield-Tomschin and
Littrell (2001) who investigated the meaning of handcrafts in a guild setting. Crafters
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were particularly excited over the ability to proudly say, “I made it” when asked about a
handcrafted item (Stannard, 2011).
Social craft motivations. Researchers have discussed the importance of various
social aspects of crafting to contemporary crafters (e.g., Johnson & Hawley, 2004;
Prigoda & McKenzie, 2007; Orton-Johnson, 2012; Schofield-Tomschin & Littrell, 2001).
The respondents in this research also commented on social aspects of crafting which
motivated them to continue their participation. However, these comments tended to
range around the topics of gifting, passing on techniques, and learning from others. No
respondents discussed being members of crafting circles and how these circles may
impacted their motivations to craft. However, the lack of discussion about crafting
circles may be attributed to the design of the survey that targeted information about
consumption and design process that tend to be more personal in nature as opposed to a
group activity.
One common social motivation among the respondents was the desire to make
handcrafted gifts for family and friends. When making gifts by hand one, “shows love
and caring that is put into the finished object” (Respondent 324). There were numerous
comments in the sample about how giving gifts was rewarding and important. Shinn and
Ha (2011) also found a major benefit of the entire craft process was having “giftees” like
the gift.
Other researchers (Johnson & Wilson, 2005; Shinn & Ha, 2011; Stalp, 2007;
Stannard, 2011) have discussed the importance of choosing recipients of homemade gifts,
as illustrated by Shinn and Ha (2011):
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Knitters often knit gifts for family members or close friends, and are very
sensitive to the reaction to and treatment of gifts by the recipients as these
gifts embody the time, physical labor and commitment that have invested
in the whole process (p. 111).
Recipients who do not properly appreciate gifts were quickly taken off the list for any
future handmade items by the crafters (Johnson & Wilson, 2005; Pearl-McPhee, 2008;
Shinn & Ha, 2011; Stannard, 2011). Knitting celebrity Stephanie Pearl-McPhee
discussed bad gift recipients:
Do not put people on the list who do not like your knitting, use your
knitting or have dissed your knitting in any way in the past. This includes
people who have said that your stuff looks good enough that "you could
have bought it", People who have said that they "bought a scarf just like
it" as well as people who say they love your knitting, but have never worn
it even once. They are not knit appreciators, and the knits shall not be
bestowed upon them (2008, para. 1).
Clearly, the experience of crafting for a bad gift recipient was a significant deterrent to
gifting activities and was keenly felt by crafters.
Another aspect of social motivations related to heritage and the importance of
teaching crafting techniques. One respondent discussed teaching others:
I've casually taught many young people (including my own children and
soon, my grandchildren) how to crochet, as well as explaining about
crochet to many people at the various Renaissance Faires in which I
participate (Respondent 27).
Passing on the techniques of crafting is seen by some crafters as being a critical part of
their participation in the craft and also a way of keeping the tradition alive (SchofieldTomschin & Littrell, 2001). Additionally, other respondents explained the importance of
crafting because it related to their heritage or it was a way to honor the individual who
originally taught them to craft. Using craft as a vehicle for celebrating feminine heritage
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was identified as a key motivation for crafters by other researchers (Abrams, 2006;
Kokko & Dillon, 2011, Stannard, 2011; Strawn & Littrell, 2007). Appropriating and
celebrating a piece of traditional feminine culture was also seen as a hallmark of third
wave feminist culture (Groeneveld, 2010; Minahan & Wolfram Cox, 2007; Myzelev,
2009; Pentney, 2008; Springgay, 2010; Stannard, 2011).
Motivations of beginning crafters. Newcomers to craft were generally
interested in learning new skills which was often accomplished by trying new, more
challenging projects. For instance, Respondent 516 discussed a finished project, “This
was the most complex project I'd ever worked on…I learned a lot of new skills making
this project.” The desire to learn new skills by beginning crafters may influence their
overall decisions, for instance they might attempt a harder project in order to learn new
skills (Stannard, 2011).
Being a newcomer to craft also had an interesting impact on consumption. Many
beginning crafters within the sample discussed how they had gained knowledge since
completing the project they described for the survey and now they were interested in
purchasing different types of materials. Respondent 209 illustrated:
I answered these questions from the perspective of a project I created a
long time ago. If I were to take this survey again, I would emphasize that I
am very interested in using small farm, hand crafted yarn and tools created
with ethical and sustainable practices.
As seen in the quote, beginners tended to evolve in their use of materials as they gained
more skill (Medley-Rath, 2010). Indeed, “Expert scrapbookers are more likely to include
cutting-edge scrapbooking techniques and supplies in their scrapbooks compared to
ongoing and beginning scrapbookers” (Medley-Rath, 2010, pp. 107-108).
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Another consequence of being a beginner had to do with making mistakes. Many
crafters learn through experimentation and trial and error (Goodman & Rosner, 2011).
When experimenting, mistakes were viewed as natural and acceptable outcome. For the
respondents who were interested in experimenting, there was often a conscious choice to
utilize a cheaper yarn type so if a mistake occurred it would not matter as much.
Types of Crafting Activities
The second theme that emerged from the data pertained to the different types of
crafting activities practiced by the respondents. The respondents frequently discussed
their participation in multiple types of craft activities which comprised the subtheme of
multi-crafter. There were also many respondents who discussed their involvement in
various craft businesses which covered the content of the second subtheme.
Multi-crafter. The term multi-crafter became important when analyzing the
qualitative data provided by the respondents. Some of the respondents discussed their
involvement in multiple types of crafting activities. Other researchers have also
discovered this phenomenon, for instance, Johnson and Wilson (2005) found participants
in their research about contemporary female crafters averaged 3.8 types of craft.
Additionally, Hanh et al. (2013) discovered female, Korean crafters (between the ages of
26-45) tended to be knowledgeable about an average of 3.2 types of craft, whereas
younger crafters (ages 18-25) averaged an astonishing 9.28 types.
Whereas current research did not measure how many types of crafts each
respondent participated in, the trend of doing multiple types of craft activities among
contemporary crafters is an interesting consideration. Among the multi-crafters there
were quite a few who were involved in handspinning and/or hand-dyeing their own
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fibers.

Popular press authors have discussed the advancement for many crafters who

may choose to begin spinning or dyeing yarns as a method of getting closer to fiber,
having a greater hand in the finished products, and also as a way of simply prolonging
their enjoyment of crafting (Stiefel & Souza, 2011). This progression of craft skills was
also commented on by respondents who claimed that it was a “natural” course of action
for crafters.
A number of respondents were also raising their own fiber. These respondents
were raising alpaca, sheep, and angora rabbits. Respondent 589 fell into this category,
she described her yarn:
It’s handspun from my own flock of sheep. The yarn was a very important
part of the project- in fact probably the most important. The project was
my first made out of my own handspun/hand-dyed yarn from my own
flock.
Clearly engaging in this type of multi-crafting increased the pride of the respondent in the
final product.
Simply buying from small farmers can have an impact on craft products (Parkes,
2007). For example, it is:
A rare gift to meet the person who tended the sheep whose fleece you’ll be
working with and wearing for years-it takes the connection between artist
and material to entirely new heights (Parkes, 2007, p. 51).
If simply meeting the shepherd who provided the fiber for a yarn can positively influence
the relationship between crafters and their materials, it stands to reason that raising the
fiber would provide an even more meaningful connection. Holloway (2000) commented
that hobby farmers typically find pride and a source of identity from the agricultural
items they produce. Respondents who were raising their own fiber exhibited great pride
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in their finished products and also greater understanding of the fiber properties exhibited
by the breeds of animals they reared.
Craft businesses. A number of respondents were involved in some aspect of
selling crafts or craft supplies, for instance Respondent 655 stated, “I own an e-comm
knit accessories store.” The types of craft business activities included: selling patterns,
selling fiber, selling yarn from their own fiber, selling finished craft items, and working
for craft establishments. Other respondents commented about their interest in potentially
finding employment in the craft sector.
These findings mirror the results of Medley-Rath (2010) who found a good
portion of her 38 scrapbookers were industry workers. However, participants working in
the industry found it rarely led to full time employment. Similarly, there were others who
reported the desire to be part of the industry (Medley-Rath, 2010).
The desire to become part of the larger industry and be paid to do something that
is commonly considered a leisure activity is obviously appealing to contemporary
crafters. Bryan-Wilson (2013) claimed the desire for creating a self-run craft enterprise
was evidence that “Craft is contemporary because craft is obsessed with the market, with
entrepreneurship, with neoliberal self-branding and promotion” (Bryan-Wilson, 2013, p.
9). Jakob (2013) commented that the appeal of owning a craft business related to the
relative ease and lack of start-up costs associated with opening a craft business. While
the survey included in this research did not gauge the financial success of the various
craft business it has been suggested that, “crafting provides personal rewards but rarely
sustainable, fulfilling incomes” (Jakob, 2013, Para. 1).
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Business Factors
A variety of business factors influenced what types of raw materials were
purchased by the respondents. These factors also served as the major subthemes of this
theme and included: the importance of good services and reviews, brand offerings,
considerations of retail environment, online options, alternative places to purchase
supplies, and social responsibility concerns. Some or all of these factors could greatly
impact whether a respondent chose to purchase yarn/fiber from a retailer. However,
Leslie (2002) stated, “Needleworks in this study strongly agreed that they would
purchase needlework supplies and equipment from any source if they find something they
like” (p. 164). This statement cautions that crafters, like consumers, were often willing to
step outside of their normal patterns of behavior in order to get the exact product they
desired.
Good services and reviews. Service is an important factor in the retail
environment and the desire for exceptional service was also felt among respondents.
Excellent customer service was a particular hallmark of LYSs/fiber farmers. Smaller
craft businesses were described as using a strategy in which workers focus on “the
relationship they have with the customer, and the knowledge they share with the
customer” (Medley-Rath, 2010, p. 158). These types of personalized interactions with
small business owners, independent artists, and farmers were also important to the
respondents. Respondent 318 demonstrated this point, “I have met the dyer and I really
like her. She keeps creating fantastic colors and matching them with scrumptious fibers
on lots of different weight yarn.” The positive relationship between the respondent and
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the dyer potentially invited the crafter to purchase additional fiber products in the future.
No comments were made about the service of large, national craft retailers.
Online reviews and recommendations were also influential on the purchases of
some respondents. For instance, Respondent 608 discussed buying a specific type of
yarn because it had, “really good Ravelry reviews.” The use of Ravelry to influence a
purchase decision confirmed the overall importance of the social networking site and
trust that crafters placed in the information placed on it (Goodman & Rosner, 2011). On
Ravelry, “Members also exchange evaluations of knitting materials such as yarn, needles
or books in the market based on personal experiences” (Shinn & Ha, 2011, p. 108).
Positive online reviews of products which consumers “love,” like yarn, also tend to be
very powerful in growing the brand (Clemons et al., 2006).
Brand offerings. There were clear preferences for some brands within the survey
responses. Specific brands could motivate the respondents to purchase based on past
positive experience, for instance, “I've been consistently happy with the quality of yarn
from Knitpicks” (Respondent 115). Another way in which brand were chosen for a
project had to do with patterns. For example Respondent 240 described selecting a
brand, “used in the original pattern, so I know what it'd look like.”
Some respondents even discussed their favorite brands using the term “love.”
The work of Kevin Roberts (2004) emphasized the importance of fostering an emotional
connection between consumers and brands. He viewed brands that fostered an intense
emotional connection with consumers to be “Lovemarks.” Some examples of Lovemarks
included: Starbucks ®, Harley Davidson ®, and Google ®. Roberts (2004) stated that,
“love is about action. It’s about creating a meaningful relationship. It’s a constant
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process of keeping in touch, working with consumers, understanding them, spending time
with them” (p. 74). There were clear examples of strong emotional connections between
crafters in the sample and the brands/businesses that were retailing fiber products. By
continuing to support and build the personal, love-based relationship between crafters and
materials suppliers it was possible that these brands/businesses could continue to
strengthen the emotional connection of a Lovemark.
Among the respondents there was also a wide-ranging awareness and support for
specific brands of yarns which was echoed in the findings of Stannard (2011). However,
these results were in direct opposition to the work of Leslie (2002) who found that brands
were of little importance to a sample of 222 needleworkers. She surmised that, “Perhaps
the term “brands” is not relevant to needlework supplies and equipment” (Leslie, 2002, p.
155). The responses collected by the current research suggest that to many crafters
brands were of extreme importance.
Another interesting assertion made by Leslie (2002) about brands stated that,
“Needlework enthusiasts, such as guild members, may associate brand with massproduced needlework supplies and equipment that are sold at discount retailers” (Leslie,
2002, p. 155). While respondents in this research study commonly described many
national brands which could be sold at discount stores as less appealing, there were
mentions of numerous artisan brands by the respondents.
One major benefit of national brand yarn according to numerous respondents was
the consistency of these brands. Consistency of color across dye lots and also in the
weight of the yarn was imperative as exemplified in the following quote, “I used Red
Heart which is affordable…There are no dye lots so if I need more I can get it easily”
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(Respondent 18). For respondents who were attempting large projects consistency was
essential. Popular press author Miser (2010) agreed with the respondents that national
brand yarns were more consistent in terms of color than artisan brand yarns.
Conversely, there was a general feeling that artisan brand yarns were not
particularly consistent. While the inconsistency of artisan brand yarns was highlighted as
one of their major appealing aspects (Miser, 2010) this did present a challenge to some
respondents. One respondent discussed a preference for national brand yarns because
they were consistent, “in yarn weight throughout the whole skein. And most projects take
several skeins and colors must match through all skeins. But for small project handmade
is ok” (Respondent 5). As evident in the comment, artisan brand yarns were perceived as
being better for smaller projects because they lacked consistency.
The lack of consistency among artisan brand yarns presents a particular challenge
to the makers and retailers of these products. Like artisan yarn producers, “craft brewers
have struggled with consistency” (Woolverton & Parcell, 2008, p. 58). As drinkers of
beer expect quality and consistency in these products it became important to educate
consumers about the reality that changes in consistency due to the small production runs
and whims of the brewmaster were natural (Woolverton & Parcell, 2008). Therefore,
producers of artisan brand yarn should endeavor to educate consumers about the
processes small scale yarn/fiber producers go through which do typically result in some
inconsistencies. If consumers of these products could be educated to better appreciate the
variability of artisan brand yarns, it may help the sale of artisan brand yarns.
In opposition to the general feeling the national brand yarn was more consistent,
there was a wide-ranging belief among respondents that artisan brand yarns were better
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quality. The focus on quality as being superior among artisan brand yarns coincides with
marketing strategies suggested for locally grown agricultural products, for instance,
“Opportunities do exist for producers to add value through improved product quality”
(Rahmann, Ashworth, Boutonnet, Brunori, & Papadopoulos, 2001, p. 12). Furthermore,
Rahmann et al. (2001) discovered customers in their research felt they could trust local
claims of quality. Other consumer surveys have indicated products made by small scale
producers are envisioned as better quality (Conner et al., 2009; Woolverton & Parecll,
2008).
Another aspect of brand choice was whether the material would be easy to use.
The respondents were concerned with purchasing materials which would be easy to use
for instance, Respondent 510 wanted yarn with “good stitch definition, something to
make a sturdy fabric, and still enjoy working with it.” The respondent was clearly
interested in having yarn that would be enjoyable to use which was discussed by Riley
(2008) who stated that, “In textile-making satisfaction comes from engagement with
materials and equipment and creating something in the process, in other words from
doing” (p. 67).
When determining which type of yarn brand to use for a new project, the
availability of the materials was also occasionally significant. Respondents mentioned
the need to be able to easily obtain materials. While some respondents were interested in
buying from LYS/ or fiber farmers these retailers but many reported that “There is a lack
of local yarn vendors in my area” (Respondent 165). Additionally, some respondents
mentioned the importance of being able to get more. These two considerations tended to
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make many respondents consider buying from national retail stores as opposed to LYSs
or fiber farmers.
Considerations of retail environment. There seemed to be a common feeling
among the respondents that LYS or fiber farmers had a wider selection of fiber products.
This feeling directly related to the claim by Leslie (2002) that, “Specialty needlework
shops attempt to differentiate themselves from discount retailers offering materials and
supplies that cannot be found at Hobby Lobby® and Michael’s ®” (p. 155). By offering
materials which were different from the mainstream offerings of retail chains, LYS, fiber
farmers, and fiber artists were practicing niche marketing (Conner et al., 2009;
Woolverton & Parcell, 2008). Niche opportunities are created when the national brand
products cannot fulfill consumer desires in some way (Woolverton & Parcell, 2008).
Rahmann, Ashworth, Boutonnet, Brunori, and Papadopoulos (2001) claimed that niche
marketing could be used by small, local businesses to establish a stronger relationship
between the consumer and producer. This strengthened relationship should enable the
producers to command a higher price for goods (Woolverton & Parcell, 2008).
Many respondents felt it was important to support local businesses such as LYSs,
fiber farmers, and/or fiber artists. Respondent 399 purchased yarn from a local hand-dyer
and described why the product was appealing, “I love the unique colorways that the artist
makes. I also like the idea of supporting an artist in my community.” As indicated by the
respondent, there was excitement over the special nature of the artisan products and also
a desire to support local business. Other researchers have found operators of small scale
businesses that make craft products are able to offer more novel products (Medley-Rath,
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2010; Woolverton & Parcell, 2008). Finally, the desire to support local business can
affect how and where consumers purchase goods (Conner et al., 2009).
While supporting local artists, farmers, and business establishments was seen as
important by many respondents, their decision to purchase from these places was often
motivated by a love of the product. For instance Respondent 75 commented:
I've used locally-cultivated yarn for other projects, specifically a pair of
socks that I gave as a gift, and that purchase was definitely motivated by ‘I
want to help this specific farmer, and also this yarn is awesome.’
According to the respondent not only was the product supporting a small farmer but it
was also “awesome.” Medley-Rath (2010) claimed craft consumers will purchase
materials from any source as long as the material is interesting and fulfilled their
objective. Therefore, sellers of artisan brand products must be able to offer the highquality goods that attract consumers, and the fact that the consumer is able to support a
business that is important to the consumer is an added bonus.
Additionally, respondents were interested in buying from small scale craft
suppliers. For instance Respondent 459 exclaimed, “It is a cheap yarn that still feels
luxurious. However, I would prefer to find a similar yarn at my local yarn shop or spin it
myself.” Respondents expressed that occasionally national brand yarns must be
purchased but there was often an underlying desire to purchase from LYSs or fiber
farmers.
Some respondents also discussed the need to better market local fiber businesses,
for instance:
Local yarn shops could use more advertising (in my area anyway), for
example there is an alpaca farm down the road from me that makes
handspun yarn and I had no clue at all about that place (Respondent 18).
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The lack of sufficient advertisement represents a major area of weakness for vendors of
artisan brand yarns. Difficulty in locating artisan brand products was described by
participants in Conner et al.’s (2009) study of consumer acceptance of locally grown
foods who agreed (M = 4.33 on a scale of 1-5) they would purchase more local foods if
these products were easier to find and identify as local.
This weakness was addressed by small retailers of other craft supplies, for
instance Gabbert (2000) found, “Quilters actively sought out fabric shops, often driving
hundreds of miles to check out a sale or a new store” (p. 142). Potentially through better
advertisement, artisan brand yarn retailers could capture a larger share of the market and
begin to encourage the same sorts of “stash building field trips” which were described by
Gabbert (2000).
However, not all respondents were enthusiastic of LYS or fiber farmers. For
instance, “it is not important for me to support a business or farmer, because as a
consumer I am interested in buying the best product to maximize my happiness given my
budget” (Respondent 103). Other respondents had encountered bad customer service
with LYSs or fiber farmers that impacted future intents to purchase from these types of
retailers. And again, there were respondents who were unwilling to pay the additional
costs associated with these types of retailers. This finding coincides with other research
in which individuals who believed supporting local businesses was not important were
less likely to buy local products (Conner et al., 2009).
Online options. Another popular place for respondents to obtain fiber products
was the internet. Online retailers were fairly prevalent among the respondents. Knit
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Picks® was a prominent locale to obtain fiber (9.6 %). For those who chose to purchase
online features such as reviews from other customers and fast shipping were of interest to
the respondents.
By utilizing online retailers it was possible for consumers to access many more
options for supplies. However, online retailers of yarns/fibers can be at a significant
disadvantage because consumers cannot touch the products. The feel of yarn/fiber was
highly relevant to many respondents when choosing to purchase yarns. Individuals who
have higher needs to touch products before buying are less likely to purchase online (Cho
& Workman, 2011).
Past positive experiences with online brands, and knowing what products will feel
like may potentially help some crafters to overcome this difficulty. Parkes (2007)
suggested that if the yarn is unavailable to look at and hold, “your next best option is to
look around on the web to see if anyone else has had success with that particular yarn” (p.
59). Respondents who were constructing objects in which touch was less important (e.g.,
toys) were also part of the sample. For those crafters constructing items that rely less on
touch, online vendors might be a good option.
Alternative places to purchase supplies. A few alternative methods for
purchasing materials were mentioned by the respondents. One intriguing way to obtain
yarns was as souvenirs from travel. Purchasing yarn/fiber while on vacation as a unique
souvenir was a way to create objects that helped to recall the positive memories of the
experience (Rosner & Ryokai, 2009).
Craft fairs were also mentioned as an exciting for some respondents to locate
artisan brand materials. Respondent 568 demonstrated, “I will often visit a craft fair and
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make a point to buy yarn (if it's available) from a spinner/farmer in an effort to support
local and small businesses.” Distributing goods at farmers markets or via craft fairs is
seen as a relevant marketing strategy for small scale producers (Conner et al., 2009).
Additionally, direct marketing from producers to consumers is a vital method for building
more product understanding and consumer loyalty (Jolly, 2011).
Finally, one respondent discussed obtaining materials in exchange. She stated, “I
worked at a LYS, as well as for a local indie dyer, in exchange for yarn/fiber.” The
emphasis on exchange economies is seen as a postmodern concept and is associated with
the principles of “slow production” concerned with finding alternative ways to consume
(Bratich & Brush, 2011). Exchange economies can be seen with other types of crafters,
for instance, scrapbook industry workers often work as sellers of supplies in order to pay
for their supplies (Medley-Rath, 2010). Further Bryan-Wilson (2013) stated that:
Craft is contemporary because it is progressive, because creating things by
hand yourself proposes an alternative microeconomy of local making, a
system of exchange more akin to bartering with its emphasis on trade and
tactile connections to supply-and-demand (p. 9).
As seen by the above quotes the use of alternative economic methods, like exchanging,
was seen as a part of the contemporary crafting culture which is highly associated with
current social thoughts about “slow production.”
Social responsibility concerns. The final considerations of where to purchase
materials had to do with various aspects of social responsibility. The traits mentioned in
this section do not include intentions to support small craft retailers, fiber farmers, or
artisans making yarn among craft consumers as those topics were covered in previous
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sections. Instead social responsibility concerns that are part of this section included: fair
trade, support to other countries, ecological support, and ethical treatment of animals.
Respondents discussed purchasing yarns produced in a socially responsible
manner, for instance yarn in which “The quality was high, and I later found out that the
company supports the communities in Peru where the fiber comes from” (Respondent
242). The respondent purchased the yarn for its quality among other factors, the social
cause aspect was not even known at the time of purchase. The concept of supporting a
social cause was seen as the icing on the cake by the respondents. These findings
coincide with other research in the area of social responsibility in which consumers often
espouse their interest in these products, but when actually purchasing these traits are seen
as a sort of ethical bonus, not a specific driver in choosing to purchase (Chan & Wong,
2012; Pookulangara & Shepard, 2013).
Another issue of concern to some respondents was related to environmental
awareness. Yarns that were organic or recycled were mentioned. The use of organic and
more eco-friendly yarns agreed with the assertion of Winge and Stalp (2013) that
“crafters emphasize the ecological perspective by transforming or up-cycling secondhand
goods into new creative objects instead of contributing to landfill issues” (p. 77). The
desire for eco-friendly yarns has been heard by many retailers and producers, who have
worked to create yarns which fulfilled this need (Zawilinski, 2010).
The final area in relation to social responsibility was mentioned by many
respondents and pertained to the use of fibers which were ethically raised. The sheer
number of comments about this concern most likely resulted from the inclusion of a
question in the body of the survey as to whether the fiber animals which had provided the
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fiber were raised ethically. There were many respondents who commented along the
lines of, “I haven't ever thought about how the animals were raised until taking this
survey. It never even occurred to me. Sorry!” (Respondent 239).
Other researcher have found that consumers of fiber goods were primarily
concerned with purchasing wool that was raised in an ethical manner (e.g., predator
friendly) over the desire to purchase organic wool (Peterson, Hustvedt, & Chen, 2012).
Small scale farmers have been found to consider their methods of raising livestock to be
more ethical, in which livestock are allowed to “be free,” take on more distinctive
personality traits, and are regarded in a manner typically reserved for pets (Holloway,
2001). It is possible that small scale farmers could utilize this desire to forward their
products among craft consumers.
Important for Project Planning
When planning a new project crafters had to think about their desired result prior
to obtaining materials. There were many types of requirements that had to be taken into
account such as: utilitarian end project/user needs, utilitarian yarn/fiber requirements,
visual and tactile yarn/fiber requirements, and intangible yarn/fiber requirements. All of
these provisions were considered when approaching a new project.
Utilitarian End Project/User Needs. Utilitarian needs of the end project and
end user were critical to consider when the respondents were approaching a new project.
One reoccurring point was the lack of fiber know-how among users. For instance, one
project was made:
For a child so wash and wear was of utmost importance. That and the fact
that the adults in the family are not crafters and likely would not have
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cared for the item in the way that would have required had I used a nicer
yarn (Respondent 25).
As indicated by the quote, the lack of know-how among users often prompted a change in
the type of materials which were chosen for the project. For instance, Respondent 112
commented that, “When making things for people who aren't crafty acrylic is easier to
care for.” Crafters have also been cautioned by popular press authors to think about fiber
choice carefully when making gifts for others (Bliss, 2008; Parkes, 2007).
Washabilty was another utilitarian requirement which could be affected by the
lack of fiber knowledge among end users. Respondent 406 made a shawl for her
grandmother and explained, “She's in a nursing home and because of their laundry
services, and I thought it was important to use a very sturdy yarn.” Similarly, durability
was another utilitarian requirement for the end project. Some respondents mentioned
making garments for small children that needed to hold up to rough play. When making
gifts for non-crafters, and children in particular, it has been stated that durability and
machine-washability were vital to the success of the gift over time (Bliss, 2008; Parkes,
2007).
A final concern for an effective end product was whether the item would be
wearable (for those items which were meant to be worn). Projects that were considered
to be wearable encompassed various properties of fibers such as, breathability, warmth,
and moisture absorption. Craft projects were considered to be wearable when they were
congruent with the color preferences of a user. Wearable items were also able to go with
numerous other items in the wardrobe of the user.
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Utilitarian Yarn/Fiber Requirements. Utilitarian requirements were highly
important when determining which materials should be used for a new project. The first
consideration when starting a new project was to determine if the crafter would have
sufficient supplies of materials in their stash. Concern for shrinking stashes or using
materials out of the stash was highlighted. Respondent 598 commented, “I had it for
about 7 years and decided it shouldn't go to waste in my stash any longer.” Another
respondent stated that she was, “On a stash diet, attempting to not purchase more yarn
until 2015” (Respondent 87). These two remarks exemplified how crafters amass a stash
in which some materials were stored over a long period of time (e.g., 7 years). Both of
these aspects of the craft stash have been characterized by researchers, who explained
that the stash was an ever-changing collection which may indeed contain more materials
than a single individual could hope to use (Medley-Rath, 2010; Stalp, 2006; Turney,
2004). For instance, Medley-Rath (2010) explained, “Scrapbookers buy supplies with
and without having an intended use in mind” (p. 215). Crafters engaged in purchasing
materials without an intended use and then ultimately they are deemed worthy for use in
a craft (Medley-Rath, 2010 refers to this as being ‘scrapworthy’) simply by being in the
stash.
Therefore, the respondents often commented about first checking in their stash
before setting out to purchase new materials for projects. A number of ways in which the
stash could not satisfy the needs of the craft were identified, for instance: if the yarn was
the incorrect weight, wrong colors, wrong fiber, and also if there were insufficient
quantities of the yarn available.
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The needed quantity of a material (yardage) was the most frequently mentioned
stash failing. Yardage was a highly important consideration when tackling a new project.
For projects that required large amounts of yardage, many of the respondents commented
that they were forced to purchase cheaper, national brand yarns. For instance
Respondent 16 discussed making, “a large blanket and I needed 25 balls in different
colors / the yarn needed to be cheap.”
The finding that respondents purchased cheap yarn was in direct opposition to the
theorizations made by numerous researchers in which modern crafting involved
purchasing luxurious supplies (Pentney, 2008; Shinn &Ha, 2011; Turney, 2009).
Additionally, Groeneveld (2010) stated that:
Knitting is now far more expensive than purchasing a sweatshop-produced
garment. Thus, the primary reasons for knitting in the first place have
shifted from economy to luxury (p. 264).
However, the need to save money on supplies for larger projects which would require
more supplies has been reflected in other research (Stannard, 2011). Participants in
Stannard’s (2011) exploration of young, female knitters used a sample of women
between the ages of 18-30 years old, a large portion of the current research sample
(almost 64%) also fell into the same age category. The consideration of material costs
may be more significant to a younger craft demographic because many members may be
less economically stable due to being college students or young professionals. MedleyRath (2010) suggested that children and teenagers who participated in scrapbooking were
only able to obtain supplies from cheaper locations such as Wal-Mart® or when these
items were received as gifts. While college students and young professionals are older it
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is possible that these crafters encounter some of the same economic restrictions in terms
of obtaining supplies.
Additionally, there were comments about the desire to purchase yarns from LYSs
or local farmers but the cost proved prohibitive. For instance, “Handspun hand-dyed
handmade yarn is very expensive. One reason I don't purchase much of it” (Respondent
5). This finding coincides with the results of Weatherall et al. (2003) who reported that
respondents in their study of consumer acceptance of local goods felt they would be more
likely to buy local over commercial if the prices were constant
Price was also reflected in the choice of fibers. The respondents were highly
aware of what fibers were “luxurious” and high-end. Again, there were times when the
desired type of fiber was ultimately not chosen due to the associated cost.
Visual and tactile yarn/fiber requirements. Visual and tactile qualities of
yarn/fibers were also considered by the respondents when starting a new project. Of
primary importance was the color of the materials. Color was the most frequently
mentioned characteristic within the top three reasons why respondents chose to buy/use
the materials for their project. Color often promoted the respondents to purchase
yarn/fiber.
A number of respondents also mentioned using materials with special color
properties such as: variegated, self-striping, or heathered. For instance, Respondent 26
chose a yarn because she, “loved the color of it the way it’s self-striping.” Other
respondents commented on the importance of finding colors that would go well together
or match other articles of clothing.
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Colors were clearly an essential motivator for crafters to purchase or chose to use
a specific yarn for their projects. Quilters had similar reactions and typically viewed the
colors of their fabrics as offering a world of creative potential (Gabbert, 2000). Popular
press writer Parkes (2007) agreed that color was a major motivator for choosing a yarn.
She also commented that the colors produced by hand-dyers are particularly interesting
as, “truly hand-dyed yarns convey a sense of personal color artistry that goes beyond
simply dunking skeins in a big vat” (Parkes, 2007, p. 57).
Similarly, the feel of yarn was extremely meaningful in the decision to purchase
or use yarn/fiber. The feel of a material ranked as the third most frequently mentioned
reason why a yarn/fiber was chosen for a project. This finding makes sense when
considering that “Touch is an important tool of aesthetic evaluation” (Gabbert, 2000, p.
141). Parkes (2009) concurred by stating, “The quality that matters to most knitters these
days is touch” (p. 16).
Other relevant tactile aspects of yarn that were deliberated by the respondents
were the texture and drape of the finished items. The respondents demonstrated a
complex understanding of fiber qualities when made into potential projects by discussing
the advantages of their chosen materials in bring forth those qualities. For instance, when
choosing a yarn to show good definition between stitches it was paramount to find a
worsted type of yarn (Parkes, 2007). Additionally, the drape of certain fibers may be
beautiful but when made into too large of a garment, the fiber would lose its memory and
the outcome would not be correct (Stiefel & Souza, 2011).
Intangible Yarn/Fiber Qualities. Handwork was characterized by other crafters
as hankerings or urges. (Goodman & Rosner, 2011). Respondents discussed purchasing
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materials because they simply had to try it out for themselves. Respondent 57 illustrated
this point, “I also purchased it because my yarn store had been featuring it for a while and
I was looking for an opportunity to use it.” It is a common tactic for craft stores to
feature new materials in easy to spot locations, “on store shelves, women were drawn to
the appeal of new products” (Johnson & Wilson, 2005, p. 119). It is clear that the
strategies of crafting retailers can entice buyers and also influence the sorts of craft
produced (Medley-Rath, 2010).
Other respondents reported buying yarn that was a personal luxury. For instance,
“It was a luxury splurge” (Respondent 294). Others discussed buying yarn to finally
make a project for themselves. The luxury of crafting is positive as “Hobbies allow
people especially women to become productive in contexts that are not driven by
necessities of everyday life” (Myzelev, 2009, p. 153).
Research Questions
Five research questions were identified to be addressed during the research
process. All of the questions were attended to throughout the data collection process.
The first three research questions were considered using the findings of parallel
hypotheses.
Research Question One
R1.

What factors were important to the planning stage of the craft design process and
how do these relate to the three levels of design?
The discussion of this research question was strongly related to the results of

hypothesis one and its three sub hypotheses. Each of the sub hypotheses will be explored
in relation to the characteristics of yarn (or roving in the case of handspinners) that may
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influence a crafter to choose to purchase/use the yarn from their stash. Following the
discussion of each sub hypothesis, additional considerations for choosing yarn will be
highlighted.
H1a. Crafters who purchase artisan brand yarns assign less visceral levels of
design to their yarn than crafters who purchase national brand yarns was not
supported.
The visceral characteristics of yarn explored included the color and visible texture
of yarn. When these characteristics were investigated separately, a significant difference
between the two groups of yarn users when considering color as a characteristic was no
found. Artisan brand yarn users, however, did consider visible texture of yarn to be more
meaningful than national brand yarn users.
Overall, color was highly important to both groups of yarn users. When the
respondents wrote in reasons why they chose the yarn, color was the most frequently
mentioned yarn characteristic. Quilters in Gabbert’s (2000) ethnographic study
frequently discussed color’s appeal. Writers in the popular press has also extolled the
pleasure of choosing colors for craft projects (Miser, 2010; Parkes, 2007).
Visible texture, in contrast to color, was more important to the artisan brand yarn
users than the national brand yarn users. The perceived importance of visible texture
among artisan brand yarn users could have originated with the importance of texture
when handspinning yarn. For instance, one respondent commented that their handspun
yarn was meant, “To showcase the natural texture of the specific breed's wool”
(Respondent 595). Textures associated with different breeds of sheep are highly desired
because they can add to the overall impression made by a handspun yarn (Parkes, 2009).
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Rissati (2007) stated that artisans using natural materials in which flaws are common
(e.g., a lack of consistency in color or weight of fibers) often incorporate the flaws into
the project to enhance the overall artistic beauty and appeal of the final product.
Therefore, incorporating a less than perfect texture of a raw fleece into a handspun yarn
allows for that texture to become a visually interesting asset as opposed to an eyesore.
As indicated by the quote from Rissati (2007) above, artisan brand yarns with
their handmade aesthetics and lack of consistency throughout the skeins could also be
valued. Turney (2009) claimed increasing globalization and thus homogenization of
products have allowed for consumers to place additional value on uniquely made
(textured) items. Campbell (2005) also claimed that the unique handmade aspects of
handcrafted products are especially valued in postmodern society. Therefore, if artisan
brand yarn users pay more attention to the unique texture of a specific breed’s wool as a
feature of the yarn, it stands to reason that crafters in this group would respond to this
characteristic.
H1b. Crafters who purchase artisan brand yarns assign less behavioral levels of
design to their yarn than crafters who purchase national brand yarns was not
supported.
The two characteristics of yarn which were included in the sub hypothesis were
the weight and feel of the yarn. Both of the characteristics were significantly more
important to artisan yarn users.
The feel of a yarn is critical because, “handcraft encodes a desire for the
precapitalist form of production, for the “personal touch” (Bratich & Brush, 2011, p.
246). Arguably, those who were hand-dyeing, handspinning, and/or raising their own
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fiber have had more opportunity to add their own “personal touch” to the final products
than individuals who purchased ready-made yarns. This is illustrated in the following
quote:
I made the yarn from a fleece I purchased. Then I washed it, combed it,
spun it, and knitted it. This is important to me because the product is 100%
made from hand (Respondent 138).
Perhaps the additional time to add the “personal touch” to the raw materials enabled the
artisan brand yarn users to place more importance on the feel of the materials.
Connections have also been made by other researchers to the importance of “feel” to
textile/fiber artists when embarking on projects (Gabbert, 2000; Nelson, LaBat, &
Williams, 2005). Therefore, respondents who were approaching their projects as a more
artistic endeavor may have placed more significance on the overall feel of the materials
which would have served as a source of inspiration and key tactile feedback from the
process of making items.
Another possibility when considering the prominence of feel to artisan brand yarn
users related to the overall impression that these types of products were of higher quality.
Premium fibers (e.g., alpaca, angora, cashmere) that may be included in artisan brand
yarns often feel luxurious that could also contribute to the prominence of this
characteristic when choosing an artisan brand yarn. Numerous respondents who utilized
national brand yarns discussed their overall impression that these types of yarn were
lower quality and many also felt “cheap.”
Artisan brand yarn users felt the weight of their yarn was more important than the
national brand yarn users. This result was unexpected as the weight of yarn is an
important aspect of creating craft items (e.g., Bliss, 2008; Donofrio-Ferrezza & Hefferen,
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2008; Parkes, 2007). Additional inquiry is needed to determine where this difference
between yarn user groups originated.
H1c.

Crafters who purchase artisan brand yarns assign more reflective levels of

design to their yarn than crafters who purchase national brand yarns was supported.
The sub hypothesis was comprised of two characteristics of yarn: the desire to
support important businesses/LYSs and the impact of the manner in which an animal was
raised. Respondents who utilized artisan brand yarns felt it was vital to support
businesses that they cared about through yarn purchases. This difference between yarn
users made sense when considering that national brand yarns were more likely to be
obtained from large, national retailers. Some of the national brand yarn users discussed
purchasing yarns from big-box stores like Wal-Mart®. For instance, “I bought this on a
whim at Wal-Mart® while buying light bulbs” (Respondent 422). As demonstrated in the
quote, purchasing yarn, in this instance, was not premeditated nor did the respondent
display an eagerness to support the retailer. This quote exhibits a lack of excitement
which was typically placed upon large, retail chains within the sample. While it was
entirely possible that some respondents felt a desire to support these types of retailers,
there were no specific quotes with this purpose.
In stark contrast to the comments made about large, national retailers of craft
supplies were the numerous comments about supporting small businesses, fiber farmers,
or individual artisans. For instance Respondent 492 commented on her yarn stating, “I
love the colors and I want to support this particular dyer.” As demonstrated by the quote,
respondents who purchased yarns from these sorts of operations felt it was imperative to
support small craft suppliers. Artisan brand yarns are typically available through the
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internet, from the producer, or at small local businesses. Based on the desire to support
small craft suppliers and the abundance of artisan brand yarns retailed by these types of
retailers it stands to reason that individuals who wished to support these types of
establishments would be more likely to have purchased artisan brand yarns.
The second characteristic of yarn related to the importance of whether a fiber
animal was raised in a way which was deemed appropriate by the participants. The
participants who purchased artisan brand yarns/fibers were significantly more concerned
with how a fiber animal was raised. This point is exemplified by Respondent 377 who
discussed purchasing yarn where, “the person selling it seemed to really care about her
sheep. I actually met one of the sheep at the fiber festival.” Clearly, those respondents
who purchased from individuals where they were able to see the ethical nature in which
an animal was raised, found that this treatment was an important criteria in their decision
to purchase fiber products.
When considering the lack of interest in the ethical treatment of animals among
national brand yarn users it is essential to consider the primary choice of fiber among
these users, acrylic. Prevalence of acrylic fibers in national brand yarns would exclude
those respondents from caring about how the animal was raised. One respondent
commented:
If I were purchasing a yarn made from animal fiber (i.e., wool from
llamas/sheep/alpacas), I would very much care about the living conditions
of the animals. However, as this survey was asking questions only about a
specific yarn for a specific project, and that yarn was 100% acrylic
(Respondent 268).
For respondents who chose to purchase acrylic yarn, the welfare of animals was much
less of a concern. This finding was echoed by Hustevedt, Petersen, and Chen (2008) who
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found customers who indicated they would purchase acrylic in an experimental buying
situation were less concerned with animal rights.
It is important to note that there were numerous comments from respondents
about their desire to purchase yarns from ethically raised animals. This desire did not
indicate whether these types of yarns would garner a higher price, but it was encouraging
to those making an effort to raise animals ethically.
Additional considerations. Research question number one was answered in part
through the testing of first hypothesis. However, additional considerations that impacted
whether a yarn was purchased by the respondents or chosen for use from their stashes
emerged from the qualitative findings. The themes of project planning, business factors,
utilitarian end project/user needs, and crafting activities all lent key information. As
each of the themes were already discussed in depth earlier in the chapter, only a brief
mention of other factors that can affect the decision to choose a yarn will be highlighted
in this section. Four major categories of consideration were relayed by the respondents,
they included: utilitarian requirements, visual requirements, impact of businesses, and
emotional considerations.
Utilitarian Requirements. As previously highlighted, utilitarian requirements of
a project can impact the selection of materials. Before beginning a new project many of
the respondents discussed checking in their stashes for materials that were on hand and
suitable for the project. For materials not found in the stash, one major utilitarian
requirement, that was not part of the hypothesis testing, was price. Price was critical to
some of the respondents when ultimately choosing a material.
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The end user had to be considered carefully to determine if they were capable of
caring for handmade items. The desired washability and durability of a project could be
affected by the types of individuals who might receive the item and whether they would
understand how to properly care for handmade things. Determining whether an item
should be washable and wearable to an end user often had a significant impact on the
type of fiber that was ultimately chosen by the crafter.
Other vital considerations about the utilitarian requirements of a project pertained
to the quality of the materials and whether quality fibers were important to the project
(for some projects, like toys, crafters placed less emphasis on quality as the item was not
to be worn next to the skin). There was also an overarching desire for consistency among
yarn skeins for larger projects. Similarly, the ability to obtain more yardage and the
consideration of the amount of materials that a project would need also impacted the
materials choice.
Visual Requirements. As discussed in the previous sections, visual aspects of
materials are essential to crafters. Color was found to be highly important to both types
of yarn users. Colors that would go together were vital. Other respondents discussed the
significance of finding colors that would be favored by the recipient of the craft item.
Others discussed the importance of finding materials in which the colors were variegated
or self-striping to contribute to the overall design of the item.
The pattern chosen for an item also dictated which types of materials were
considered acceptable. Some respondents discussed buying the same brand yarn as the
pattern utilized in order to have a better idea of their predicted outcome. Other visual
factors that were important to the decision to purchase or utilize a yarn from the stash
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included: the shine/luster of the material, the texture of the material, and whether the
respondent felt that the overall impression of the visual factors would be “pretty” or
visually appealing.
Impact of Businesses. The business selling the materials was another part of the
decision as to whether to purchase yarn/fiber products. Positive past experiences were
taken into account by some respondents. Others discussed the importance of good
customer service and features such as fast shipping from online vendors.
Others were concerned with using a local retailer in case they encountered a
situation in which more materials would need to be obtained. For those who chose to
purchase from LYSs/fiber farmers, there was a lot of pride in that decision. There was
also a desire to support these types of efforts to keep the craft community growing.
Brands of yarn were also highly important to the decision of some respondents to
use a specific material for their projects. Past positive experiences with a brand could
significantly impact the overall decision to choose that brand. Others discussed enjoying
to use a brand which was suggested by their pattern so they would have an idea of the
outcome.
Emotional Considerations. Finally, emotional considerations were taken into
account by some respondents when determining which type of yarn/fiber product to
employ. There were different types of craft identities among the respondents. For those
who considered themselves to be beginners, projects were often used as a time to practice
with cheaper fibers and learn new skills. For those who viewed themselves as fiber
artists, it was important to find products that inspired their projects and creative side.
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Others discussed the importance of creating their own materials from scratch in order to
achieve a product that would perfectly reflect their overall purpose.
Another emotional consideration made by the respondents when choosing
materials for their craft projects had to do with gifts. Gifts were a common craft outcome
and the respondents often commented about finding the perfect balance of features with
their materials so that recipients of gifts could better enjoy the finished projects. Crafters
were also highly concerned with finding a gift recipient who would properly appreciate
their handmade gifts.
Research Question Two
R2.

What factors were important to the process stage of the craft design process and
how do these relate to the three levels of design?
The discussion of this research question correlated to the results of the three sub

hypotheses that were encompassed in hypothesis two. Each of the sub hypotheses will be
explored in relation to the characteristics of yarn (or roving in the case of handspinners)
that may have been exciting to a crafter while in the process of making a craft project.
As a whole there were fewer observations about the process stage than the other two
stages of the craft design process. This deficiency of data may have resulted from a lack
of specific open ended questions about the thoughts and motivations of the respondents
while in the process stage. Additionally, a majority of the respondents (57.69%, N = 379)
took less than a month to create the project they reported in the survey. Perhaps the lack
of process data could also be attributed to how quickly items were put together.
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H2a. In the process stage, there will be no difference in visceral levels of design for
crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand yarn was
not supported.
The sub hypothesis related to the excitement the respondents held over the colors
of their materials and the pattern they had chosen while making the item. Interestingly
there was as significant difference between the two yarn user groups for excitement over
color. Artisan brand yarn users were more excited about the colors they picked than
national brand yarn users while the craft projects were being assembled. This finding
was of particular interest, considering there was not a significant difference between the
two groups when they rated the importance of color when initially picking their materials.
The emphasis placed on the color of the yarns while being crafted by artisan brand yarn
users may have resulted from hand-dyed characteristics of yarn or natural color variation
in the wool of specific breeds of fiber animals.
Recall that one of the major requirements for a yarn being classified as artisan
brand was if the yarn had been hand-dyed. Miser (2010) is a famous hand-dyer of yarns
and stated that:
When choosing hand-dyed yarns for a project, it’s important to remember
that the yarn is in fact “hand” dyed, that is, dyed by a person, not by a
computerized machine that precisely places the dye onto the yarn (p. 25).
Thus, the beauty of these types of yarns is the handmade and the subtle color differences.
Numerous hand-dyed yarns are also variegated. It is possible that the variegated
nature of many hand-dyed yarns could have accounted for the difference of color in the
process stage. It is essential to note that variegated yarns are also commonly produced by
national brand yarns, however, hand-dyed artisan brand yarns can take variegated
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properties much further than those produced by mechanized processes and produce more
types of effects (Miser, 2010). Parkes (2007) described hand-dyed, variegated yarn as
that which, “not only looks beautiful on the skein, but it actually knits up into an equally
beautiful, cohesive work of color” (p. 57). It was possible artisan brand yarn users would
find the colors of variegated yarns to be more exciting while working with the materials,
as the colors flow in a less than perfectly measured fashion (Miser, 2010).
When a crafter works hand-dyed, variegated yarns into a project there are also
considerations that have to be taken into account so colors flow nicely across the project
and to keep the colors from staking up unattractively or pooling (Miser, 2010; Parkes,
2007). Additionally, there is the possibility for error and more attention must be paid to
the project so that a successful outcome could be achieved.
The second reason why artisan brand yarn users may have found color more
exciting while in the process of crafting than national brand yarn users may be related to
the natural variations that can be found in some animal fiber products. Users of artisan
brand yarns also frequently used more specific types of wool if they raised their own
fibers or purchased from fiber farmers directly. Some breeds of sheep have a natural
variation in wool color that allows for a subtle change in the overall look of yarns
produced from the fleece. One respondent commented, “The Jacob fleece was
specifically chosen for this project because of its color gradations. The colors fit the
effect I was trying to achieve in the pattern” (Respondent 221). Clearly, the subtle
variations in the natural color of the Jacob fleece, were a relevant part of the project being
created. It was very possible for individuals who specifically chose materials like the
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Jacob fleece would have enjoyed watching the colors shift while in the process of
crafting.
Both yarn groups were very excited over the patterns that they picked or in some
cases, designed. The lack of difference between the two yarn user groups when
discussing their excitement over the pattern picked was expected. As crafting requires
effort, resources, and is a leisure activity, it makes sense that a crafter would only chose
to make a pattern that appealed to them.
It has been claimed that the use of a pattern by crafters implies that a creative
original cannot be produced (Rissati, 2007). However, it has been argued that using
patterns still constitutes an original “after all, the end product is made or fashioned with
skill and by hand and even if ‘the basic design’ may be taken from elsewhere (i.e., a
recipe book), some improvisations frequently occur” (Campbell, 2005, p. 33). Myzelev
(2009) concurred by stating that “even a project created from a pattern constitutes a
creative original as the creator has used their hands to manipulate the materials and their
own creative judgment to assemble the supplies” (p. 151).
H2b. In the process stage, there will be no difference in behavioral levels of design
for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand yarn
was not supported.
The yarn characteristic of feel was once again more significant to the artisan
brand yarn users in this stage of the craft design process. No difference was found
between the two groups of yarn users when considering their excitement over the
usefulness of a final project.
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It is not overly surprising that the feel of the yarn was more important to artisan
brand yarn users. A few of the national brand yarn users made comments about
purchasing yarns that were of less quality and some even felt “cheap,” it is logical the
feel of these yarns would be less exciting when the crafter was actually working with
them. As discovered in the planning stage of the craft design process for those who
purchased artisan brand yarns, stress was placed on the feel of the materials. The
essentialness of feel was also part of the actual process when making the items. For
instance one respondent commented on the significance of:
Softness, no one wants to wear an itchy hat and I certainly don't like
working with rough yarn for a long period of time. I like the yarn to feel
good to me while I work with it (Respondent 158).
It is logical that materials which were originally chosen because of the importance of feel
would also have a nice hand when being worked into a project. Like the statement above
illustrated, there were numerous artisan brand yarn users who remarked about the
prominence of the feel of the yarn while they worked the project. The significance of the
tactile aspects of the materials while working on a project can, again, relate to the artistic
aspects of crafting which were of primary importance to some artisan brand yarn users
who identified themselves as fiber artists (Gabbert, 2000).
There was no significant difference between the two yarn user groups when
considering their excitement over the usefulness of the finished item. Johnson and
Wilson (2005) claimed, “The utilitarian aspect of handmade objects was also an
important factor in their production” (p. 123). Clearly, crafters were interested in making
utilitarian products.
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However, it is germane that not all of the crafters in the current sample were
creating projects that may be considered as less utilitarian (e.g., toys). It has been found
that individuals who make these types of items are less concerned with the utilitarian
nature of the objects (Stannard, 2011). Feminist researchers stated that by creating less
utilitarian objects, which have been the historical focus of crafting, crafters were
redefining their hobby as a leisure activity that does not need a utilitarian outcome in
order to be a valid form of entertainment (Pentney, 2008; Turney, 2009).
H2c.

In the process stage, there will be no difference in reflective levels of design

for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand yarn
was not supported.
Four characteristics of yarn were tested as part of this sub hypothesis: the desire to
support important businesses/LYSs, the skill of the crafter in making the item, thinking
about the reactions of the gift recipients, and excitement over having time to craft. The
desire to support a local business/LYS was still noteworthy in the process stage. Artisan
brand yarn users were more apt to support these types of businesses with their original
yarn acquisition. The significance of this characteristic is unsurprising as it was most
likely a carryover from the initial purchase of the fiber products. It makes sense that
individuals who purchased a yarn that allowed them to support this type of business
would still be excited over helping these types of businesses while in the process of
crafting. Indeed a few respondents even discussed an aspiration to “showcase this farm's
product” (Respondent 53) with their craft projects.
The next area of investigation was the pride respondents felt in their skills while
creating the projects. This characteristic was not significantly different between the two
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types of yarn users. The lack of divergence between the two yarn user groups over pride
in the skill of crafting was reasonable when considering crafting literature. Numerous
researchers extolled the importance of pride in skill among crafters (Gabbert, 2000;
Stannard, 2011; Turney, 2004). While the statistical results did not indicate using either
type of yarn would change the pride felt for a finished item, there were quotes from
participants which specified that using artisan brand yarns could result in more pride. For
instance, “when I did this project a second time I used a locally produced yarn and I was
prouder to use that yarn” (Respondent 291). Other respondents similarly discussed using
artisan brand yarns. It is possible that pride comes from the reflective level of design
qualities described by Norman (2004). For instance, using materials which supported
important businesses could result in a feeling of satisfaction for the crafter.
Similarly, thinking about the reaction of the recipients of the final craft items was
equally important to both groups of yarn users. Gifts were a substantial within the
sample, 45% of the projects reported in the survey were given as gifts. Other researchers
have discussed the importance of making gifts to contemporary crafters (e.g., Johnson &
Wilson, 2005; Shinn & Ha, 2011; Stalp, 2007; Stannard, 2011). It stands to reason, given
the prominence of gift giving among crafters, that both types of yarn user groups would
finding thinking about the recipients of a gift to be exciting while in the process of
assembling the present.
There was no significant difference between the two groups of yarn users when it
came to their excitement over having time to engage in crafting. Several researchers
theorized about the importance of crafting as a creative break in the rapid-paced lifestyles
of postmodern society (e.g., Grace, Gandolfo, & Candy, 2009; Myzelev, 2009; Parkins,
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2004). Indeed the ability to slow down and take time to engage in a simple, creative
pursuit has been extolled as one of the premier benefits of crafting (Minahan & Wolfram
Cox, 2007; Myzelev, 2009; Parkins, 2004; Stannard, 2011).
Lastly, the physical process of crafting was enjoyed by both sets of yarn users. An
intriguing consideration can be made at this final characteristic of yarn while in the
process of crafting. As discussed earlier, those using artisan brand yarns enjoyed the feel
of their yarns more that national brand yarn users while in the process of crafting.
However, a lack of difference when considering the excitement of the physical process of
crafting suggests that the process of crafting encompasses more than simply feel.
Researchers have suggested that in addition to the tactile aspects of crafting there are also
meditative qualities to physically manipulating materials (Reynolds, 1997; Reynolds,
2009; Parkins, 2004). The findings from this research propose that the positive benefits
from the physical act of crafting can be enjoyed regardless of the type of raw materials
employed.
Research Question Three
R3.

What factors were important to the result stage of the craft design process and
how do these relate to the three levels of design?
Hypothesis three was closely associated with the discussion of research question

three. Each of the three sub hypotheses will be considered in relation to the
characteristics of yarn that were critical to the respondents when considering the final
craft projects.
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H3a. In the result stage, there will be no difference in visceral levels of design for
crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand yarn was
supported.
The characteristics of yarn that were considered to be important to the finished
project gauged in this sub hypothesis included the color of the yarn and the design of the
item. There was not a significant difference between the two groups of yarn users in
relation to either characteristic.
As discussed in the previous sections color was paramount to crafters when
choosing the materials. As discussed earlier users of artisan brand yarns did have a
significantly higher feeling of excitement over the color of their yarns while making the
items, this difference was theorized to have resulted from the use of variegated, handdyed yarns or yarns with natural variation. Upon finishing the items both groups felt the
color(s) were important to the overall look of their final projects. This result is logical
because once the extra excitement for working with a variegated yarn wore off, both
groups of yarn users would revert to feeling that the colors they had selected were
important to the project.
Both groups of yarn users felt the overall design of their objects was important.
Considering that in the process stage both groups were excited about the patterns they
had chosen for the project the overall feeling that the design of the craft projects was
important is logical. It is also logical that as a crafter chooses a pattern based on their
own taste and end goals, the finished design would also be viewed as a relevant factor in
their finished product.
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No matter which type of yarn was used to create the item, crafters viewed the
design of the project as being important. Researchers have suggested that crafters
interested in design (as opposed to the social or other aspects of crafting) tend to purchase
premium materials (Gabbert, 2000; Medley-Rath, 2010). However, as indicated in the
present research findings, even individuals who were using less desirable materials felt
design was important to their projects. This suggests less of a relationship exists between
the raw materials utilized and their apparent importance to the final design of an item
(Gabbert, 2000; Medley-Rath, 2010).
Further investigation into the relationship between both types of yarn and project
design is needed. A research question that targeted the role of the yarn in the finished
item in the present study may have allowed for a more rich understanding of how the raw
material was incorporated into the finished design item. Future inquiries should endeavor
to better describe and understand how a material contributes to the complete design of a
finished item.
H3b. In the result stage, there will be no difference in behavioral levels of design
for crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand yarn
was supported.
When this hypothesis was tested using the grouped characteristics for the
behavioral level of design there was no difference between the yarn user groups.
However, when these characteristics were tested separately dissimilarities were found.
The feel of the yarn was significantly different between the two groups. The apparent
importance of utilitarian nature of the final craft objects was not different for the two
groups.
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As discussed in the two previous stages of the craft design process, the significant
difference in the importance of feel between yarn user groups could have resulted from
the increased knowledge of fibers among artisan brand yarn users. It could also have
resulted from the tendency for artisan brand yarns to use higher quality fibers that would
have a nicer feel than “cheap” acrylic, a common fiber type for national brand yarns.
Logically, the importance of feel to one group of yarn users would remain constant
throughout the design process as the feel of a material is an inherent property that cannot
be changed by manipulating it into a new form (e.g., crocheting soft alpaca yarn into a
hat does not make the materials any less soft when arranged in a new manner).
Functionality (usefulness) of a finished item was typically important to many
crafters. While not all projects were necessarily as utilitarian as others (e.g., toys) it was
noteworthy that no matter what yarn was ultimately chosen, both types of yarns were
used to produce utilitarian items. As discussed previously, some respondents decided to
use national brand yarns for larger projects, like sweaters or blankets, and to use more
expensive artisan brand yarns for smaller projects, like hats. The type of yarn may have
had direct influence on the type of project which could feasibly have been produced, but
there was still a broad emphasis among the respondents that utilitarian items were
something to strive for when crafting. This agreed with assertions that crafting today was
a way to generate objects that were useful as opposed to consuming these common goods
(Gauntlett, 2011; Stannard, 2011; Winge & Stalp, 2013).
H3c.

In the result stage, there will be no difference in reflective levels of design for

crafters who use artisan brand yarn and crafters who use national brand yarn was
not supported.
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Again, respondents in the two yarn groups differed on the meaningfulness of
using a yarn that supported an important business. However, the remaining
characteristics of the sense of pride felt when others asked if the crafter had made the
item, the effort the crafter put into the item, and the reaction of the giftee were not
different depending on the type of yarn used.
It makes sense that yet again, supporting a business that was relevant to crafters
was still more critical to the artisan brand yarn users. Similarly, it was also logical that
crafters in both groups who felt pride in their skills while constructing their projects
would also feel pride in the finished items.
Finally, there was no difference between the two groups of yarn users when
considering the reactions of the recipients of their handmade items (if the projects were
given as gifts). The essentialness of finding a good gift recipient has been stressed by
both popular press and scholarly work (Johnson & Wilson, 2005; Pearl-McPhee, 2008;
Shinn & Ha, 2011; Stannard, 2011). Perhaps, the lack of difference between the two yarn
user groups when considering the significance of the reaction of gift recipients indicated
a highly positive reaction from recipients. If gift recipients lacked fiber knowledge, it
was considered a best practice among many respondents to utilize easy-care national
brand yarns for these individuals. This practice begs the question, if a recipient was
presented with an artisan brand yarn gift would they be able to properly appreciate the
item? Additional specific inquiries into the fiber knowledge of gift recipients and
whether a difference in reaction when receiving gifts made from artisan brand fibers was
perceptible would provide more depth to the current discussion.
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Research Question Four
R4.

What were the meanings of crafting held by the respondents?
The research question was highly related to the results of the craft identities and

motivations theme. This theme focused on what crafting meant to the respondents and
why they were interested in continuing their participation in the activity.
One consideration about meanings of craft to the respondents related to the
predominance of process or product for specific crafters. This inquiry was also the
subject of hypothesis four. Hypothesis four stated:
H4.

Crafters will identify as either process or product crafters and was not

supported.
Through a Pearson’s correlation test it was found that a weak association (0.35) existed
between these two variables. The indication that crafters hold both the process of
crafting and product to be of value was in direct opposition to the assertions of numerous
researchers who have claimed either one or the other was of importance to crafters (e.g.,
Gauntlett, 2011; Hegland & Hemmis, 1994; Stalp, 2006; Stannard, 2011).
At least weakly, crafters view both the process and products fashioned through
crafting to be critical. Therefore, the actual process of crafting and the finished craft
products are both meaningful to crafters. Perhaps the preference of process or product is
determined by the specific project, for instance the essentialness of process might be
stronger for those working in a lovely, variegated yarn, while the importance of product
might be especially influential for a crafter finishing a meaningful accessory such as a
wedding shawl. The determination of which aspect would take on prominence depending
on the type of project being worked should be a future research goal in this area. Another
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interesting comparison would be to determine if, as suggested by Hegland and Hemmis
(1994), some crafters change the motive that is of primary relevance over time.
Craft as identity. As discussed in previous section, crafting was a significant
part of the identities of some respondents. A handful of respondents felt crafting a chief
leisure activity allowing them to enjoy creativity in their daily lives. As previously
discussed, others redefined how they approached crafting within their lives and identities
and chosen instead to go by the term fiber artist.
The respondents to the survey also rated how much they felt crafting played into
their overall identity in item 3. This aspect of the survey was comprised of five questions
for respondents to disclose how essential crafting was to their lives. Overall, the
respondents produced very high means that indicated crafting was a significant part of
their lives and identities. As stated previously, the salience of crafting to identity has
been extolled by numerous researchers (e.g., Gabbert, 2000; Parkins, 2004; Turney,
2004; Turney, 2009).
Motivations for crafting. The motivations that encouraged respondents to take
part in crafting as a leisure activity were another vital source of meaning. Crafting, as
found by numerous other researchers, was a source of stress relief for the respondents
(e.g., Grace, Gandolfo, & Candy, 2009; Myzelev, 2009; Parkins, 2004; Reynolds, 1997;
Reynolds, 2009). Crafting was a source of creativity, a way to connect with loved ones
(via gifts or continuing the tradition of crafting), a way to celebrate feminine heritage,
and for some a vital business.
A few respondents also felt that crafting was a methods of being more sustainable
in their daily lives. The Do-it-yourself aspect of crafting was described as a more
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sustainable way to live by some crafters previously (Gauntlett, 2011; Stannard, 2011;
Winge & Stalp, 2013). The motivation to “make it” instead of consuming more massproduced materials remains rather puzzling as crafters are still largely dependent on
consuming finished goods to make items (however, a case could be made for those
crafters who raised and spun their own fibers as being very sustainable with their efforts).
Additional inquiry into the feeling of being more sustainable among crafters who still
purchase finished goods to make their projects is needed to better understand this
phenomenon.
Research Question Five
R5.

How did the meanings of raw materials and finished craft products relate to the
concept of linking value in consumer tribes?
Consumer goods are required in order for crafter to create products, however,

instead of blindly accepting market offerings crafters have “adapted consumerism in such
a way that it can give expression to their own distinctive cultural values and traditions,”
(Campbell, 2005, p. 38). Thus, crafters have taken the original meanings of products and
appropriated those meanings in order to suit their own purposes, a common activity
within a consumer tribe (Cova, 1997; Schouten & McAlexander, 1995). Crafters have
also used the new meanings of raw materials and finished craft products to foster
interactions within their consumer tribe. The ability to use a product to help nurture
connections between members of a consumer tribe is the linking value of that product
(Cova, 1997; Cova & Cova, 2002).
Within the context of crafters as a consumer tribe, linking value as a concept
nestled within the activities of this group in a few ways. Projects made by crafters were
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used as a way to link themselves with other members of the tribe and also individuals
outside of the tribe. The relationship established through the interaction of crafters with
producers and/or retailers of craft supplies was vital.
Linking value of gifts. Gifts were one way in which the concept of linking value
could be seen as recipients of these items were able to take on the role of tribal supporter
to encourage tribe members to continue participating in crafting. Otnes and Maclaran
(2007) described the additional role of tribal supporter, a role that “includes people in the
tribe’s members’ social networks who do not participate in the key tribal practices…but
who nevertheless provide invaluable assistance to members” (p. 65). Many individuals
can be tribal supporters, for instance individuals who provided financial support (e.g.,
paying for collectibles) to tribal members but who did not actively participate in the tribe
(Otnes & Maclaran, 2007).
Individuals who were gracious gift recipients could fulfill the role of tribal
supporter. Gift beneficiaries (who were often described by the respondents as being less
knowledgeable of fiber importance and therefore were not actually members of the
crafting consumer tribe) were able to take on the role of tribal supporter by providing
critical, positive feedback on craft projects. For instance, one respondent commented
that, “He loves my handmade gifts, the joy of his face makes it worth making”
(Respondent 554). As demonstrated by the quote, the reaction of the gift recipient
provided positive feedback for the crafter to create the item. Participants in other
research described the positive reactions of gift recipients as being a key incentive for
creating more craft projects (Stannard, 2010). Therefore, those who provided
constructive feedback fulfilled the role of tribal supporter by inspiring tribe members to
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continue to partake in their chosen activity. The linking value of gifts was then evident in
the connections and reassurance that were built through the exchange of finished craft
items.
Producers within consumer tribes. Producers within a consumer tribe were also
able to employ the concept of linking value to further their business goals. When
marketing products “craft companies can also leverage the tribal phenomenon, and a
single entrepreneur may even gain a competitive advantage over larger organizations”
(Pace, Fratocchi, & Cocciola, 2007, p. 312). For instance, Pace et al. (2007) studied the
case of Le Nuvole, a maker of handcrafted pipes, in which the crafter, Maurizio Tombari,
became part of the online tribe of pipe-smoking enthusiasts. Tombari frequently posted
on the main message boards of the tribe and built a reputation for passion and knowledge
about pipe-smoking. In this case, the crafter was highlighted as being an active member
of the tribe who frequently praised the efforts of his competitors and embodied a love for
the leisure activity around which the tribe was formed. Through his participation and
acknowledged expertise in pipe-smoking, tribal members became aware of the products
created by Tombari. Essentially, through active participation in the tribe Tombari was
able to further his sales as a craftsperson.
Producers of goods can interact with the tribe and gain a legitimate position as a
member who can help them to further their professional goals (Pace et al., 2007). Among
hand-dyers, fiber farmers, and small retailers of craft supplies the use of tribal marketing
tactics was evident. These individuals were engaged in the craft tribe by being present at
fiber festivals and retail shops were they were able to directly interact with members of
the tribe.
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The linking value of the products offered by these individuals (i.e., artisan brand
yarns/fiber products) was such that these materials were used to link the producers within
the tribe and the consumers. Respondent 11 stated, “I love knitting with and supporting
locally produced yarn.” As indicated by the quote supporting important businesses
through the purchase of artisan brand yarns was in general seen as a more important
purchase to the tribe members. It is possible the artisan brand yarn was viewed as being
more important because of the linking value of this product.
Summary. The concept of linking value does shed some light on the activities of
crafters if they were conceptualized as a consumer tribe. However, the fact that crafters
have also used their purchases of raw materials to create products that strengthen
relationships with members outside of the consumer tribe, does insinuate the need for
more inquiry into the role of linking value within the consumer tribe of crafters. The
concept of linking value may need to be redefined and extended in order to better suit the
activities and goals of this particular tribe of consumers. Finally, it may be possible that
crafters as a group are simply too varied as to be easily classified into a consumer tribe,
as opposed to other groups like Harley Davidson ® motorcycle enthusiasts.
A similar consideration may be that crafters, while engaged in consuming
materials, do not derive as much importance from the specific types of materials that they
purchase. For instance, even those purchasing artisan brand yarns provide a case for
linking value within the tribe often chose to purchase an alternative type of yarn for
reasons such as needing high volume of materials and the inherent cost. There may not
be enough brand specific activities among crafters to make a very telling case for the
concept of linking value.
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Theory Development
Based on the findings of this study the three levels of design as suggested by
Norman (2004) were not sufficient or correct for describing why crafters chose to
purchase yarn as evidenced by the lack of clear loadings in the factor analysis and by the
numerous additional considerations when choosing raw materials for a project described
by the respondents. This created an opportunity to describe and suggest a new theory for
the decisions that impacted why a raw material was chosen for a craft project.
Theory Development Approach
The terms “model” and “theory” have been used interchangeably in academia.
Models, however, are merely the diagram of the relationships established between
concepts. There is no actual explanation in a model. As a diagram showing lines
between concepts is not particularly telling or useful, the researcher must go further with
their idea and provide an explanation of the model. The process of explaining the model
and providing linkages between concepts is when theory becomes evident. Pedersen
(2007) defined theory as, “a set of statements that advances knowledge by describing,
explaining, or predicting the relationship between two or more concepts” (p. 123).
Theories are the accompanying description of the relationships/linkages between the
concepts displayed in the model. Thus, the theory is the explanation while the model is
the visual aid.
However, within the area of apparel design it is common for theories about design
tend to be called design process models (Bye, 2010; Carroll & Gross, 2010; LaBat &
Sokolowski, 1999; Lamb & Kallal, 1992; Watkins, 1988). In order to be aligned with the
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typical method of naming theories within apparel design the theories presented in this
dissertation will be referred to as design process models.
Craft Design Process Model Development
Results from the first three hypotheses provided evidence for the building of the
following models. Additionally, the theme of important for project planning along with
its four subthemes: utilitarian end project/user needs, utilitarian yarn/fiber requirements,
visual and tactile yarn/fiber requirements, and intangible yarn/fiber requirements
detailed valuable insight into the factors that affected why a crafter choose to purchase or
utilize a specific material from their stash for their project.
At a casual glance it would appear that subthemes were directly correlated to the
levels of design as described by Norman (2004). For instance the visual and tactile
yarn/fiber requirements would be associated with the visceral level of design. The
utilitarian yarn/fiber requirements related to the behavioral level of design. Finally, the
intangible yarn/fiber requirements would represent the reflective level of design.
After exploring the characteristics of yarn/fiber deemed important by the
respondents within both the qualitative and quantitative data, it became clear that the
three levels of design as detailed by Norman (2004) were simply not complex enough to
fully cover the factors involved in the consumption of raw materials for a craft project.
The insufficiencies of Norman’s (2004) levels of design necessitated building new
models to explain why crafters choose to purchase or utilize materials from their stashes.
Therefore, two new models, the Yarn First Craft Design Process Model and the Project
First Craft Design Process Model were developed.
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The two models build off of the design process, called creative practice, suggested
by Bye (2010). Bye’s (2010) model is three steps long and the first stage involves an
inspiration, context, or idea (p. 214) which crafters may find the perfect pattern or an
interesting new material (Gabbert, 2000; Stannard, 2011). The next stage is entitled
design process, and it occurs when a practitioner actually works with the materials to
create a product. Finally, a finished item is created.
In opposition to this simplistic model, crafters have more complex considerations
of materials and projects. Additionally there is often a stage in which the craft stash is
either investigated for appropriate materials or in which newly purchased goods may be
placed for a time. Therefore, the two newly created design process models include
additional steps and considerations to better describe approaches to crafting.
Yarn first craft design process model. For those crafters operating in the yarn
first category (see Figure 5.1), the initial step in their process is to consume yarn (or fiber
if handspinning was employed). These crafters find yarn (or in some cases made the
yarn) that prompts them to make a project. The yarn first process is illustrated by
Respondent 513:
I spun it, and it was my first 'fancy' handspun, so I knew I needed to knit
something from it straight away because I was so proud of it. This was
entirely a situation of 'have yarn, must find pattern.
Respondent 12 also displays a Yarn First approach to design by commenting, “I buy yarn
based on what I like then design a project based on my yarn stash.”
The evaluative criteria for choosing raw materials within the yarn first approach
can vary. Some individuals are primarily interested in “stash busting” and were simply
trying to use up yarns which had accumulated over time. Even for individuals taking this
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approach, the materials would have originally needed to be attractive to the respondents
in one or more of the three ways described below.
Some individuals purchase materials based on highly utilitarian material
properties such as: price, availability, yardage, consistency, fiber content, quality,
durability, and washabilty. The utilitarian elements of a yarn can also relate to how warm
the respondent felt the final product would be. Finally, wearable requirements such as
breathability and moisture absorbency are potential considerations.
Others are drawn to visual/tactile material properties of the materials as
evidenced by Respondent 399:
I fell in love with the colors of the skein at my local yarn store. It was
unique, the only one with those colors in the whole store. I couldn't stop
thinking about it that day, so I went back and bought it.
Visual characteristics of yarn that are appealing to crafters also include: the overall
shine/luster of the yarn, whether the colors would go well together, variegated yarns, and
self-striping yarns. Features of the finished fabric are also sometimes relevant. For
instance if a yarn would produce a materials with the right amount of drape, and whether
the stitches would be visible with the type of yarn. Finally, the feel of the yarn is
occasionally an essential aspect. As discussed previously, artisan brand yarn users are
more concerned with the feel of their material than national brand yarn users.
Finally, crafters are encouraged to obtain materials based on intangible material
properties of the yarn. The desire to try out a new brand of yarn is highlighted by some
crafters. Other respondents are interested in buying yarn because it is a personal luxury.
Socially responsible traits of fiber goods such as: organic, fair trade, and ethically treated
animals are also intangible aspects that can impact whether yarn is purchased.
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Figure 5.1: Yarn first craft design process model.
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There are many crafters who are interested in supporting small retailers (LYSs),
fiber farmers, and artisans producing fiber products, and this is another example of an
intangible quality of yarn. As discussed in relation to research question five, the desire to
support these producers by purchasing their wares can be interpreted as an example of the
concept of linking value. It is important to note that the desire to support producers
within the tribe was not mentioned in relation to purchasing national brand yarns.
No matter which characteristics of yarn are of primary importance for the initial
acquisition, those who work in the yarn first manner, initially acquired yarn. Once the
crafters obtain their yarn it is then possible to consider what types of projects will be
appropriate based on the combined qualities of the yarn.
When considering the properties of yarn that are essential for a project decision,
only utilitarian and visual/tactile qualities are considered. It is possible that crafters may
have chosen yarn with intangible properties to be used for a gift because the intangible
properties would appeal to the recipient. For instance, maybe a gift for a “green-living”
enthusiast would be made out of organic cotton. However, there was no evidence of
intangible properties of yarn being considered when choosing a project in the data.
After the appropriate project was selected based on the combined utilitarian and
visual/tactile qualities of the chosen materials the crafter would then begin crafting.
After the process of crafting, a finished project was produced. This project could then be
presented to others as a gift or kept for personal use by the crafter.
Project first craft design process model. The Project First (see Figure 5.2)
approach to crafting was similar in many ways to the Yarn First approach. However, as
evidenced by the name, in this design process a project decision was the first step.
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Crafters could have based the project decision of their desire to make a certain pattern,
the need to make a gift, or any other number of reasons. Once the project was
determined it was then possible for the crafter to determine the types of materials that
should be utilized.
It is important to note that again only utilitarian and visual/tactile material
properties of yarn were strictly required in order to make the desired project. Once these
properties were determined, the crafters would then check their craft stash to determine if
any materials on-hand would meet the necessary project requirements. If a suitable
material was found then the crafters could progress to the stage of crafting the item.
If a suitable material was not found in the craft stash, then the crafter would need
to purchase new materials. The utilitarian and visual/tactile material properties of yarn
had to be fulfilled in order to make the desired project. As with the Yarn First approach,
intangible material properties of yarn could become important to the overall decision to
purchase yarn.
Once the materials were purchased then it was possible for the crafters to enter
into the craft stage of the design process. Following the craft stage, the crafter was then
able to produce a finished project.
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Figure 5.2: Project first craft design process model.
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Summary
Both of the craft design process models built upon the three levels of design as
suggested by Norman (2004). The three stage design process model of Creative Practice
that was described by Bye (2010) also provided valuable insight. The two models can be
seen as interrelated by divergent approaches to crafting in contemporary society. The
models were also able to demonstrate visually how crafters approached new projects and
determined what materials should be selected.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
The overarching purpose of this research was to determine characteristics of raw
materials which impact the consumption and design process of crafters. The
characteristics are related to the three levels of design as described by Norman (2004) and
the concept of linking value in consumer tribes. The specific focus of the project was a
comparison of the levels of design of artisan brand yarn and national brand yarn
consumed and utilized by crafters. The comparison of the levels occurred at each of the
three stages of the craft design process: the initial planning stage of the project, the
process stage, and the result stage.
Data were gathered using an online survey with both close-ended and open-ended
questions. A survey link was posted on crafting related groups on www.facebook.com
and also through a snowball sampling technique. A total of 657 usable responses were
collected from crafters across the United States.
Quantitative Summary
Quantitative data were analyzed using frequencies, Pearson’s correlation test,
Cronbach’s alpha, factor analysis, and MANOVA. The majority of the respondents were
female (94.8%), were under 40 years old, and had attended at least some college.
Knitting was the most popular type of craft activity with about 70% of the respondents
having used this technique, followed by crocheting (about 26%); 3% of the respondents
were weavers. The respondents were divided into two groups based on whether they
used artisan or a national brand yarn in order to compare the importance of various
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characteristics of yarn at each of the three stages of the craft design process. Twenty-four
percent of the respondents used artisan brand yarns.
Factor analysis was performed using the characteristics of yarn in each of the
stages of the design process to determine if they would load neatly into the three levels of
design as detailed by Norman (2004). It was later determined that the three levels of
design did not load tidily and the three levels of design were not appropriate for
describing the characteristics of yarn that were important in the three stages of the craft
design process.
In the first stage of the craft design process the characteristic of color was not
different for the two types of yarn users. All other characteristics were more important to
artisan brand yarn users including: visible texture, feel, yarn weight, desire to support an
important business, and the manner in which an animal was raised.
In the second stage of the craft design process artisan brand yarn users were more
excited about the color of their materials, the feel of the yarn, and using a product which
supported an important business than national brand yarn users. The yarn user groups
were not significantly different in the following manners: pattern choice, the usefulness
of the final item, their skill in putting together the item, thinking about the gift recipient,
having time to do something creative, and enjoying the physical process of crafting.
In the final stage of the craft design process, the two yarn user groups felt the
following characteristics of yarn were equally important: the colors selected, the overall
design of the item, the utility of the item, pride in the finished item, the effort that had
gone into the item, and the excitement of gift recipients when receiving the item (if it was
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a gift). Again, artisan brand yarn users felt the feel and using a product which supported
a business they cared about were more important.
Qualitative Summary
Qualitative data were analyzed using the three stage constant comparison method.
Four themes emerged from the data analysis: craft identity and motivations, types of
crafting activities, business factors, and importance of materials to project planning.
The theme of craft identity and motivations was composed of the various ways in
which crafting contributed to the identity of the respondents and why respondents were
motivated to continue crafting. The theme also had a section exploring the particular
case of being a beginning and how this status affected the identity of those crafters, their
motivations to learn new skills, and what sorts of materials might be purchased for
beginner projects.
The theme related to the types of crafting activities contained the phenomenon of
multi-crafters, in which more than one type of craft was practiced by an individual.
There was also a consideration of crafters who handspun and/or hand-dyed fibers for
their craft projects. Other individuals were actively raising fiber animals that could
provide raw materials to create craft projects. A number of respondents discussed
various craft businesses they were operating and others were employed by craft retailers
or fiber artisans. One respondent even operated a cottage woolen mill for processing
fleece from area fiber farmers.
The business factors influencing the consumption of craft supplies were very
diverse. Good services and reviews for products were important factors for crafters when
choosing where and what to purchase. The specific brand offerings of a store also had an
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impact. Respondents discussed returning to specific brand that had previously yielded a
positive outcome. Emphasis was also placed on easy to use yarns when crafting and
those that were readily available. Crafters indicated availability could become a major
issue if a crafter ran out of materials half-way through a project.
Considerations of retail environment influenced where materials were ultimately
purchased. For instance, many respondents commented that they were interested in
buying from LYSs or fiber farmers, but had no idea where to find these types of retailers.
This problem could potentially be solved by creating a larger online presence and using
more advertisements. Though there was not universal support for LYSs among the
respondents, there were mostly positive feelings towards these retailers. When a LYS or
fiber farmer could not be found, respondents were often forced to purchase materials
from national retail chains or online vendors. Other places where materials could be
purchased included: fiber festivals, craft fairs, farmer’s markets, and also as souvenirs
when traveling.
Aside from the desire to support LYSs, fiber farmers, and fiber artisans, there
were social responsibility concerns among the respondents. Some reported purchasing
yarn that was fair trade, organic, recycled, and from ethically raised animals. However, it
appeared that social responsibility concerns were seen as bonuses when purchasing
materials as opposed to driving factors for consumption. Numerous respondents seemed
keenly interested in purchasing yarns from ethically raised animals.
There were many considerations made by respondents that were important to
project planning. While it was possible to begin a project starting with a yarn, it was
more common for the respondents to begin with a project in mind. The utilitarian/user
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requirements of an end project was a significant consideration in order to choose the right
types of materials to meet these requisites. Some of the most crucial qualities of a final
project included washability, wearablity, and durability. With these requirements in
place, the respondents often spoke of checking in their craft stashes to determine if the
necessary material were already on-hand.
Materials needed to fulfill utilitarian requirements such as fiber type, yarn weight,
quality, consistency, price, and yardage. There were also important visual/tactile
requirements for materials like appropriate colors or colorway, feel of the material, the
ability for the material to produce a certain drape, and whether the material would allow
for good stitch definition if desired.
Finally, there were intangible aspects of the yarns/fiber products that occasionally
influenced the respondents to purchase the materials. For instance the desire to simply
try a new variety of yarn or that the yarn “spoke to me” were often recalled. Other
respondents classified the yarn they purchased as a luxury or splurge.
Relation to Theory
This research study relates to various theoretical tenants about both consumption
and crafting. The major theories under investigation for this research were the concept of
linking value within a consumer tribe and Norman’s (2004) levels of design.
Theorists working in the area of consumer tribes stressed the importance of
creating an emotional connection between consumers and products. However, these
theorists believed successful products within a consumer tribe would be used to create
bonds between members of the same tribe, a concept referred to as linking value. It was
determined that linking value within the crafting consumer tribe could be exemplified in
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the relationship between craft consumers and those producing artisan brand yarns. When
crafters consume products from producers within the tribe they are supporting their
activities and the yarn/roving serves to link these two types of tribal members together.
Linking values was also seen in gifts presented to tribal outsiders who took on the role of
tribal supporter by appreciating the items and further motivating crafters to create more
projects.
In addition to the concept of linking value, the levels of design as described by
Norman (2004) were also investigated. Norman (2004) theorized an approach to
designing products using three levels of design that were meant to connect to individuals
on an emotional level. Through the analysis of the survey data it became clear that the
three levels of design were not sufficient for describing the motives of crafters for
choosing yarn (a designed product) to be used in their craft activities.
Additionally, a three stage apparel design process model called Creative Practice
was used to describe the craft design process (Bye, 2010). This model was, however,
found to be insufficient for describing the design decisions made by crafters, specifically
those made when choosing materials for their projects. This model also did not take into
consideration how some crafters choose to start with yarn or with a project idea first.
Using the three stages suggested by Bye (2010), Norman’s (2004) three levels of
design, plus evidence from written answers from the survey respondents, two new models
were created. The two craft design process models (the Yarn First Craft Design Process
Model and the Project First Craft Design Process Model) were able to bring together the
stages of crafting as well as the material properties that affected the consumption of craft
materials into a condensed craft material design process. The two models of the craft
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design process stand as the first attempt to map out how consumption of raw materials
relates to the design of craft objects.
Implications
The findings of this research have significant implications of both a theoretical
and applied nature. The implications from this study are of interest to a wide range of
individuals including: craft theorists, consumption theorists, crafters, small retailers of
craft supplies, fiber farmers, and fiber artisans. This research extends the knowledge of
crafting within contemporary society. It also pays specific attention to craft as a design
activity and highlights the importance of various raw material properties when
approaching a new project.
There are some particularly intriguing theoretical implications from this research.
First, the dual approaches to the craft design process can aid academics in understanding
the decision making process undertaken by crafters when approaching a new project.
Second, the role of raw materials within the craft design process and the importance of
those material qualities when choosing items also sheds light on how materials impact the
design process. The role of utilitarian, visual/tactile, and intangible properties of raw
materials that affected whether yarns were ultimately chosen for a craft project provides
greater understanding of craft consumption.
Practical implications that can be used to benefit small producers and/or retailers
of artisan brand yarns can also be found. There were perceptions among consumers
about artisan brand yarns that could be used to increase sales of these products. First,
numerous individuals commented that they did not have access to artisan brand yarns but
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were interested in buying these materials. If possible, retailers should work to create
more public awareness within their communities and on the internet.
In general, artisan brand yarn was seen to be of better quality, of more interesting
visible texture, and better feeling than national brand yarn. These traits should be
emphasized by retailers and producers. Additionally, there was evidence that colors of
these materials were more exciting when actually working with the yarns. Potentially
showcasing a swatch of material crafted from variegated yarns may be a successful
method for communicating the excitement of crafting with these types of yarns.
Another aspect of yarn that should be emphasized by artisan brand yarn retailers
or producers would be the ethical treatment of fiber animals. The overwhelming number
of comments about the desire to purchase these sorts of yarns indicates consumer interest
in the way animals are treated. For fiber farmers who are able, bringing along a “happy”
fiber animal to events for crafters to see in person may be another way to entice crafters
to purchase artisan brand yarns.
Retailing implications can also be found from this research. Importance was
placed on good customer service from retailers and should be emphasized by retailers.
Crafters also enjoyed looking at reviews of yarns using trusted online sources like
Ravelry. Showcasing reliable reviews of yarns may allow for crafters to feel more
confident when trying new varieties of yarns. Finally, many respondents described a
desire to try new types of yarns. New brands of yarns should be highlighted within the
store environment to entice crafters.
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Limitations
There are limitations to the current research that should be discussed. Many of
these limitations resulted from the method of sampling. By using an online survey, any
crafter without internet access was automatically excluded from the sample. The use of
Facebook specifically would have excluded any crafters who were not part of this social
networking website.
The sample was also heavily weighted towards female crafters, and also knitters.
Weavers were a very small portion of the sample and if their approaches to crafting were
dramatically dissimilar from knitters or crocheters it would be difficult to discern these
divergences. Future researchers using a similar sample of crafters should attempt to
contact weaving guilds to find more weavers. Given the method of sampling, it is also
not possible to generalize the findings of this sample to the larger population of crafters.
There were also limitations with the sampling due to the high number of young
crafters who participated in the survey. The proliferation of young crafters could have
had a significant impact on the types of yarn purchased, due to potential financial
difficulties faced by younger people. Similarly, the amount of money spent of craft could
have been impacted by the fiscal realities of young crafters. The preferences for projects
and yarns could also have been affected by the taste of young crafters.
Limitations also arose in terms of the characteristics of yarn that were gauged
using Likert scales in the survey. After reviewing the written responses, there were many
more characteristics of yarn that should be utilized to understand why yarn was chosen by
crafters. There was also a need to allow for more choices in the survey such as back
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buttons, handspun yarn options, and places to indicate whether the respondent was a fiber
farmer.
Future Research
This area of research is just beginning to be understood by the academic
community allowing for numerous opportunities for expansion. Further research should
be done to determine if the two craft design process models could be applied to other
craft disciplines, in which designers start a creative project based on material
characteristics in the planning stage. Research should be done to continue to flesh out the
relationship between consumption of raw materials and the effect of those materials on
the craft design process. Other types of materials which are used for different craft
disciplines (e.g., wood for woodworking, stones for jewelry makers, and paper products
for scrapbookers) should be examined to determine if the characteristics of craft materials
(utilitarian, visual/tactile, and intangible) described in this research are appropriate for
other crafts. It would also be value to determine how crafters who utilize supplies from
nature (e.g., willow branches by basket weavers) select their materials and what raw
material properties are of importance in their choices.
More inquiry into the marketing approaches of specific craft supplies, such as
artisan brand yarns would provide worthwhile information. Understanding how
marketing tactics are perceived by craft consumers would be similarly valuable. It would
also help researchers and retailers to understand how crafters approach their stash
building activities and what types of materials or marketing approaches attract crafters to
buy without a specific project in mind.
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Through the findings of this research it has been indicated that some crafters find
it to be more worthwhile to produce items that are made 100% by hand. These items
were made from hand-dyed, and handspun yarns created by the crafter. It would be
meaningful to investigate in depth how the increased involvement with the raw materials
of a craft project changed the overall design process of the crafter and the meanings of
the resulting project. Understanding the design process of these types of crafters may
allow for an extension of the two craft design process models presented in this research.
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APPENDIX A
SURVEY INSTRUMENT
For the purpose of this study the term “crafting” relates to or means knitting, crochet, or weaving

1. In general how often do you enjoy the process of crafting?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes Often

Always

2. In general how often do you enjoy the finished craft project?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes Often

Always

3. For each of the following, check the box that indicates your level of agreement.
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Crafting is something I
rarely even think about.
I would feel a loss if I were
forced to give up crafting.
I really don’t have any clear
feelings about crafting.
For me, knowing how to
craft means more than just
making things.
Crafting is an important
part of who I am.

Please think of a favorite project that you have made either by crochet, knitting, or weaving.
Keep this project in mind as you answer the following questions.
4. Which technique did you use to make your project?
Knitting
Crochet
Weaving
5. What type of item did you make?
_________________________________
6. Did you give this item as a gift or keep it yourself?
Kept it for myself
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Gave as a gift
Other___________
7. Did you use a pattern for this project?
Yes
No
8. Where did you find the pattern to make this project?
Internet website (ex. Ravelry)
Published book of patterns
From a friend or family member
Pattern magazine (ex. Vogue Knitting)
Other_____________
Planning Stage
9. What was the fiber content of the yarn you used to make this project?
__________________________
10. Was the type of fiber important to your purchase?
Not
important

Of little
importance

Moderately Important
important

Very
Important

11. Was the yarn handspun?
Yes
No
12. Was the yarn hand-dyed?
Yes
No
13. Did you buy yarn specifically for making this project or did you use yarn from your stash or
did you receive the yarn as a gift?
Purchased yarn for this project
Stash
Gift
14. What are the top three reasons you chose to purchase this yarn (or use this yarn from your
stash) to make your project?
a. ___________________
b. ___________________
c. ___________________

15. Where did you buy the yarn? (Mark as many as apply)
Retail Chain Store (ex. Joann’s, Michael’s)
Local yarn store
Farmer’s Market
Internet retail store (ex. Knit picks)
Etsy
Other____________
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I don’t remember
16. Does your yarn have a brand?
Yes
No
I don’t remember
17. If yes, which one?
_______________________
18. Did you purchase this yarn from the farmer who raised the animals that produced the yarn?
Yes
No
19. What aspects of the yarn were important to you before you started making your project?
Yarn Aspect
Color
Visible texture
Suitable yarn weight for
the pattern
The feel of the yarn
I wanted to support the
business selling the yarn
The manner in which the
animal was raised

Not
important
1
1
1

Of little
importance
2
2
2

Moderately
important
3
3
3

Important
4
4
4

Very
important
5
5
5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

2

3

4

5

Process Stage
20. How long did this project take you?
<1 month
1 month to 3 months
4 months to 6 months
7 months to 9 months
10 months to 12 months
>12 months
I don’t remember
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21. When you were working on the project which aspects were most exciting to you?
Yarn Aspect
The colors I chose
The pattern I picked
The usefulness of the
finished item
The feel of the yarn
Using a yarn that
supported a business I
cared about
My skill in putting together
the project
The person I was planning
to give the item to
Having time to do
something creative
The physical process of
crafting, moving stitches
and feeling the yarn

Not
exciting
1
1
1

Somewhat
exciting
2
2
2

Moderately Exciting
exciting
3
4
3
4
3
4

Very
exciting
5
5
5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Result Stage
22. If someone were to ask you about the finished item which would you be more likely to
comment on:
The person you gave the item to
Being excited to use/display the object yourself
Your pride in how well the item turned out
What type of yarn you used
What type of pattern you used
23. Would you purchase this brand of yarn again?
Yes
No
24. If yes, why? (please provide the top two reasons)
___________________
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25. How important are the following aspects to your final project?
Yarn Aspect
Color
The overall design of the
final item
The feel of the finished
item
The functionality of the
final item
The sense of pride you feel
when others ask if you
made the item
The use of yarn which
supports important
businesses
The effort you put into the
item
The reaction of the person
I gave the item to

Not
important
1
1

Of little
importance
2
2

Moderately Important
important
3
4
3
4

Very
important
5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Demographic Crafting Information
26. You answered this survey by recalling a specific project; how many years have you
participated in the craft type you used for the project? ___
27. How would you rate your level of skill in the type of crafting you used for the project?
Not
skilled

Of little
skill

Moderately Skilled
skilled

Extremely
skilled

28. Do you consider yourself to be a process crafter (someone who enjoys the act of crafting
more than the final product) or do you consider yourself to be a product crafter (someone
who enjoys the final product more than the act of crafting)?
Process crafter
Product crafter
29. How much time do you spend crafting in an average week?
<1 hr
1-3 hrs
4-6 hrs
7-9 hrs
>9 hrs
30. How much money do you spend on crafting supplies in an average month?
__________________________
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Basic demographic info
31. What is your current age in years?
18- 25
26-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71 and over
32. What is your gender?
Male
Female
Transgender
Prefer not to answer
33. What is the highest level of education you attained?
Less than 9th grade
Some high school
High school graduate
Some college
Associate’s degree
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
Doctoral Degree
Prefer not to answer
34. What state do you currently live in?
_______________
35. Do you have anything else you would like me to know about?

Thank you for taking the time to participate in this research. If you know any other crafters who
might be interested please send my posting and research link to them.
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APPENDIX B
HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL

Institutional Review Board Office of Research Integrity | Oregon State University B308 Kerr
Administration Building, Corvallis, OR 97331-2140 Telephone (541) 737-8008 irb@oregonstate.edu |
http://oregonstate.edu/irb/
OSU IRB FWA00003920 1 IRB Form | v. date September 2012 STUDY ID

STUDY ID Notification Type
Date of Notification
Study Title
Principal Investigator
Study Team Members
Submission Type
Level
Exempt
Number of Participants
Funding Source
None
PI on Grant or Contract

EXEMPTION
1/23/2014
Consumption and Design Process of Crafters:
Theoretical implications
Minjeong Kim
Casey Stannard
Project Revision
Category(ies)
2
1010 Do not exceed this number without
prior IRB approval
Proposal #
N/A
N/A

EXPLANATION OF RESEARCH
Project Title: Consumption and Design Process of Crafters: Theoretical Implications
Principal Investigator: Dr. Minjeong Kim
Student Researcher: Casey Stannard
Version Date: 1-10-2014
Purpose: You are being asked to take part in a research study. The purpose of this
research study is to learn about why knitters, crocheters, and weavers purchase either
locally grown or commercial yarn. It is also to learn about how yarn is used in the design
process of crafters. This research is part of a dissertation about crafting.
Requirements: In order to take the survey you must be:
-18 years old or older
-a knitter, crocheter, or weaver
-a US resident
-an English speaker
Activities: The study activities include taking an online survey.
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Time: Your participation in this study will last about 15 to 30 minutes.
Benefit: We do not know if you will benefit from being in this study. However, this study
could help to fill a gap in understanding about crafters. It may also help small scale
farmers to better understand how to sell locally grown yarns.
Confidentiality: Your participation in this study is completely anonymous. However, if
you would like to be part of a follow up interview you will be asked to leave your name
and email address.
Voluntary: Participation in this study is voluntary. Answering all questions is required in
order for your responses to be included in the study results.
Study contacts: If you have any questions about this research project, please contact: Dr.
Minjeong Kim (minjeong.kim@oregonstate.edu). If you have questions about your rights
or welfare as a participant, please contact the Oregon State University Institutional
Review Board (IRB) Office, at (541) 737-8008 or by email at IRB@oregonstate.edu.

